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y/orld Peace and Christian Education both demand, a re­
organization of the Church. In a consideration of a suitable 
government for the Church or the Worid, we always associate 
Christianity and democracy.' Christianity provides,the relig­
ious sanctions for the principles of democracy, and democracy 
secures, the social and political expression o^ the principles
f
of Christianity. Religious education demands a reorganization 
of the Church insofar as the Church ^s methods of administration 
have been out- of harmony, not only with the principles of peda­
gogy. but also v/ith the principles of the Christian religion.
Progress in Christianizing the State is next dwelt 
upon, the foundation principles of its structure outlined and 
the democratic methods and practices then detailed which have 
been developed for securing the highest expression of the sover­
eign soul.of the sovereign citizen. The crisis.which has come 
in the life of the churches of the present day is dae to the 
fact that the State is becoming democratized. In the endeavor 
to introduce and develop Christian democracy in the State, the 
Church has neglected to bring her ovm practices up -to the ideals 
of her own preaching. The result is that the Church as an institu 
tion appears, like many,of her ministers, as a moral poser, giving 
pious advice to parishoners whose civic xfuality and community 
democracy already transcend that found in the organization of the 
Church itself. The nature of the present crisis of the churches 
in the various phases is pointed out, and the certainty and 




In a progressive civilization there must always he doctrinal 
•and ethical differences, hut these may best he adjusted if they all 
exist under a common political system, which is flexible enough to 
adjust itself to' the demands of progress. The only political sys­
tem which can contain conflicting ideals and maintain stability 
as well as allow for changes, allow liberty and'yet maintain its . • 
unity is the democratic system. The last section of the paper is 
therefore devoted -to an outline of some of the principles of* 
democracy in their bearing upon church government. This treatment 
is confined largely to the statement of principles although some 
suggestions as to practical democratic devices in church govern­
ment. are given briefly in the course of the discussion.
DEM0QRATI2IHG THE CHITHGH.
Part One: Introduction^
I Christian Education and World Peace Demand a Reorganization 
of the Churoh.
The World War and its attendant social crises. *hav© 
challenged the right to existence of the Christian religion and 
Christian institutions. Christianity was called by certain German 
philosophers the religion of slaves; and by Russian socialist 
leaders, the religion of kings. The Church has been justly charged 
with failure to effectively oppose war, and. perhaps less justly, 
with economic order. In answer to these charges it has often been 
pointed out that ’’Christianity has not yet been tried", that Christ 
is not to be hlamed for the shortcomings of his erring*disciples, 
that the present practic'es and institutions of Christianity fall 
far short of the ideals of its founder. In fact, practices and in­
stitutions are in a constant "day of judgmeAt", because the ideals 
of the Christian religion in their application to every day life, 
are becoming clearer and sharper. Christianity has not failed, but 
professing Christians have failed to live and practice the ideals 
of their Master, and Christian institutions have failed to respond 
to the charges demanded by revitalized Christian truth. The pAfpose 
of this discussion is to show that Christian Education and World Peace 
demand a reorganized Church: and further, to consider how the Church 
organization has been and may be modified to meet the needs of our 
modern world.
In a discussion of the world organization of religious
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dynamite. It points-not only to the sanotltyv rebirth, .spiritual 
regeneration'and salvation .of the Individual but also t'o a new order 
of society in which would be possible the individual expansion to the 
fullest personal .perfection.,and the higjwst^ self-^^allzatioa:*’'
2-. Ghrlstiaailtv’ Sanctifies gamil? Life. A recent writer has nobj^y 
And truly said, "From oherishbd Kones'where -love doth reign by the fli'e-nook, 
ho social chaos is born or bred, no'hev'olutloiis stalk redly forth”. It is 
Christ’s gospel whichhaa raade^ possible the 'Building of.such cher'lshed homes. 
Chri'st placed the child in the'riiidst. He said that whoever offended one of these 
little, ones was guilty^ of a capital criitei Mcfdem writers in discussing the 
meaning of. infancy and the place of parental affectJ.o'3L.in the evolution of moral 
feelings, (as for example^j ?John Piske and. Henry Druionpnd) have attempted to 
give us a naturalistic bbsls fon our faith in the fairiiy. Their logical 
arguments may appeal to scholars and philosophers, but they can only justify what 
JeSus*. teachings in regard to^ the sanctity of childhood affd the- s^acredness of 
motherhood, have already accompllshedf
.The Christian conceptiOn ^of the family is tlje basis^upon which the 
higher world^orderS of society exist today. If. a.mother^evar.-goes In'her chlld^s 
eyes a reffection of Heavenl* if a-father, .ever says ''.fn thy. eyes I* have-seen the 
Eternal"; if a Statf O'^rer recognirzea that the essence-of family love is the inner 
spirit which gives government its only real power* 'this recognition will, be 
because the gospel picture, of t^e Hply Family has retolutlonlzed individual and 
SQClal-ideals, an,d m.ade Jnc^rjiate .Love the heart; Qf Imperial Poweri
We m.ay ,^^11 commend the grea;t service of ^modbr^-schQlsffs ^ 
in -showing us how this power of Lovehas be to worl^lng^ froip beneath ^ 
in the biological and sgcial evolution for giving
US a scientific and philosophic basis for our faith in the family 
as a' social institution. But we have a great deal more cause to 
rejoice in the progress which has come historically because of the 
religious sanction which has been given to the family from above 
through the fievelation of God in the life and teachings of Jesus 
Christ,, his Son.
3. Christianity Preserves Neighborhood Integrity.
Individualism unhampered by social bonds, results 
in anarchy. Family loyalty becomes pernicious when it prohibits 
loyalties to a larger grpup. The next larger group above the 
family with which we are familiar is the Neighborhood. As 
psychologically the' sense of personal identity and the social . 
consciousness develop together in reciprocal relations, so in an 
ethical religion, the commands Love God and Love Man are inseparable. 
Jesus not only inculcated love of nei^bor as self, but he was spec­
ific about who these neighbors were. A neighbor is a person who is 
needy and near, - the poor at the rich young ruler’s door, for whom 
he was to sell his goods, - the woimded traveller ministered to by 
the good Samaritan. A neighbor is not necessarily a person who is 
a citizen of the same State Or a member of the same church, but a 
person who lives at the same place. It is conceivable that if all
t
the characters in the parable of the good Samaritan had shown the, 
same community spirit, the Priest, Levite and Samaritan, might have 
united their forces, and not only given the needy man a better room 
at the Inn, but also have completely protected all travellers iai 
that robber Infested neighborhood. The parable seems to teach that * 
community problems should be settled on the basis of community needs, 
regardless of social, or eccessiastical affiliations, and that a
community's needs should not be neglected because of the supposed 
necessity of loyally going down to Jerusalem or Samaria, or Hew 
York or Philadelphia or Chicago or St.Louis. Moreover just as the 
individual must be true to his family, and the family a part of the 
neighborhoodi so the neighborhood- whether rural,or urban, in city 
or state, is just a unit in a larger territorial organization. The 
indivdual neighborhood or state can attain the highest degree of social 
efficiency, only by fulfilling its duties as a part of the larger 
national community.
4. Christianity Justifies- Hational Loyalty.
If Jesus teachings regarding Individual and neighborhood 
integrity be carried to their logical conclusion, they will issue 
in some form of nationality. The notion is a comparatively recent 
political phenomenon. It resulted hecause medieval empires crushed 
out forms of ihdividual initiative and local control. Patriotism 
has been variously dissected’by psychologists'who tell us that among 
many other psychiG elements a' large place must be given to loyalty 
to native place, common historical traditions, and common racial 
and religious ideals. States with expanding geographical horizons 
must expect to share governmental responsibilities^ d’he spirit of 
Christianity ip not contrary to •these psychic laws upon-which 
nationality is built. Jesus wept over Jerusalem;He was loyal 
to the historic and religious traditions of his nation and race, which 
he came not to destroy but to fulfill. As He put a high moral ideal 
into Judaism, so does Christiahit^^redeem all national ideals,and 
sanction such ethical patriotism.
5. Christianity Teaches World Brotherhood.
Christianity sanctions patriotism, but it is not
identical with the narrow patriotism which would make nationalism.
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This tppe of patriot can find no support In Scripture unless he' tiam to an 
Interpretation of Joshua. The whole teaching of the Blhle from the Prophets 
to the Erongellsts. breathes the story of the unity of the hiunan race. Christ 
preached the gospel of salvation not only to the Jews but also to Samaritan, 
Syro-Phoenlclan, Roman and Greek. Hip conmlsslon was to carry this gospel to 
every creature In all the world; The spirit of Isaiah*s beautiful picture 
of the peace of the* Messianic era was caught up In Christ’s great teaching 
of the Kingdom of God. As into each soul, so into all the world His redeeming 
spirit was" to come, resulting In a holy brother|>ood of peoples, children of one 
Father, citizen of. one Conmonwealth.
Some religions base their ^ole program upon the salvation of the 
individual, others make the family the basis of ethical and religious duties; 
another will sacrifice everything in ,religion to ecclesiastical loyalties and 
ceremonial faithfulness; while still another will teach that the Individual
r *>
person must lose his identity by absorption in the divine All. Christianity 
by its Incomparable balance of Individual Integrity with social solidarity on 
the basis of high ethical and religious sanctions beocmtes the only religion 
^ich it will be safe for the world to attempt to universalize. Christianity 
is truly .a World Religion. We may answer our first question in the affirraatlte, 
real Christianity will bring true peace.
B, The Church and War#
1* Christ Always Essentially Opposed to War.
Christ’s teaOhings as to the sadredness of personality and the natureI
of God and his Kingdom are irreconcilable with the slaughter of war. There may ha^ 
been a time when it was necessary to raise the sword against evil, but tte Qristlan spliiit
has so permeated, humanity that we now have an international govern­
ment which will serve to maintain the good life in the international 
group, as the State government does within its borders* At the 
present time either going to war, or conscription for war, is absolute­
ly indefensible by any interpretation of the Christian religion. It 
has’been said that German philosophers and theologians by giving the 
German people a v/rong idea of the nature of God and His will precipi­
tated the international catastrophe, v/hich cost over twenty million 
lives, and sent millions more into mounning. It has been pointed out 
that the causes, of wars are largely economic, due to the dominance of 
materialistic motives. Heedless to say the pursuit of wealth and 
power met with Jesus*s most severe den-'anciation.
2. The Church Has Hever Effectively Opposed War.
The statement that every war that waa ever fought has been 
given the sanction of some religion, seems rather extreme; nevertheless 
the fact remains that however hard it has tried,the church has not yet 
stopped v;ar. The church has had no great prophets who were able to 
point the way, or turn the people's hearts to peace. This lack 
of leadership was painfully evident during the last war. Furthermore , 
the church has constantly and in the name of conscience perverted 
Christ's teachings about war. For example, take the saying ”I 
came not to bring peace but a sword.” Professional phrasemongers 
have interpreted this spiritual verse materialistically. The sword 
may be a symbol of pain or sarrow. There is pain in conversion.
Cardinal Hewman so uses the symbol v;hen he speaks* of the sword piercing 
the heart of the redeemed when they first looked upon Christ. ‘’Great 
artists have represented the sorrows of the via dolorosa by showing 
many swords piercing-the heart of Mary, the Mother of Jesus. The 
phrase "Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's” hasaalso
/i.
■been falsely used to justify killing one’s neighbors. The use of 
these verses to sanction war shows a materialistically minded ministry.
The greatest perversion of all, however, is the mis­
interpretation of ‘the Cross of Christ, which has been held to mean the 
killing of enemies rather than the sacrifice of the iniiocent for the 
guilty. There is this difference between a soldier and a martyr - 
the sacrifice of the soldier is vicious sacrifice on the basis of the 
old.Levitical lav;, an eye "for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth;the 
sacrifice of the martyr is true vicarious' sacrifice in the spirit 
of Christ. Christ taught the forgiveness of enemies. It was more 
important to be reconciled to' an enemy than to go to Church. Christ 
never sanctioned, but always forbade the use of force in His awri 
defense. He refused to cast Himself down from the pinnacle of
the temple for the empires of the world. Christ's martyrdom did
militarymore for the world than the/heroics of the Maccabbees did for
Judaism. To claimthat the Cross sanctions war is to identify it
with the Crescent and make Christians no better than Turks. To
use the Cross, which is the symbol of the religion^of reconciling
fbrlove, as a rallying cry for recruiting armies an(3^/justifyi;a.g the 
slaughter of war,is as great and unpardonable sin as any ever invent­
ed by ecclesiastical politicians for the control of their flock.
3. What is the Reason?
There must be may strong reasons why an institution 
dedicated to thetredemption of mankind, has so trafficked with sin 
as 'to tolerate v/ar. The first reason is (a) the Dependjance of 
the Church upon the economic order. The money masters v;ho 
control the State also control the purse strings of the Church. A 
Social Service Department of one of the l-arge-denominations was 
forced to discontinue curriculum material'offered in all their
church schools because the Christian interpretation of certain 
great social questions was offensive to many of the large giver's 
in that denomination. Efforts at church union have met with suddeii 
demise because findings in regard to the ecomamio order were 
championed, v/hich it was felt dangerous to' have a united church 
espouse. Poverty in Merica today, either in city or county, 
does not have the thrill of being thrown to the liqns in a Roman 
arena-. Preachers v/ould rather see it in the movies. There v;ill 
be little opposition from the pulpit against -war -so long as preachers 
are afraid of losing their jobs.
The martyrs of the early church were thrown to the 
lions because they refused to worship the Emperor who was the 
symbol of the State. Will the time ever come when modern < 
Christians v/ill refuse to v/orhsip the Emperor to* the extent of not 
fighting his 7;ar?
Closely allied with the first reason is a second, 
namely (b) the Dominance of our Era by ^materialistic motives. The 
Acquisitive Society has so far infused its spirit into ministers 
that they would rather surrender their convictions than their 
jobs; and so far into the Churches that they will make most any 
compromise v/ith the' truths of the Christian religion father than 
lose the prestige that Comes to their organizations through the 
affiliation of the successful Acquisitors. This brings us to 
a third element of the reason*why the Church has not opposed war, 
as follows ^(c): The Church is autocratically organized. The 
Roman Empire, being based upon force, has been called a Pagan 
State. Many of our Church governments have not come far from the 
pattern set by ancient Rome. As compared with the progress of 
representative governments they are still autocratic. The constant
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attempt of the clraroh to point out th®, errors of other organizations’ seems 
liire camoTjflage to oozjceal'the presence of sins at home. The Church” has 
little rigW to advocate industrial-democracy juntil some progress h^is heen 
made tov?ard ecclesiastical danocraoy.
“Is autocracy, or aristocracy, or patemolism any more lovely 
in an ecclesiastical organization than in a political or industrial system'?? 
(McConnell).
Plans for democratic organization of factories are greeted w^th* 
enthusiasm hy eccleslastics-who would grant them short shift if they were- 
proposed for churches **, Iftitil the church is organized on a more 
progressively representative basis, there is little chance that the prayers of 
the people demanding peace will ascend at. church altars or modify ecclesiastical 
policies. Uhtil the t.ime comes when a may may vote by ballot for a bishop, there 
is little hope that he can escape dying in way, for a King.
Duscussion of the need of reform dmplies the admission of the 
necessity .'Of the institution. Radicals pointing to the fact that autpcracy 
produces a low level of spiritual vitality in the church, have claimed that 
Christian ideals can never gain paver until the church as an Institution is 
abandoned entirely. This is an inconsistent .and all considered proposition far 
from the point Of view of this paper. In the work of religious education on a 
world scale the place of the Church in the past and In the future cannot be 
too highly estimated. The Church, throug’h its Church Schools, must ,do this 
work, but reorganization is necessary In order that these tasks may be perfonned 
more effectively. These statements are too far reaching to be left 
without further discussion. Chapter two and three will deal with various
See Rev. A.H. Thompson, "Industry Instructing the Church," 
Zion’s Herald, Iferoh 26,1924. p 394.
aspects of this debatable subject.
Having accepted the Church as an indispensable agency ■ 
of religious education, the place of the Church School in the pro­
motion and establishment of world peace remains to be considered. 
For we believe that if the Church is ever to effectively oppose 
war, it must do so through a common program of religious education
in the schools of the world.
,0. The Sunday School-and International Qood-Will.
1. Teaches the Christian Message. The humblest unit 
of that great system of Church Schools ’which must be established 
if the message of peace is to be carried to the world, is founded 
to teach the principles of the religion of world brotherhood.
This has given the Sunday School the name by which it is often known 
the Bible Schools. This Book properly interpreted and well taught 
will produce attitudes of mind and heart toward God and fellowman, 
which will make war impossible. St.Augustine said,"Tales nos in . 
■Schola Christi debemus!" The Sunday School ..tsi^this School of Christ 
If the Sunday School remains true to the principles of' Christian 
ethics and Christian religion, it will lay the foundation in the 
world*8 citizens for their spiritual citizenship, and peaceful 
fellowship in the coming Dempcracy of God.
g. Sanctifies Borld Citizens. Christian ethics must be 
the real foundation for all teaching of citizenship,pa,triotism 
or internationalism. Heceht writers on education have shown that 
democracy will not be safe for our country until certain social 
ideals are. put into the minds of all the peoplej,such ideals as 
Go-operation, Tolerance, Frdedoipi,Hesponsibility, the Senseof 
Duty, initiative,Justice. These ideals arise from a Christian 
Society and must be given a Christian interpretation.
^ A leading American exponent of Civic education
has stated these broad ideals more specifically as objectives 
for teachers. Civic instruction should aim to inculcate:
a. The spirit and habit of cooperation.
b. Kindness, I'ie.igliborliness, leading up to a spirit of 
tolerance and a realization of the brotherhood of man» recognizes no 
aristocracy except that of worth, and fineness of spirit.
c. Honest v;ork leading up to a sense for the square deal, 
needed in industrial democracy to counteract- the selfish individual­
ism of both labor and capital.
Where would the- spirit which animates these objectives 
come from if all Christian idealism was to be removed from ^erican 
life? The only institution which is exclusively and entirely dedi­
cated to the religious education of youth-is the Bible School,.the 
school of Christ'. When the public schools begin to introduce the 
subject of world relationships taught either formally or incidentally 
they must look Lto Christian education for the content of the ideals, 
of world brotherhood, and to Church schools for the inculcation of 
the attitudes, motives, and sancticansof religion.
3, Spiritualizes Secular Education. The public 
school must remain inadequate for giving the religious basis for 
attitudes of v/orld brotherhood, for. several reasons, (a) Separation 
of Church and State, a principle definitely established in ilmerican 
life, makes it impossible to teacp religion in the public schools. 
■(b) The subject-of religion demands special content and methods.
This is another reason why the teaching of religion cannot be 
added to the already over-crowded curriculum of the public schools, 
and to the heavy burdens of overworked teachers. The attempt to 
teach religion by the incidental method is as ridiculous as the 
attempt to teach spelling, writing or arithmetic by that haphazard 
process. The public school teacher will continue to find difficult
in<VQotivating problems and projects of civic education until the 
Church school succeeds in providing this motivation through the- 
systematic inculcation of the religious attitude toward life and
f
ali its problems. Schems of social and civic education are weak in 
that they must, by the very nature of the subject, be based on 
ethical assumptions, but do not definitely state or know just what 
these principles are. To prepare citizens to solve the problems 
of a choosing democracy they must be given some ideals of perfect 
conduct which are permanent. This is the business of the Church 
school. This is the institution upon which devolves the great 
task of laying the spiritual foundations of international education.
4. " STjTvlves; (igises and Criticism. There are those who 
claim that the Church school will be unequal to the tasks imposed 
upon it. There are Admittedly many ^defects in the messenger'which 
defeat the message." There are many problems to be solved before the 
Christian message can be taught with greatest efficacy and-power.rA' 
brief resume of these problems will shov; the place in the whole field 
of the special investigation, here undertaken.
fa) First there are philosophical and theological issues 
which divide ^Chr.LStian forces. The controversies between fundamenta­
list and liberal theologians; between philosophical schools which 
find a place for Christ’s religion, and those which iSakS a God- 
of Matter or some unknown Energy; between the ethical systems of 
those who advocate a refined hedonism and those who,refuting natural­
ists ethics, defend perfectionism and self-rpalization in harmony 
with Christian principles - all these conflicts rend asunder the 
Church school as well as the Chu;:ch teachers attempt to teach 
children the pros and cons of theological controversies., while others 
ignorantly teach as. Christian, lessons built perhaps as ignorgntly 
upon ethicaliaid philosophical principles inherently antagonistic
n.
to the Christian religion, There is great need of a clear thinking 
on the part of teachers' and leaders. There is great need of an 
investigation of courses of study to find out what is actually being 
taught and of philosophical systems to determine what should' be 
taught, in order to judge to v/hat extent our church schools are 
actually teaching the Christian religion.
(b) Pedagogical problems- It has been declared that the 
average Sunday School is immoral. A disorderly Sunday School in­
culcates immorality through lack of restraint, while most' orderly Sunday 
Schools encourage immorality through a repression which does not teach 
self-control. Methods of teaching are unscientific., not adapted to" the 
child nor the purpose of the school. The inculcation^^ral attitudes 
and religious ideals, requires a special technique which is as yet an 
tadeveloped field. Sunday School teachers as a whole have not been 
trailed in these'methods, nor have they a high level of general 
education. "The average Sunday School teacher in Indiana has not 
a complete high school education, 67.7 per cent of all of the Sunday 
School teachers of that state fall far below the lowest standards 
which are accepted by the state for rural public, school teachers 
in the state."'(Indiana Survey)«3?a^©,4?3.
CeJ Administrative.|Froblems■ Upon these unprepared 
teachers has been placed the^burden of supporting a myriad of organiza­
tions. Within each denomination there are numerous Boards each having 
a program for the local school; in each local community the young 
people, as well as the Churches, are torn apart by denominational 
jealousies, fostered by an overhead national organization in religious 
work which is ostensibly designed for unity, but which actually per­
petuates sectarian prejudices. A disinterested spectator might fiiid 
much amusement in watching the antics of the clowns employed to keep 
up the interest of the public in this sectarian circus.
Wo'rTdT pfo^lemB. The consequences of sectarianism have 
"been most painfully evident when transferred to foreign missionary 
fields. Here the poor child in the Sunday Scho'ol has many foster 
parents. ~
The Mission Boards, denominational Sunday School Boards* 
and the World Sunday School Association have been mutually sharing 
thb’ labors of the field. The ubiquitous anxiety of foster parents 
has often resulted in contentious claims for service, which it 
appears must result in the neglect of the child or in the sqdden 
demise of one or another of its guardians. .
Some of the problems involved in the organization of the 
Church and religious education on a world scale are indicated In the 
following questions:
D. Problems Suggesting the Need of Keorganization.
1.' Is the Christian religion an adequate basis for the 
Hew World order?
2. Will the Church ever effectively oppose war, and if
so, hbw?
3. Is the Church school the institution through which this 
universal religion can be taUght?
4. 'What are the general principles of organization to 
which governments and churches must conform to he in harmony with the 
teachings of Christian democracy?
5. What progress has been made in the field of secular 
government toward CHristian democracy?
6. What progress ^as been made in Church government 
toward Christian democracy?
7. What effect v/ill the political situationfe.g. in 
EaropQ, and China) have upon the ^reorganization of religious education?
&. What typical forms of organization of religiciuSa
education exist (European, American; Missionary, World S. S. 
Association) and. how are these to he evaluted with reference to 
the above principles?
9. V/hat typical ethical systems are now taught in the 
world’s schools f including U. S.) and how are these to he evaluted 
with reference to the Christian System?
10. What are some of the - educational and administrative 
prohleins which a democratic World Sunday School Association should
i
attempt to solve?
11. How may Surveys and questionairies help to solve these 
prohlems?
12. What should he the nature of these Surveys? Suggested 
subjects and methods.
"The attempt has been to show that World Peace ^d 
Christian Education both suffer because of the antiquated ecclesias- , 
tical machinery which the Church brings to its task. If the Church 
is ever to end war through a program of religious education problems 
of organization are fundamental. Questions four, five and six above 
therefore take precedance over others, and form the leading problems 




PART II CHRISTIAiriZIITG a?HE STATE
j tiThA Convict of S7stenia» The International organization of religious
education will benefit much by the progress ^Ich has been made In ^rld
political organization. A consideration of political theories and devices will
reveal the lessons of the past* and show what kind of a wQrld religious education
$
will have to deal with in the future.
Wars are caused by conflicts of Ideals. One of the chief of these ^
conflicts in the political field is that between freedom and authority.
Individualism and collectivism, particularism, and centralization. A leading- 
political philosopher has said, "There ate two great* tendencies perpetually 
existent in human society - integration and’differentiation, the amalganatlon of 
social units and their isolation. Wisely'and generously handled they con<kce' 
each to the greater, scope and amplitude of the other; ignorantly and selfishly 
viewed they become Jealous rivals, each paralyzing the fair functioning of the
other".
Another writer sums it up In the statement that "the synthesis of 
authority and liberty is the heart of the problefn of gOverment." A more vital 
and comprehensive conflict concerns the content 'of the moral ideal which the 
State is to'conserve.
The philosophy of the State is concerned not with the internal structure 
above, but with the relations of the State as a community of persons, to the 
completeness or perfection of life as a whole. The State has defined as the organized 
will of soolety(Woodrow Wllson-The State-p 572) the habit of social action, the
the agency thcough which social ideals find expression-and the 
achievements of progress are secured. It is .the embodiment 
of the h ighest political,social and moral consciousness of men.
It is the wall of protection thrown -up by society around its best 
life, for its purpose is not only to evoke men to live, but to live
The task of the State is to maintain the conditions under which 
the good life may be lived. But what is this ideal life which the 
ideal State will conserve? Is the highest ideal that of individual 
freedom, opportunity for self-development, and sel^-realization?
How can this result be obtained apart from the general level of 
social development.and to what extent are individual privileges, 
concessions to genius to be restricted, in order that opportunities 
may be broadly extended? Will the free play of individual initiative 
and genius Head to anarchy, immorality and lack of social restraint, 
or do its advantages overbalance the trend toward a sudden mediocrity 
suggested by sterner expression? These are all questions involved 
in the concept of an ideal which shall secure the largest individual 
and social benefits. Besides the correlation of individual and social 
aims, there are tv/o other implications involved in the word, ideal.
These two aspects of the i‘ded.1 are value, and progress.
An ideal is an emotionoliaed idea of things, which we hold dear, a 
state of life which we v/ish to realize in the future, our most 
impelling aims, our idea of perfection. The state must recognize 
these personal ideals, whether of economic security.intellectual 
satisfactions, or a religious peace-which groups all our other aims 
into a harmonious whole., dependable and permanent. Every social 
institution has been foujided to conserve certain human values. The 
state must provide a working adjustment or supreme nriticism of 
various social'ideals. Government has to decide which values are
mast worthy of being conserved, and this involves a metaphysics 
of value, a philosophy of state based on ultimate principles of 
hmnan desire.
The idea of what/happen one hundred and fifty years from/s
now, it is said, influences modern man, mor^ than anything that 
happened a hundred and fifty years ago. This is simply putting in­
concrete form the fact that- man has the power because of his innate 
moral nature, rational capacity and constructive imagination of 
envisaging or anticipating results which are not yet attained 
but which might be attained if appropriate means were found. Man's 
reasonable and moral judgment thus, not only enable him to conceive 
of progress, but also to evolve moral standards of progress, and 
reasonable plans for their attainments.
"The common habit of society is now operative,not 
in acquiescence but in progress. The whole has become self-conscious 
and by becoming self-directive -it has set out on a new course of 
development." (Woodrow Wilson.The State p 610) What this-course of 
development will be depends upon the standard of values which the 
state,in a democracy supported by the popular will, becomes the 
agency of safe',guarding .inculcating and developing. It is thus the 
province and duty of a, philosophy of statecraft, not only to define 
the state in general terms, but, if it is to delineate the duties 
of an ideal state, to come to some deter;nination as to the standard 
of values which will determine progress toward the ideal.
The primary problem of philosophy is the relation 
of personality to the universe. A philosophy of the state must 
determine whether to emphasize individual or social needs and what 
the standard of values shall be which will dominate the actiV'i'tjy 
of the state. These determinations v/ill depend largely upon the 
nature of man and his place in the universe, and the metaphysical
theories evolved to solve this problem will have great influence in 
forming the ideas of men in regard to their association in the
state.
Briefly, naturalistic materialistic theories loofc for 
nothing but continual conflict leading to the "survival of the 
fitt-est". Doctrines ’emphasizing the pheonomenal or pragmatic point 
of view stress individualism and the pluralistic aspects of life. 
Progress is to come' not through co-operation dr comphrehensive 
systematization of ideals, but by the triumph in the necessary 
conflict of the ideal,’.v/ith the strongest biological background. 
Idealistic systems aicoid conflicting individual ideals by their 
emphasis upon monism, the absorption of the^ individual by the Absolute 
But here also in certain systems, conflict is deemed necessary as 
the historic fhesis and antithesis by which a new synthesis is reached 
the self-realization of the Absolute in the temporal pracess.
The implications Qf absolute idealism for an international 
organization are seen in its singularistic' and monistic trend.
'’Idsalism, Just tecause it the state as a necessary uphold©!^
of world relations, has often found it hard to regard the state as in its turn a 
memter' of a moral, world. There could only be one world-wide law if there were 
■ one world-wide state. So long as there are more states, than one there are 
conEnuiaities between whom there is no law.
. ’’Idealism,indeed, has always insisted that ^ill not J)orce was the
basis of the state; but whereas in Green the state-is constituted by the moral 
willing of individuals for a general good,in Hegel and Bosonquet the conflicting 
v/illings of individuals are reconciled .by their being taken up into the supra*- 
personal will of the State. With the former, the morality of individuals is 
the primary fact, the existence of the state, the secondary; with the latter on 
the whole, the existence of tjie State is the primary moral fact, the moral 
willing of individuals secondary.
"Just because the wills of individuals are reconciled not by re­
cognizing certain abstracts principles of duty, but by bein,';’* taken up into the 
supra-personal will of the State, where there is no such supra-personal will 
there is no reconcila’tion of oonf}icting v/ills and no morality beyond and outside 
the boundaries of coamuAiti^s. Bence arises a :Corruption of the state which fits 
absolutist doctrine of sovereignity." (A.D.Lindsay, "Political Theorj”* in Recent 
Developments in European Thought.)
This conception of independent states would be acceptable to 
the extreme pluralist and to the pragmatist. The pluralist would 
.have no conceivable objective, universal mind to write rational or 
moral relationships into an eternally justifiable and realizable 
world-whole. For the pragmatist obedience to the law of each particular 
state would be moral; states might be absorbed or welded together by 
a battle of ideals, provided each winning ideal had the strongest bio­
logical survival value.Such a doctrine offers no comprehensive principle 
"The moral particularism v/hich makes the interests of one 
community the supreme standard of politioal action canno.t be supplanted 
by the similar particularism of another community, but only by a view 
of the social principle in morality and of the value v;hich belongs to 
particular communities in the social whole v;hich is co-extensive with 
mankind." [Benohara,Science of Gov*t.)
To find a place both for Monism and pluralism the Absolute' 
mus,t become an all inclusive aelf having creative and. fostering relation 
ships over individual aelves. "The Absolute is-the self-of-selves, the 
spirit of the Beloved Community.' /'■’^''his statement comes close to the 
viewpoint of Personalism. A real self is made up of both will, reason, 
and affections. Metaphysical systems have abstracted one or another 
of these and made them the ba^is of a world-ground. But as we infer 
from our national nature the rational texture of the universe,and .from 
our moral nature a world of purpose, and place behind the universe a 
Mind or a Moral Will; so personalism infers from the whole nature 
of the self a universe.-which has a supreme Person as- its underlying 
Heality. ''■A world of persons with a supreme Person at its head 
is the ooAception to which v/e come as the result of our critical 
ref lections^
II Universalizing Power of a Christian Philosophy.
In absolute values resident ina supreme Personality, and 
in the ethical nature of persons we have the key not only to progress 
but to the organization of society and the state. , We cannot base 
our state upon any theory of naturalistic evolutiony^hich society 
makes its own ideals, and arranges its affairs on the basis of 
interests.
Personalism is'the phil.osophy of whole-mindadness. A 
philosophy which abstracts an aspect of the self and makes it the 
basis of reality results in an unreal metaphysical conception un­
true to the facts of personal experience. The Supreme Person 
must be supreme not only in reason, but also in righteousness, 
goodness, and love. "We cannot worship ap.y being who falls below our- 
human ideals of lave and goodness." (Bowne)
Hot only does personalism meet the needs of the v/hole 
mind but it meets the needs of the v/hole community. Problems of 
Bingularisra. and plurality,freed9m and obedience are dissolved in 
the two main facts of hiuaan experience; namely that of independence, 
a selfhood capable within limits of realizing the ideals which it 
sets for itself; and that of dependence a selfhood finding its 
fulfillment and strength in others rather than in self-sufficiency.
How all these selves can be thus related, related in the life of the 
Infinite is a matter unpicturable but true to the facts of our 
spiritual experience. Each life hap the power of beating out its 
measures in t4ne with society and the Almighty, '"'i'ersonalism emphasizes 
personal responsibility both .for and adhering to an ideal of humanity/' 
(Brightman/A Society must thus be brought into harmony with the 
Absolute in its goodness, and truth. Preedom depends on the ethical
relationships maintained- in the state. You will have freedom in 
the society which reflects hack to you your ideals of value.
J’or Personalism values are objective, but not abstract; 
they have meaning for persons because they are the character of a 
supreme Personality. i‘hey are not an illusory human construct, but 
exist in the ultimate realm of Being for humanity’s appropriation, 
in progressive recognition, self-realization, ajid social achievement 
Personalism thus furhibhes the key to progress as depending upon the 
degree to which human purpose has appropriated and realized these 
objective Divine values.
"The factors of order in history must be stated in terms of mind 
rather than Of matter, i.e. as reasons‘and motives, needs and desires, beDiefs 
and aims, rather than as forces,statid and dynamic. But if mind be the maker of 
order in history then its movement win be progressive, the struggle of mind to 
realise itself, to be emancipated from the domination of what is not mind;and 
thetefor from the restrictions physical, political and social, which hinder 
the development of its idohl.personal and collective.
r’The .authority (whiejh subordinates the struggles for existence 
to a higher law) must in the ultimate analysis be ideal, an authority which does 
not repose on mere strength or physical might, but makes its appeal to reason 
the categorical imperative which speaks to the conscience, and by the persuasion 
which constrains the will to seek the better part. This authority must be ideal 
in its nature and ethical in i.ts form.
"Modern research has proved that tho main factor by which the 
higher ideas and-emotions are evoked for incorporation j.into human conduct, 
custom,or Institution is Religion. In it there is expressed a mind which trans*» 
cends-nature, and reaches out to idaals which nature alone co.uld not realize." 
(Fairbairn,Philosophy of Religion p 103)
Human values and tSommunity organization,politics and. 
ethics were inseparably connected by Plato and Ari-stotle. The 
State becomes the expression and conservator of humanity's ethical 
ideals. -And, as v/e have, seen, ethics receiving its impulse and 
backing from religion, it follows that the state is dependent on 
religion as its foundation and ground. The state makes obligatory 
but a minimum of those values which religion inculcates as of maxi­
mum meaning. The ethical level in the state will be that to which
religion has persuaded and educated the people.
"If a is net 'an abscess or execresence on the face of nature'
(Marcus Aurelius), if he is related to a 'common nature*, it is a legitimate 
corollary that in man we ought to find the key .to the whole fabric. This method 
must be truer thun that Vvhich leaves out of account man's inward nature. If the 
'idea of humanity* ha^ ethical perfection at its core, then a universe which is 
really an csr^nic whole must be ultimately representable as a moral ‘order or a 
spiritual kingdom such as Leibnitz named in words borrowed from St.Augustine. a 
Gity of God." ( Kn0^1.Britt,art,Philosophy)
Such an objective Personal ideal as that of the Christian 
religion is all that makes human life bearable for if all the toil i 
and suffering of' individuals and generations of men were no more 'than 
a series of experiiflents for the benefit of the future, and human struggle 
for perfection had no intrinsic value in the present, the future itself 
would be worthless, and the whole system but a waste of energy, a use­
less plaything of blind forces. To conserve the values of indi-®idual 
selffconquest and social progress there is needed a goal outside and 
above what the struggles in this world may evolve. The soul may re­
linquish its relations in the space world but it has an aternlty in 
which to realize personal values in its relations within the Absolute 
spirit.
All the activities of industrial,political and social
life can have no meaning as an end in themselves, or as a means for the
material welfare of future generations. Their purpose is to develop
persons, and that being the case present values are as important as
future and present institutiojds must be judged in the light of the 
destiny of souls.
"Modern structures nedd scrutiny and appraisement in the light 
of ideals and values which are autonomous. And this entire modern ideal and atti­
tude of activity, control, and democracy, just as every pulse of conscious activity 
and will presupposes an outlying significant structure which may be possessed and 
apprehended. At the heart of our modern ideals, awaiting clarification and articu­
lation is something in addition to creative intelligence , something akin to 
participation in what f’lato envisaged as. the idea of good, and what Christianity 
apprehended as the universal historical community." (Adams,Idealism in the 
Modern Age, P 250).
There can be no ideal Christian citizenship without an 
ideal Christian City. This universal world is made available for 
the Christian self through the personality of Christ.
Ill ^heorieg of ,WdrTti ^dveriimenf.
Growing out of.these various philosophies of life are 
certain political principles which have actuated the policies of 
states, and,in fact, of all human governmental institutions, including 
the Church. A number of these principles, especially those which 
have influenced ecclesiastical organization should be noted briefly.
I«Iniperialism. An all-powerful state gradually amal­
gamating within its bounds lesser notions, by economic dominance or 
military conquest is the ideal of empire. Its logical maximum is a world 
state, composed of small ncLtions controlled by a supreme central state.
Its spirit is autocratic and materialistic.
2* Cosmopolitanism. This theory holds that citizens 
are bound closer by common interests, economic.intellectual, religious,- 
which will and should finally prove powerful enough to break down all 
national and state loyalties.^ It is intranational or supernational, ' 
and if completely developed would supercede internationalism entirely.
The organization of citizens of different nations on the issue in the 
dissolution of national ties, and the establishmdnt of a central authority 
entirely inde_pendent of national states.
3. Functionalism. Functionalism in its larger reaches 
might be regarded as an aspect of ■ cosmopolitanism. tVhen the union of 
workers on the basis of occupation extends beyond national lives, it 
becomes one of the interests promoting the cosmopolitan! View. The 
International socialists' organization is an illustration,' the 
International Chamber of Commerce another.
Illustrations. It is important to note that Imperialism , 
functionalism and cosmopolitanism are not mutually exclusive but may 
be found dwelling together in various' proportions in the same historical 
Certain-organizations combine all thuseperiod. principles.
Zo,
J’or example, In the United States the Homan Church is recog­
nized and protected in.,such a manner as to rigidly exclude any demo­
cratic or representative aspirations of the lay element . The laity 
in the administration of their societies have a power inferior to that 
assigned to them in Prussian parochial administration and even to 
'that attributed to the laymen in Italy," (Sevan,Gospel & Gov't, p £85) 
Here then is a strictly functional organization ^opera-ting for the 
benefit of eccelesiastics. But it also exhibits the two other principles,
"Ancient Rome and the Ho3y Homan Empire of the Middle Ages produced a cosmopolitanism 
within their bosoms more pronounced and self-conscious than anything of the feind 
which the world was to know for centuries afterwards. One Church and FaiJ;h , one 
Empire and one body of neo-classical enlistment - such was cosmopolitan Europe in 
the later Middle Ages. In that cosmopolitanism was found a measure of justification 
for imperial domination. Under the sway of -the Emperor unity of culture and feeling 
was achieved and the conflicts of national spirit were quieted. Unfortunately for 
the picture, however, this imperial cosmopolitanism was not entirely natural and 
spontaneous, but was imposed by authority from above; and such is commonly the 
sanction of imperial cosmopolitanism, b« genuine,cosmooolitanism must come by 
a tmtural disappearance of nationalism, not by its destruction at the hands of 
imperial masters." (Potter,International Organization p-303)
4. ge'gismThis is a general name for those theories
*■
that- emphasize the importance of locality - of native place - in the 
development of a governmental system. Its point of view, may be stated 
in two terse sentences:
, (^) "No political design for the common Weal of all,or any part or
section or class of mankind, can hope for enduring success that long'ignores the' 
permanence and priority of the geographical units( home, civic,regional.national 
state) over any other kind of grouping whatsoever."
(b) "No political design for the common weal of all, or anv -part 
or class, can hope for enduring success if it is based upon these geographical 
units only." (Branford Science of lov’t.)
Cosmopolitanism emphasizes the fact that menerare united 
by universal ideals; regionolism calls attention to the fact that men 
live in space and time, and must recognize the necessity of spSoial 
relationships. By over stressing the universal, the cosmopolitan 
becomes a man without a particular country. For the sake of an 
abstract idea he forgets the necessity of local experience and
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co-operation and neglects the just interests of his own family, 
locality,nation and race.
Regionalism seeks to re—emphasize the need of particular 
local experience, without which any universal cooperation becomes an 
empty name. To have a true social cosmos we must have a richly ordered 
series of co-operant, concrete, individual,living units; not an empty 
abstractly-sentimental generalization. A true cosmopolitan must first 
be a devoted member of the family, then a good citizen in the life 
of the neighborhood, town, region, state or nation - an ardent patriot.
5* International Organization. The evident practical 
necessity- of international organization has led to an analysis of the 
Idea of state sovereignity and the formulation of plans of federation.
a. Sovereign ■ States were formerly so jealous of their 
independent sovereignity that each imagined it might still persist if 
like the Ireland of Bishop Berkelly's imagination it were " surrounded 
by a wall of brass sixty cubiits high."' Thepressure of circumstances 
however has given rise to various modifications of this doctrine. To 
speak of a "divided sovereignity" seems illogical yet it seems to offer 
a convenient description of co-operative national endeavor. The juristic 
theory of interstate federation, hov/ever, offers a more adequate ex­
planation of this real social phenomenon. Just as individuals do not 
speak of giving up their independence when they sign a contract or 
form a partnership, neither do states abandon their sovereignity when they 
ratify a Constitution, States exercise their free- will in binding them­
selves to the terms of a Sonstitution, making provision for changing 
circumstances by the possibility of amendments. The location of executive 
power in specific matters may be definitely stated in the Constitution 
The modern tendency is toward centralization. The more recent
Constitutions provide either that the central government shall have 
jurisdiction over ail matters'not specifically granted to. the states
(as in Canada) or, that central and state governments hold "concurrent
Jurisdiction" over all matters not specifically reserved to either (as 
in the German Rep'aiblic)
b. Federation There are thfee general steps in-the process 
of federalization Nations will at first unit in a Concert or alliance 
binding, themselves by treaty or compact to the execution of certain 
specified purposes. There is no central government of any kind . 
Illustrations are the Holy-Alliance of Prussia, A^ustrla and Russia (1815) 
and the Concert of Eureopean Powers(1832)
■ The second step comes when a central buheah of interstate 
administration is provided. The central body is‘given certain matters 
of routine business to transact but its powers are limited. It may give 
advice to pass recommendations, but it has no executive authority or 
financial control Raising money and enforcing laws is left to the
separate states who may take the'central advisory body .more or less 
seriously as they please. Thus the states are Joined in a loose 
confederation from .which they may withdraw immediately at will. Various 
duties and different degrees of power are given -to the interstate adminis­
trative bureau, so that examples may be drawn from a wide’ scope of activi­
ties. Universal Postal Union , International Maritime'Union, International 
sugar Union, International Office of Public Health,Central American Union, 
the Pan-American Union, -etc., etc., a more 'common illustration is the
.colonial "Articles of Confederation", 1781 - 89,^ the critical period of . ...c. 
Aoerican" history.
When the central goverhment is given full executive 
authority the final form of federation has arrived. Two things are 
characterictio of this form . First, the central government draws its 
power from the states :and exercises it directly, upon the states,and 
second, it draws its power from the people and exercises it durectly 
upon the people. These seemingly paradoxical attributes' of the federal
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form were much debated and clearly described in the columns of
The Federalist. Before the Constitution was adopted (Jan.18,1788)
.'.’’’h?federal fom regards the Union as a o.onfederaov of toyeralp states: a natlonai govemmeht regards the Union as a consolldatiL 
Of the states . A nationa: government must act directly on individuals not on 
states in their political capacities alone. It is essential to such a govern-
sldL hf ^ the great body of society, not from an Incon-
?! proportion or favored class of it. -Ihe houseoof representatives will
nof fedP^ ^ ® of America. So far the government is national,
not federal. l^ie senate will derite its powers from the states as political
this form Societies. So far the government is federal, not national. Whether
M B°^9rnment he strictly republican, no other form is re-
oonollable with the genius of the American people." (The Federalist No.39)
After the Constitution had been adopted John Marshall
1
defended it in these v/ords:
”Iu ratifying the Constitution of the United States,this mode of 
proceeding ms adopted,- by the Constitutional Convention, by Congress and by the 
State Legislatures, 2!he instrument \ms submitted to the peonle. From this »Tt3te 
of the people the Constitution derives its whole authority. ‘The e-overnment nro- 
ceeds directly from the people,* Is ordained and established in the name of th"
■ people.
"ITo political dreamer ms ever wild enough to think of breaking 
down the lines which separate the States,and of compounding the American people 
into one oonir.on mass. Of consequence when they act in thoir States
But the measures thny adont do not on that account cease to be .the measures of the 
people themselves, or become measures of the State Governments.
formation of a league such as was the Confederation 
the State sovereignties were certainly comp0tent‘> But when ’in order to form 
a more perfect union*, it was deemed necessary to change this alliance into 
an eAAective government possessing great and sovereign powers,lMl^ing direc tly 
on the people, the necessity of referring it to the people, and of deriving its 
powers directly from them, was 'feTt and ackncnvledged by all .
’’The government by the Union then is emph^tlfcaJly and truly a 
government of the people. In form and substance it emanates from them. Its 
powers are granted by them and are to be exercised directly on them and for their 
benefit." (See Scott,J.B. Judicial Settlement of Controversies between States 
Union: Cases Decided in the Supreme Court of the United States.
(IJ Y 1818} Notable in this connection are: Me Gulloch vs Maryland 1819,17 U.S. 
31C; and Texas vs nhite, 1869,74 U.S. 724
To one who considers the present status of church or- ' 
ganization the pertinence of the forgoing discussion of the forms of 
federation ought to be abundantly evident.
Mo<3.ern Political Devices Even such a venerable docu­
ment as, the Constitution of the United States however, has not been 
Im.aune -from the criticism of modern writers on political science. It
has been pointed out that among 'other compromises in that document 
the representative principle sufiereu greatly by the aitraiber of checks 
and hindrances that were placed in the way of direct popular control of 
government-Economic and commercial interests it ia. charged were 
paramount in the formation of the Constitution; and further, that during 
first hundred years approximately of its independent existence, the 
'nation was dominated by the aristocratic .and commercial classes and 
■during .these latter years by its wealthy financiers and captains of in­
dustry - the barons of the ,new feudalism. "The Senate has become the 
fortress of plutocrats and bosses, and the Representatives are the x- 
vassals of -^e Senators. Away with the go-between , Let the peonle 
rule!"/I These statements simply indicate the current of popular belief 
that representative assemblies such as we have known in the bast are no
lomger responsive to the will of the people . Legislatures ha-ve in
so many instances failed to -accromplish effective work, because of the
pressure af sectional dr prpvate interests.) that demand has arisen for
more direct methods of control of governmental functipns.
1- Initiative,.Reoall, Referendum. These direct methods
have been demanded not only for the control of legislative, but also
of executive and even judicial func.d;i-ons. Originating over 100 years ago
in the 'Swiss canto^nal assemblies which met onij "ad andiendum et
referendum",, i.e. for hearing and referring to the people, the
measure has aroused popular enthusiasm in many democratic countries.
The initiative and referendum have become such vital ‘and functioning
parts of the Swiss political organism in half the cantons all the 
and
laws^in the. other half most of the law must be’ submitted to the elec­
torate that the Swiss people spent a considerable part of their time 
making laws.
In the United States the initiative and referendum have
been adopted in 22 states and the recall in eleven. In only four
of these however does the recall apply 'to judicial officers or de­
cisions. From 1900 - 191S a total of 717 measures were submitted by 
State gtovernraents to the electorate due to the action of the referen­
dum The tendency seems to be toward the increased use of these direct 
methods of popular control.
In the use of the s^tate-wide referendum care must be taken 
that the questions submitted are not so trivial or local as to lack 
interest;- oor so complicated nor technical an to be unsolvable by the 
voter; nor so many in number as to prevent a satisfactory solution.
With these restrictions in mind church governments might well consider 
the use of these methods in certain cases.'
& Election Reforms In common v/ith legis­
lature bodies,, the old methods of nomination and election have been scath^ 
ingly criticized by recent writers. A chief object of their attack has 
been the party convention system of nominating political candidates. 
Unresponsible,"invisible" government controlled by the political boss 
through the party machine is so common as to need no mention were it 
jcot for the fact that it often finds its conterpart in ecclesiastical, or­
ganizations. Both private students and public leaders have united in 
condemning this system, as the following quotations v/ill show:
"The party organization with groups of machines and local 
rephesentatlves iH every community, controls the nominations to public office 
and forces presidants, governors and other high officials to bow’to its 
authority." (Hayes,Problems of Govt.)
'The party (convention) system has seriously weakened the citi­
zens hold on the government, and, has hamT)ered the living forces which are its 
real motive powers. Local self.^oveniment which in Anglo-Saxon communities had 
from time immemorial set in motion the whole political machinery, has subsided 
under the action of the caucuss. The caucus regime has undermined state and local 
antonomy and made the eleotbfs^Ios6-'th0lr interest in public life. ^
, 'The professional politicians who fill the Organization at all
its stages execute their movements, under the direction of managers and wire­
pullers, with such uniformity, such indlfforence to right and wrong, and such 
unerring certainty that they evoked the idea of a piece of mechanicism operating 
automatically and bliddly, a machine," (MOstroj^orski.Democracy & Party)
"The invisible’government oroceeds to buildup and maintain
3C.
its power by a reversal of the fundamental principles of good government; and 
to substitute the idea that sen should be appointed to office for the prevent- 
tion and enhancement of power of the political leader . How is it done? .it is 
done by patronage: And there is growing throu^out the length and breadth 
of this land a deep, and sullen and long-continued resentment at being governed 
thus by men not of the people’s choosing.'* (ijllihu Root.address before Hew Yorlc 
Constitution Convention in the Annals of Am.
"It is stated and conceded on every land that the whole representa­
tive system is in the hands of the machine; that there is no one anyv/here whom we 
can hold phblicly responsible; that it is hid o and seek who shall be punished , 
who rewarded, who rejected, who preferred. The concern of patriotic men is to put 
our government again on its right basis by substituting the popu-ldr- will for the 
control of guardians, the processes of common councl] for those of private 
arrangements." (Woodrow Wilson, "Hide & Seek Politics" Worth American Review.
Nov.1910 ) ------=-------------
3• Proportional Representation.
The remedy fo'r these conditions has been sought in 
various forms of the direct primaries, the short ballot, and proportional 
representation. The latter method is a device well suited for use with 
large numbers of voters to insure that minority. Parties will be re­
presented in proportion to their numbers. If the Prohibition Rarty, 
for example, polled only 5^ of the voters of the nation,they would 
be entitled to l/20 of the seats in the Legislature^ votes from all 
parts of the country would be included in the total. It is cla^raed 
that this method (a) brings out the vote; and _(b) that legislatures so 
composed know and execute the actual will of the people with g'reater 
precision. Its advantages over the plurality system^have been so evi­
dent that it has now been introduced in the following countries: 
Australia, Belgium, Denmark, France, Finland, German, Republic, Irish 
Free State, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland. The system used in 
France is unlike that in Switzerland, in that the method used in the 
latter country is not only proportional, but also preferential, the voters 
being allowed to indicate second and third choices.
"In the election of the Irish Provisional Parliament in 
June , 1922, a new method of voting,proportional representation,was used.
quoted from Irishmen to the effect that it was the new method of votLng that gave reality to these elections. It destroy^ the
37
"pact” between Mr. Collins and Hr de Valera which would, under the sing]e-member 
system, have reduced the elections to a farce. Proportional representation 
the method of voting - made a contribution to history of lasting and decisive 
import. By revealing the true mind of the Irish electors, it avoided the 
deadlock whidh the single-member systems would have maintained, and it secured 
• the consummation of the Treaty between Ireland and Great Britain." (John H. 
Humphreys Prom Practical Aspects of-Electoral Reform P.S.King & Son, London 
1923)
Voluntary organizations have found proportional representa­
tion very practicable in securing a fair and just division of offices 
among vairious elements of a constitutency. It has been adopted by 
certain labor organizations, notable the national Women's Trade Union 
League* The alumni associations of University of Miruieso-ta and Smith 
College elect their officers by this plart; and this method for the 
election of the alumni members of their Board of Trustees. This plan 
has been successful in the election of. governing officials, and even 
school authorities in some of the larger cities and counties of 
England and Scotland.
In Scotland, partisian, sectarian, and local loyalities are 
very intense; and when the administration of education was reorganised 
on a wider basis by the Act of 1918, it was realized tha“t some form 
of election was required which would provide for the adequate repre­
sentation of minorities. This situation presents such a Striking 
parallel to the denominational rivalries in the United States that 
space must be taken for presenting the essential fairness of the pro­
portional scheme as contrasted with the majority-vote election. This 
may be done by two tables showing that in the proportional plan,, every 
ffote is counted and every faction has its proportioij'uf the elected 
representatives, whereas in the majority plan large groups of voters 
are left without any representation whatever.
I. Glasgow.
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a* education Authority. Election ^6th Division) 9 seats.
Party Vote's • Seats (Quota






b. Parliamentarv Elections Glasgow 1918
Party Votes Seats
Coalition'(Liberal ^Unionist) 161,540 12
Coalition Labor 14,247 i
Independent Labor 83,901 1
IndependQnt Liberal 19,054 0
Independent Labor.casting over half as many votes as the Coalition
Party, obtained only one-twelfth as many seats.
2. Renfrewshire
a. Education Authority Election 1919
Party Votes Seats
Pr esbyterian Churches 13,931 15
Roman Catholic 11,063 8
Independents 6,896 6
Labor & Cooperatives ,5,958 5
^ Farmers 1,249 1




b. Parliamentary Elections ; Renfrewshire 1918
Party Votes Seats
Coalition 39,078 2
Labor & Cooperatives 21,660 0
Independent Liberals 18,475 2
Socialists 2,542 0
ToUals 81,755 4"
The labor and cooperative voters with 21,.660 votes secured
no representative; the Independent Liberals with 18,475 votes secured
two representatives, as many as the Coalition Party with 39,000 votes
♦’Unfair results are so common in the parliamentary elections that there is a
general consciousness that, the House of Commons lacks the authority which should 
belong t6 the great assembly of the nation. 'The .authority of representative in­
stitutions declines as soon as it is realized that they are not fairly represented.” 
{This material from The Scottish Education Authorities: Election 1959, pamphlet 
TTo.42 (1919) British P. p. Society.) *•
Y«'3;*urpose of this Chapter.
1. -To point out some principles of democratic government*
2. To indicate attempts which have "been i^ade to apply these 
principles to affairs of the State.
3. To suggest that the spiritual power must he no longer 
an iraitatOT’of the temporal, hut must hy the independiont application 
of sound principles of political science to Church government, teach 
the State hy example wjiat the government of the Commonwealth of God 
should he like.
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pMOORAglZIHG THE CHURCH
. PART III. DEMOCRATIZING THE CHURCH.
I* Our Paeran Clvlllzation>
A leading national journal of religion (The Christian Century) ^ 
recently asked this question of a group of the most influential so­
cial students. In the American Church! After Nineteen Hundred Years 
Has Christianity Seriously Modified the Pagan Character of Human
Society?
Their answer, says the editor of this 'journal, is an amazing 
revelation. ”ln a series of articles they declare "with surprising 
unanimity that the industry, the economics, the politics, our nation­
alist conceptions and practices and the international relations of 
our so called Christian civilization are based upon and shot through 
with utterly pagan implications. A society dominated by Christian 
men la found to be governed by rules which are non-Christian, anti-
Christian, flagrantly pagan."
These statements,-that we are living In a Pagan civilization - 
cannot b^ .relegated to the limbo of flamboyant utterances of relig­
ious fanatics. It is borne out by too many actual facts. There 
T7ere 14,640 murders in the United St^at'es last year (1922). People 
are being killed evei^ day. The following quotation describes a day 
in Christian America. "
"Is the United States a'mining camp? Certainly tke daily grist of news 
makes it look that way. A priest is shot to death in the confessional by the 
wife of another priest; a vetera'h turns his 'revolver against his own wife; 
schoolboy? shoot into a classroom in an effort to kill the teacher; a patrolman 
'is carried to a hospital in a dangerous condition from a bullet wound; a trained 
nurse goes out for a walk, and is found dead some hours later, her head crushed 
by a great stone. Next to a depressing column of suicides stretches a long roll 
of robberies. Banks have taken to transporting their valuables in armored cars 
with a riot-gun specialist intfide. One of the most expensive hotels in New York 
is visited by holdup men, who rob clerk and guests and the jewelry store in the 
lobby. Every day or- so a mangled corpse is picked tip on the highway, struck -by
a passing motorist. The crowd at a football game becomes dissatisfied with the 
entertainment offered and beats up the players. All things considered, Ameri-T 
cans *are living in a violent place, in which murders, holdups and as'saults are 
literally'of daily occurrence';^’ (Boston Globe, Oct, 9, 1923)
To the^e events should be added the fact that 407 families were 
separated by divorce during the day. In the United States in 1922 
there was one divorce :for eyei*y 7 marriages, a total, of divorces for 
the year of 148,554. (For Sectarianism as a cause of divorce, see 
Thwing, Family Disintegrating,” Current History Magazine,
Jan. 1924.)
- .rf
’’The American Institutes of Criminal ,Law and Criminology on records kept by 
fidelity and insurance companies, police departments and business associations, 
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’’Statistics show that there is more crime in the United States in proportion 
to its population than in any’other'civilized country on the face of the ^lobe."
"Dump 2000 Guns in Ocean. With a noisy clatter a ton of scrap-iron was 
dumped over~tTie side of a scow into the A.tlentic Oceafl off New York this after­
noon, and 2000 gunmen will have to buy new weapons. The police, in compliance 
with the law, carried all the weapons seized in the Ijast year, to a point in 
deep water, and threw them overboard. There were 1800 pistols, 275 shotguns 
and rifles and 325 sword-canes, knives, blackjacks and handy lengths of lead 
pipe." (United News, New York, Nov. 2)
1. Facts Relating to Ecj^nomlc Conditions.. Social Stratification,
the exaltation of the leisure class and the degradation of the laborer,
&i?e characteristic of Paganism. In Ancient Greece ten thousand out of
forty thousand, or 25^, were slaves/ In th‘^ United States ten million
g
persons, or 1,0% of the population exist in Absolute* poverty. (Parmelee, 
Poverty and Progress, p. 105-6. ^
Six grea't industrial concerns employ, at ??ages barely sufficient 
to maintain a minimum standard of living, .about, three mlllipn workers.
more persons than tl^ere were slaves in the whole-Roman Snplre." Two 
per cent of the population own 60^ of the wealth of our country, 
while tWo-thlrds of the population own barely 5% of the wealth.(King, 
W.J.*Wealth & Income in. U.S.’, 7. 8). During^ five years (1918-1922) 
there were in the United’ States an average of 300t) strikes and lock­
outs every year.
2. Pacts I^egarding Spoial Educational and Rellglous^Xideals' of 
the People. One out of every 20 adults iri-'the United States cair 
neither read nor write. Fifty million people, about' bhe-half the 
total population, do not belong to any church of any kind.; There 
are 27 million Protestant children under 25 years not members of
any church or enrolled in any church school.
The Carnegie Foundation reported recently that the^average sal­
aries of elementary school teachers" fn the United States was less 
than $600 per year. ' The Inter-Church Suirvey sho^s that the average 
salary of ministers is less than $800. A large proportion of teach­
ers and ministers belong to the submerged tenth of the population.Yet
we think nothing of paying subordinate managers of railroads and in­
dustrial concerns $50,000 to $350,000 per year.
The following columns’of figures, showing'expenditures in the 
United States during a single year, are interesting in their revela­
tion of American ideals-.
Public Elementary Education $762,000,000. 
Normal Sohobls 20,000,000.
High Schools
U.S.Bureau of Eduoation(1922) 
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Enforcement of In­secticide Act.’
U. S. Army(1921) 










"The World War(19 months)
'•* for U. S. ' 22^ billion"
4
H-
The amount of money J3aid for cigarettes in one'year
($800,000,000) would hu5.1d *
V_5 $100,OQO church schools
75 - $100,000 churches, and "
40 - $25,000 recreation centers
Y
>in every State in the Union* ^
'Attentloh'has recently been called to the fact that the United 
States Goverment devotes 68^ of its income to paying the debts of 
past wars; 25^ to preparation for future war; ,Q% to government de­
partments (Labor, Ag^culture etc.); and^ onl^ 1% to education.
The expenditures of such tremendous sums for trivialities,and 
for ends ‘injurious to personality; and the investment of compara­
tively small sums in those treasures which "Moth and rust cannot 
consume”, shows a lack of_spiritual idealism on the part of the 
American people. The church has .failed to get its message across.
This demonstration of the dynamogenetic activities of the average, 
American heart goes far to prove it.
We are' living in a Pagan civilization. The Church is challenged 
to meet this Renaissance of Paganism with a twentieth century Refoma- 
tion. (For a brilliant article bringing to bear the Opinions of many 
modern authorities, as to the certainty and Immediacy of this movement 
see "The Coming Reformation" by J. T. Gilkie, Christian Century, Jan. 
i7, 1924, p. 77). ^
”The true Chufch towards which my own thoughts tend‘d will be the conscious 
illuminated expression of catholic brotherhood. ... It is curious how mislead­
ing a word can be\ We speak of a certain phase in the history of Christianity 
as the Reformation, and that word effectually conceals from most people the in­
disputable fact that there has been no Reformatioh. There was an attempt at a 
Reformation,- ... and through a variety of causes it failed. It detached gre^t 
masses ‘from the Catholic Church and left that organization impoverished intellect­
ually and spiritually, but it achieved no reconstruction at all. It achieved no 
reconstruction because the movement as a whole lacked an adequate ‘idea of eatho-’ 
licity. It fell into particularism and failed. It set up a vast process of frag-
.rf—- "    . Tifc ■  ^ .A. «... . ... . .
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mentation among Christian associations. It drove large fissures through one 
common platform. . • • People are now-divided by forgotten points-of'differ­
ence, by sides taken by their predecessors in the disputes of the sixteenth 
century, by mere sectar^ian names and the -walls of separate meeting places. In 
the present time .as a result of the dissenting method, there are multitudes of 
believing men Scattered quite solitairtly thrbugh the 'wok*Id, '
"The Reformation • • • lies still before us. ’It is a necessary work. It 
is a work strictly parallel to the reformation and-expansion*'of^the State, To­
gether these processes constitute the general duty bdfore mankind." (H.G.Wells, 
in First .and Last Things.) ' •
II. THE CRISIS OP THE CHURCHES.
Many books recently issued on this subject agree that the 
churches are facing a crisis. Amor^ them are such suggestive 
titles as the following 2 The Church and the Hew World Order.
Preaching Agalngt Paganism. The Church at the Crossroads. The.
Church in the Furnace. The Outlook for Religion. The Church
I ,and the Hour. The Reconstruction of Religion. The Reconstruc­
tion of the Church. ”Can We Still Be Christians?” Shall We 
Stand by the Church? ."iffhy ^ot Face^the Fact's?”' . Th6' Hew- Horizon 
of State afad Church. The Challengg of the’Preseht-Crisis. etc.etc.
Some bf ,these authors content themselves wl~th urging that "the 
Church must provide the spiritual foundatlbns of social reconstiMic- 
tion, but most of them find necessary some f.orm pf reorganization of 
the Church Itself before it can adequately cope^with, present day prob­
lems,, or stay the rising tide of the pagan demoralization of democracy.
President Paunce says: "Christianity must unite its own forces 
before it can effectively urge the nations to unite. It must feder­
ate its own sects before it can demand the federation of the world.




Arthi^r E. Holt Bay3:"Tliere can “be no projection'of 'brbtherliness
Into the social order hy the ohnroh until the church first wins hrotherllness 
in her own life. For thQ Church to try to teach brotherhood without' -S'
achieving brotherhood Is ineffectual and the purest kind of^Phariseeism. If 
the church ts to promote brotherliness It must subonilnate the denominational 
spirit to the Christian fellowship." (For the source of this and following
statements see titles of books by these authors as given In Bibliography end 
of Phrt III).
Professor Ellwood saysi "First of all the church raijst became united 
within Itself. It cannot preach a gospel of reconciliation successfully unless
it can illustrate that doctrine in its own life. It cannot reunite a divided
world as long as it ranalns divided and warring within itself."
Graham Taylo?* says-^ "There is a tremendous gulf between the churches
* ’ » * kdeppest breach is that of the etHlc^ relationship’of industrial life."
Professor Meoklin says: "Today institutional Christianity Is
k,
concerned not so much with the problem of elevating men to the Christian
standard as ^th the task of recasting Its own ethical Ideals."
r
Prof, lii P. Jacobs says: "Between the church and the world all
ethical contrast Is abolished; both in guilt and Innocence they are one. If 
the world is bankrupt the church cannot "be solvent but shares with the world 
In the general ruin, both as to the guilt of Its cause and the unending 
mischief of Its effects"-
Revi “Orcher^d pays: - ^’"Surely there must have corge
to,all genuine Christians a sudden revelation of the utter Impotence
3i
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that their position involves* The war was launched upon us by the 
dispatch of a telegram, and the pressing of a button mobilized 
armies for destruction- If .there had only been a Church. There 
was; but it was .distracted, divided, and easHy stampeded by the 
' forces of evil. It is perfectly obvious that the Church“was 
caught up into a machine by the frayed fringes of its garments *
The Church will always be a prey to this sort of thing until it 
has a mind of its>own and a body to express it. Our creeds and 
systems may differ but in this world-crisis all churches are alike, 
.and they are just like the world. The Church can give'little help 
to the rai^ty tasks of rebuilding international and social rerlatlon- 
ships when it has not solved these problems for itself.”
Blshbp McConnell says: "The ab^pt plunge into'the-world catas­
trophe revealed tb'.Protestantism the appalling f&ct that she had no 
voice through which she could speak a single word authoritatively 
at a time of world crisis.”
Earl jSray reported that forty-eight hours more of discussion 
would have forestalled the crisis. "How would it have been possi­
ble for Protestantism to say or do anything in forty-eight hours'?
Who would have spoken? V?ho can speak for Pj*otestantism? The tragic 
fact is that Pi^otestantism as such cannot say or .do anything on a.ny 
of the greatest questions that occupy the thought of man, in forty- 
eight hours, or forty-eight days, for that matter. The war will 
leave behind it a host of world-wide perplexities which a world-wide' 
church ought to help relieve. In any event the present plight of'the 
churches cannot long endure.”
Samuel Z. Batten says: "if the church is to meet the present
63.
crisis It must undergo some radical changes. It finds itself In a changing 
worl(a order confronted with a new situation. Men say that the church never 
changes hut that always and eveiywhere It is the same. -But everyone Imows 
that such a ststement Is both uuhlstorlcal ^nd absurd, hiving things much 
change. An unchanging Church would be a dead institution. The world Is 
changing and the church as a part of the world must change with it. An 
unchanging church in a changing world order would mean collision and disaster.
"These changes will not mean any shifting in the essential truths 
of. the gospel, for they stand fast forever. But they may mean some larger 
and truer apprehensions of these truths. They may mot mean the breaking up of 
the present church bodies and the creation of some new and more oonpre^enslve 
organization; and yet they man mean ^st that thii^. They will mean that the 
churches must find some way of being more effective and securing closer 
cooperation."
in. segrabianism as a cause of iitorality aitd irrblicion.
That the Church must be reorganized- before religion can be 
effectively taught to the world's oltizenp is made more evident by a 
consideration of how Sectarianism blocks the prog resslve revelation of God, 
The sins of Sectarianism, or the contribution of Denominatlonallsm to the 
Immorality and Irreligion of the age, be summed up In two enlarges*
1. The Practical Denial of Jesus’ Divinity.
2. The Practical Denial of Jesus’ Ethical Teac^lings,
3. There are two incidents in the fellowship of Jesus with
54.
His disciples i^ich illustrate these two-points. When Pe^er said, •’!
■believe that Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living, God,” Christ 
answered, "'Upon this rock will I huild my Church.” Of all the interpretations 
which have been put upon this incident, that seans to be most valid which 
maTma the rook or foundation of the church the ethical fellowship of all 
believers. Those who do the will of God as revealed by Jesus the Christ are 
the brothers and sisters in this fellowship. Any less catholic interpretation 
than this is a profanation of Jesus* splrittial message; It is a placing of 
ceremonial or doctrinal "signs" above' ethical living. Jesus refused to give ' 
or establish any such material sign* By assuming that he gave such the various 
sects have deliberately cast Him down from the pinnacle of the temple frcm 
which he HimSelf refused to leap. Christ's greatest sign was His sinless life. • 
This is still the only sign by which a follower of His may enter fully into 
His fellowship. The denominations deny Jesus* power to draw men unto Him 
by any other than their peculiar man-made forms. For the signs of 
ethical living given by Jesus they have substituted manr-made signs of 
ceremonial obedience and creedal adherenpe. The existence of warring sects 
is a living, breathing denlail of Jesus’ teaching by fellowship and 
exclusive sectarian loyalty necessarily precludes the highest loyalty to Christ 
a practical denial of His divinity.
2. Further evidence that the foundation of the Kingdom is 
doing God’s will by right conduct Is^given in Jesus* prayer for His 
Disciples: that they might be one with H-im and the Father - that
they might be perfect even as the Father in Heaven is perfect. The
66.
love of God and ethical, conduct toward men are the only bonds which 
bind Boxa-n to CJhrlst and to one another In the Heavenly kingdom. It 
Is this ethical onenesp for which Jesus prayed. This Is npt a unity 
which demands absorption of Individual differences In a pantheistic - 
Being; but a unified fellowship pf distinct personalities growing 
constantly Into individual and social perfection. Jesus had about 
Him disciples of various temperaments and powers. The story of His 
contact with them' shows that He used different methods in dealing with 
each one. The unity for urtilch He prayed was not a uniformity of 
procedure In entering the Kingdom; This was the very sin for which He 
denounced the Pharisees. The unity which he desired was one of purpose, 
personal devotion to a laying Father and ethical obedience to a 
righteous God.
The churches, by placing man-made methods of procedure above unity 
of purpose, have tended to obscure the ethical content of Jesus* 
teaching. Sectarianism places Methodology above Christian living. Puts 
emifliasis on the methods of salvation rather than on the content or goal 
of <:he "saved life".
Professor Strayer says: "Only a united church can life up
Christ so as to draw all men unto Him. Uniting the churches would have 
immense apologetic value. This is Christ's own plea. Knowing the pride
of opinion and anticipatory schism and division His reiterated prayer is
that all wh3 believe in Him might be one even as the Father and Son are 
one. He wanted them to be one *that the_ world may believe that Thou
didst send He* Twice he gives this reason for His prayer. Jesus 
dared to rest and risk Hie mission on the unity of His disciples. It
was as if He had said, "If I cannot take out Qf your hearts all that is
divisive, if 1 cannot
11
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break down selfishness, lift.you above littleness and pre.lT3dloe«
and knit your .hearts Into a lovlrg brotherhood, the world will not
believe thart I came from God.i History seconds^ the plea of'^Jesus. 
Christianity .has never made-'real'progresa by-dividing the body of 
Christ. .The mightiest of Christian evidences-is-Christian Unity."
A reo^*ganlzatlon. of ahe church is demanded because the ahtag.- 
onlsm of the sects is a practical denial of ^hrist in ethics; be­
cause'Sectarianism defeats the moral effectiveness ^of the church's 
mission. To show‘.that this .is true we need'nnly enumerate a few 
points in the indictment.
(a) Authoritarian ’^hic retards moral pr-ogress. The attempt 
to control conduct through unthinking obedience to authority arises* 
from overemphasis of the bhUrch*d function as a conse3rvor or pre- 
sei^er of eetabli'shdd morality.' Unthinking obedience to authority 
is prejudicial to, morality whether that authority be the 3lble, or 
the Church. God Himself does not ask -that kind of obedience. The 
churches, however, by assuming that eanh has charge of some infal-^ 
llble doctrifie, emphasize the authoritarian side- of m’oraJ-lty..^. 
Protestant priests become* new mediators between believers and the 
Hol^ t'ruths. . Large groups In many* sects-; wishing to safeguard 
the fundamentals of %he faith, have Issued a 'wholesale aftack -on 
Ratlona'lism. Rationalism, i"t is true, is a narrow and Incomplete 
method in philosophy. But it is,'the method *whrich these* very groups 
have used in defendlng"Sectarlanlsnr. It is the-method par exceldence 
of the Catholic Chnrch. -The Roman Church has the one Holy and in­
fallible hypothesis*, 'too sacred for investigation by any* method‘Save 
that of faith. The Protestant Sects say, Nol We also have a6me in?
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falllble^ liypotheses - a group-of minor premises, as it Were, ^ 
which lead- the faithful follower to the grand conclusion; the 
heavenly home 6r"all believers. Sectarian leadbrs"wish an un­
questioning obpdience, - the early emphasis on Protestant in- 
tellectualism is. ovjsrloolqed by church authoritiesr ^hat they 
strive to produce is a faith in the powers tl^at b^. ^induced by ^• V4
meane. of certain envotional experiences.
”Among Protestants authority is found in reason, conscience, 
the Bible, or in ?i continuation of any or all of these with the 
Church Organization. When any person desires to have men t-ell 
him what to believe so that he can accept this doctrine as final 
and infallible rather than having a reason for the faith that is 
in him, he is a Roman Catholic whether he is worshipping in St. 
Peter's in Rome or Spurgeon's Tabernacle in London. And It is 
not so difficult as it might at first seem to discover Protestant 
popes among our clergy who are willing and anxious to dictate to 
their pgrishioners with a consciousness- of infallibility which 
might cause Pius X to guard his laurels.” (Cutten, Psychological 
Phenomena of Christianity, p. 461).
The practical outcomes of such an attitude are that it often 
causes the Protestant clergy to assume that attitude of sancti­
moniousness, self-righteousness so deplored among the Eplsco'pallan 
or Catholic priesthood. - The clergyman becomes a 'moral poser. And 
it encourages a non-moral Christianity among the people. Revival 
meetings become'-mere sentimental debauches; the habitue of revival 
meetings receives a thrill not unlike that of the habitual theatrer
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goer* Conversion becomes oft-eh only an emotional upheaval seidcm
i ■"
preceded by any conviction oT sin, or any processes of moral judg-. ’ ‘ c
ment, or followed b^ any-moral reform_^either Individual, or social.
“We have still with us in our coimnercial circles, the man who makes his 
orthodo:^ the cover for the shadiest transactions; the adventurer who exploits 
for his own purposes a religious reputation# There are Sicilian bandits who 
go to .mass jjef.ore sdtting out o|i their predatory expeditiphs# Nearer home their 
counterparts sing anthems and hear sermons in our churches before robbing their 
neighbors iii the city.'’-> (J. Brierley, The Eternal Religion, Whittaker, N,-Y. 
1905. chap. 23, 'Religious Imposture* p. 21^.)-
"Mar^ luxuridus' church edifices-give the impresision thah their chief func­
tion is to provide for their membership all the instrumentalities for the cul­
tivation of subjective emotional estates, deeply devotional and pious frames of 
mind which bring to the individual keen enjoyment and inner peace, but have 
little or no bearing upon conduct. At most, they encourage-religiosity, a 
non-moral Christianity, which may often and does flourish in the midst of a 
community cursed witfi poUtical gr.aft and. economic .injustice," (Mecklin, ^
Social Ethics, p, 269).
The chyrch exists: not. only'as oonseirv-or ;of -established ^mor- 
ality, but as an agency of progress. Through prophetic Intej^pscati^on 
of the will of God for this generation, it 'ought not only to conserve 
values but to increase values. (See Holmes, The Revolutionary Func­
tion of the Modern Ghurch...^ "^he moral'values can^only^be conserved 
by -being increased.. And- they .can only be increased when the churches 
abandon the, rationalistic metho'd of the Catholib'■Ohuroh-and begin, to 
take a synoptia view of their prxjblems.
(Note 1.) Boston. Globe, Nov. 15, 1923,'Claim Police Allow-Church.-Fair Gaming. 
Agricultural Men see Discrimination. The Massachusetts Agricultural Fairs Associ­
ation at a special meeting here today recorded -itself in favor of- enforcement of 
laws against games of skill or chance at fairs held by churches in the same manner 
that such laws-are enforged^at the agrioul-bural. fairs.
Boston Post, Nov. Hellenic Dancers in Church, Five.Hellenic maidens,
schooled in the ideals of true pagan beauty, will assemble rythmically the patterns 
of Greek friezes and^ dance the story of t'The?'Birth~ahd progress of the Human Soul 
before the chancel'of St. Mark *s-in-the-Bowerie, on Sunday afternoon, as a part of 
a “Sculptural Oratorio” conceived by the rector. “We are not pagans in St. Mark’s", 
said the rector, "but we are undogmatic. The beauty of faith cannot readily be ex­pressed in words. The word pagan might jsonvey to a few the beauty we are trying to
totinfe-tb-mah to help!hinCceaTTSe faith.*^'
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y. (Note 2.;)'' "They (the r^ationalists-) sought 'to^ apply to the interpretation 
of the universe as a whole the same kind of intellectual process as that by which 
one passes from part to part in the .examination of'finite things or from propo­
sition to proposition in a chain of reasoning. T-hey ignored .what has been called 
the synoptic“'raethod -'the* *reasorf*‘''a8’'distinguished from the “*understandiag* of 
Plato, Kant .and Hegel. They distrusted the intellectual, insight which achieves a unified and comprehensive View* df the whol'ej’as a whole." (Sorley, Moral Values, 
p. 463.)^ . -
(b) Sectarlanlam Knoourages Relati-pistlc Morality. The claim
* ^ r {of each sect to some measure ’of 'infallihility for its own peculiar 
doctrines, gives tHe' laity 'the impression that truth is relative and 
depends upon t»he capricious ’whim of individuals; that what is ti^e for 
one person may not be true' for another, because it fails to satisfy 
his particular sup'Jective desires. Who shall s&y that the prospect. 
of a larger salary does not influence the *’will to believe” of many
k pastor who chknges lils denominational affiliation? ^Cjiyr'cSi people
. ... - 0 —look with horror upon a free morality governed only T^y individual
caprice. Yet those who ar^e for diversity- of sects as making unity
♦impossible place themselves in 'the' same position as 'those who argue 
for the relativity 6f moral values. Sectarianism is individualism 
gone wild. If we are not to rest content with such ‘a pluralism we 
must find some monistic principle uniting the whole." “'If "it. fs true
that each sect present’s only a facet of the diamond of ti*uth, then*
i ■* ^ -i 'L “ 1.there must be 'some o'rganlc principle which unites' the sects as the
laws of crystallization unit^ the fac'ets of the diamond. Thd truth
fof Christ ought to comprise all lesser truths as a great comprehen­
sive principle, -^nd s'political unity should be"" evolved to cbrre- 
spohd to this inner spiritual unity. Only thus can Christ Himself 
be presented as the only Divine ihfa'liible truth, not obscured by "
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numerous falliltle, man-made perversions of the truth. ® ^
I(o) Sectarian Education Contains Immoral Elements.
(l) Divides the personal life. Moral education must pro­
duce well-balanced lives issuing in consistent programs of'right con­
duct. The moral act must be such that it Cana be universalized andr
contribute to the "self-realization of individuals 'in an increasingly 
perfect society. The religious" foundation of morality must present 
a universal Person as the object of moral aspiration; a synoptic, 
universalized, religious view of the world must lie at the basis of 
moral conduct as its motivation. Sectarianism contradicts the pos­
sibility of this unified world,view. It splits the foundation rock 
upon which morality rests. The churches thus provide no central prin- 
clples around which the various selves of the individual may be uni­
fied. A number of forces in the community are striving for supremacy 
in the individual's life. There Is the business self, the social 
self, the domestic self, and the church self; each of these worlds 
of selves is dominated by a customary standard of morality. How is 
the Church to detemine that the morality of the business or social 
self -is not to dominate the life, when the churches instead of pre­
senting a unified Christ self to dominate"the personality, present's 
multitude of sectarian selves, each with^'their own moods', beliefs, 
ceremonies and moral standards. For it is well known that each- sect 
does have its own moral and social Ideals-which characterize it. Each 
sect pfesents as the *hole truth only a partial aspect of the whole 
truth. The point is. How is the church to present the Christian ideal 
of“ life so -that it will dominate the Individual and unify his various
16
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selves around a great moral “and-religious ldeal7 - iiow is "the church 
to do this when thd guides have los-t" sight of the goal irt dispute over
the wa^s o'f getting*’there. Truly the way of the Si'vided’'se'lflost
> . . ’ among & multitude “'of boirmru'nlty' and sectarian ideals,* is‘a Veal Via
dolorosa. '
' (2) Encourages conformity, obedience and docility at the
expense of initiative and self-control. The importance of the Vor- 
mation of right'habits and religious'’attitude's', "especially in thd
I
early grades of the church -bchool, ought' not to ’be overlooked. It 
is also true that obedience and Initiatiye are both necessary in a 
democracy; they are complementary virtues. But there is a danger 
that the Protestant sects will be tempted more and more’ to follow 
the Catholic practice of catechetical ihstructlon a'nd inculcaticSn 
of routine habits,- a-nd will neglect to foster -that "type of rational 
control from within whicK Has characterized thd‘highest type of 
Protestant morality. Pew of our Sunday-schools have introduced 
forms of student activity which lead to self-control from within 
rather than a stern discipline imposed from without. In order for
. t\ I '
moral jjpineiple^ to become the motivating possession of the pupils, 
they must themselves think through all the implications and applica­
tions of moral truths and not simply memorize arbitral^ rules.
'*It is in adolescence that the most .rapid advancement is made towards' a 
real inufer^interpretation of duty, in which it is recognized ancl accepted as 
carrying its own credentials and,standing in no'need of sanctions of any 
external sort whatever. He finds that the right, the commanded and the pleas- 
ant cannot by Any ne^-ns ..be uniformly identified with one another. The mind is 
beginning to comprehend the meaning of moral privileges as distinguished from 
arbitrary rules, and of absolute as. distinguished from relative values. This 
marks the movement from external to internal morality.” (Tracy, Psychology of 
Adolescence, p. 165.) ’ _ * " 7
17.
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Her^n is seen one reason for Insistence upon the introduction 
of courses in Missions, Stewardship, Modern Social Problems and 
Christian Ethics in the. upper gra<Jes of the O^i^rcii School. This 
form of education will lay a rational.foundation fpr moral con­
duct from which we may hope for a solution of pur modern social 
problems in terms of Christian ideals. But this form of education 
is in disfavor with loyal sectarians, for it is feared that reason 
will be an enemy to a pofound faithin sectarian ideals. Therefore, 
it is held that loyalty to larger Christian social, ideals must J-ssue 
through sectarian channels, and that individuals and communities must 
take their social programs ready-made from the ecclesiastical organ­
ization. Courses in our church schools become tlnged‘/wlth denomina­
tional propaganda, and the effort is to force almost unthinking ac­
ceptance of tra<iltiona3. ideas or rea^-made ^^ograms rather than to . 
encourage local initiative or individual-self-control.
(dV Sectarian Organization Has Prevented the Develoiyaent of 
the Highest Morality. Sectarianism Divides Communities over Trivi­
alities. We do not stop to'consider here the economic sin of wasted 
resources, thou^ Ifi terms of ihe^truths represented by the word'- 
"Stewardship” this also is a moral sin. Sectarian advocates of 
Stewardship are often Inconsistent in applying this doctrine to 
the larger relationships of the churches in a community. Denomina­
tions often insist on dividing a city when the moral course would 
be to unite. The issues which are made an excuse for^divlsion-'are^ 
often based upon anything but moral or religious grounds. The 
churches often become so particularistic and clannish that -they
18
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strain over the gnat of formal religion, and swallow the camel of
Jealousy, distrust, and immorality in general.
An Interchurch survey recently made in .Indiana was opposed on
sectarian grounds. Sentiments such as this were expressed: ”lf
the Methodist Church were on'fire and' if I should happen to pass
by, and if there were a bucket of water standing near, I would kick
the bucket over." Church rivalries may not become so unseemly as
this, but the contention latent in unsound organization, negatives
* » * •
the Christian spirit and creates a^ feeling of disgust and religious 
indifference in the non-church community.\
Ihe Episcopal Bishop of Colorado took occasion recently to issue 
a warning against the pettiness of 'a 'narrow view of religion. "Reli­
gion narrowly practised and^careJessly conceived ,may c,Qver a multi­
tude of sins. It is then ^twisted into a means, of -depression, as op­
posed to its normal function of untpammeled, beautiful, natural ex­
pression.- Religion is in far too many minds, coilnected with the in­
sincere, the hypocritical. A whole.lot of,meanness is. .lustifled on *•* ^ ^
rellpilous grounds. And to a pireat extent, petty leaders are pulding
small people Xo trivial goals; So I„ ask you io be- fair and honest,
even'though religious." - . * i ■ -
AndJther, keen interpreter of conditions in frontier communities 
charges Denominationalism with being directly responsible for immoral
; T
conditions. Timidity'in dealing with such conditions is due to a 
divided church. Each little' church is afraid to attack the evil sit­
uation alone because of loss of popularity. "Cenominationalism is 
directly responsible for immorality in the community. Too weak to 
exert any influence alone, and too- Jealous to act together, the
/
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^hnrohos do not connaii'd the respect of the conraunlty# and are unahle to 
stem the tide of prevailing evil. The feehle efforts as consolidation have 
failed^-hecause of a few hlgoted secte^iaus and the -zeal of the mission 
secretaries," (V5n Boyle, "Transplanted Den omlnatlonallsm," The Outlook. Vol.
23, p, 323J.
The church thus loses the respect of respeotahle non-chairch people.
The on^lder, noting the mal-administration of church affairs. Is given a
misunderstanding of Jesus* message. He identifies-his disrespect for the Church
with disrespect for Christ, The church's.own best leaders are alienated
hecause of the Imposslhility of working our progressive programs in a raeohanlan
which subordinates the moral to the Institutional. An example of Immoral
opnjpetition unparalleled ih industry is set before business men by the churches,
when they refuse to cooperate in ethical programs of community betterment because
to do ao would thwart personal ambition or Inqperll Institutional vested interests.
(See "Ethics In Home Missions", Christian Century. Eah, 31, 1924),
is
The neeed of reorganizatlon/represanted at such length in order to
Justify what follows: a description of various attempts at church union and a
consideration of the principles v^on ^^ich those attempts have been made, and
•;diich point to the failure of certain movements and guarantee the success of
others, For the possible nature of the church in the future will condition%
the organization of its teaching function.
17. PRQgBESS TCmARH THIOIT.
1, The Method of Doctrinal Reconciliation. Doctrine and .polity have.
been the Soylla end Charybdis ^ioh have prevented efforts at ohurch 
union from reaching the haven of peace. Historically, now
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one and now the other, J^as been uppermost as a cause of controversy. 
* They are closely rel^ated .and often confused; sometimes doctrine has
b.een used as a camouflage to defeat an opponent when the real issue 
was purely political. The relative importance gf these aspects of
h.. u
the problem in our own time may be ascertained by considering the ,
relationship of the .doctrinal, ethical and political aspects ofc ‘ ^
church life. This rela^tionship is much that of the relation ^of 
thought, feeling and will in the life of an ,individual. One*s 
conduct and disposition, are largely formed before a systematic 
intellectual view of life is built ,up, and yet by taking thought 
we are often brought to'modify oixr habits of conduct. The Church, 
seeks to present a Way of I»ife by means of the worship of a divine 
personality. (Note 1. "Bor truth is not apart from personal life - 
a fact that needs to be written in letters of gold. This ,is the 
force of Christ's statement when he sa^M, "l am the Truth." (Peter 
Ainslie?). Her doctrines and creeds are an attempt t$> give a con­
venient intellectual expression as to what this best life means. 
Hence, creeds and beliefs of the i^st are so closely associated with 
moral values that any attempt to recast these forms into new intel­
lectual moulds is^^^^an a violation of the sacred. Yet, as we 
grasp truth not alone by the intellect but by the whole life, it
f
would seem that philosophical disputation was important only as it
r’ >
does involve moral values. Why quarrel over the logical expression 
or Intellectual formulation of beliefs, when It is admitted that at 
bottom they all rei?resent a similar religious experience and all 
issue in a ri^teous life? Realizing that the demands of logic^ r ^
must be met, yet since men are not entirely 'intej^lectual beings is 
it not reasonable to suppose that the -logic of J:,heir lives would 'out­
strip complete doctrinal statements of the -experience involved?
Jesus, did not ask that his dlsdiples ,master-a “coirlplete phiXoso'phical 
system or accept an infallible systematic theo-logy *befpx*e they could 
proceed to follow Him; He tested “Peter's ^el'lef in'Him and love of 
Him by the command "Peed my^sheep.**^ ‘Jesus'* comnxandNfas to -love God 
with all-heart and soul and mind and s'tren^th. It would seem that 
the churnhes in their doctfinal *emphasls ‘were attem'pting to worship 
with the mind only. Jesus* disciples knew that the test of faith was 
works. said, "The fruit of the Spirit is'love, Joy, peace, long-
suffering,- kindnes's, goodness, faithfulness, meekness,_ self-c'ontrol.” 
It appears as though an overemphasis on the intellectual elements of 
faith, ,is leading^ to k neglerct' bf'‘the^nqmifiand to serve God with all 
thy he'art and strength as well ds- with all thy mind. ' Before church 
leaders attack the rationalists for their speculative perversions, 
let Them balance their own advocacy of doctrine by a little closer 
cooperation in-securing the- fruits of the Spirit to our social order. 
Fhilpsophical distinctions are important when they-nre vital enough 
to modify conduct. The churches, howeyer^ are practically agreed
rupon their ethical*and sociar-message. "*A careful examination might 
disclose some difference in the general tmoral-, Ifvel of different, sects 
because of particular doptrines held, but. this moral difference is so 
slight that anyone but a bigoted sectarian would^hesitate “to pass 
judgment upon either character or-.doctrine. Peter Ainslle says,^'^"ln 
the midat .of these doctrinal controversies' many of the various dlvl-
sions have gone on steadily producing the fiyit of the Spirits 
proving by th^t evidence inhich is stronger than logic, that these 
matters which have been the occasion of- severe controversies ai^ 
causes of divisions belong ^in the realm of formal Christianity, 
where the largest freedom is to be given,J' (A ^tT^ited Church,b»95) « 
Creedal discussion, without, reference to its'-.moral eignificanc.e,
* • Tappears-as .barren as scholaBtlc specijlat,ion* .^o.long as. .there, is. 
this agreement as to moral outcomes, the situation in our present 
day as to‘Christian union is one involving ijot so much doctrinal 
as ethical considerations.
(Note 2.) "in all her seizures of belief the phurch must aim at the 
satisfaction of the total life of markind'. The Church does not reason her 
way to convictions by exolusive reliance upon the logical and speculative 
faculty. She makes assumptions which seem necessary to the satisfaction 
of religipus needs. If belief cannot be brought into harmony with the de­
mands of the logical nature, or if there ds'"manifest' conflict with facts, 
the Church must .surrender or readjust her dpc.trj-nejp, But she is not a 
merely logical or metaphysical instrument, '"Her" beliefs are thd expression 
of..life and are. in turn expected, to justify themselves in life, *By their 
fruits even the doctrines are to be known. The Churches’function in rela- 
' tion to religious certainty is not to pronounce in an artificially dogmatic 
way upon beliefs, but to show that the belief springs out of life and that 
it fosters life. She does not produce certainty by declaring that this or 
that is true, but 'by nourishing the kind of life that begets faith."
(McConnell, Religious Certainty, p,^ 95.)
See also King, H,C. Theology and the Social, Consciousness, chap, 7,^
"The Thorough Ethicizing of Religion?'* ' ^
See Smith, F, B. "Systematic Theology and C’hristian Ethics-, chap, 9 
of his Guide to the. Study of..the Christian Religion,
"Religious experience brings the individual who has it into relation 
with a power or reality'greHer than himself, thfough^^'hich 4ie is reconciled' 
to life and in which he finds security for the ideal's which appeal to him as 
of supreme worth, When .reflection supervenes'upon.this experience the danger­
ous process of describing and naming begins," (Sorley, Moral Values, p, 478,)
"We need to get away from the notion that the end of the religious life 
is the 'acquisition of truth*, and to reali'ze .that it is the acquisition- of God;^ 
away from the notion that there is or can be a complete system of truth about 
G,od and divine, law, realize that He-.ifi infinite'and, we finite, and that^-we 
can but know in part Sind prophecy in part; away from the notion that the church
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is primarily a teaching -institution, equipped with'truth which it is to give 
to others, and to learn that the Church is a life-giving institution, stirring 
men up-to do their o*n thinking/ that each may reach for himself his own re­
sult; away from the medieval notion that the loyalty of the church Is to an 
organization, a creed or a book, and learn that' it -is to the Jehovah of the 
Old Testament, the Christ of the New Testament, the Ood’ of life." (Abbott, 
Rights of Man, p. 193, chap, VI, "^^eligious'Rights.")
"Although‘’doctr^al ^^exhibitions of the great system of Divine truths and 
defensive testimonies in opposition to the prevailing errors are highly expe­
dient, and the more full afid explicit they be for those purposes the better; 
yet as these must be in a'-great measure the effect of human reas'oning, and of 
course must contain many inferential truths, they ought not to be made terms of 
Christian ctmmunion." (Thomas Campbell.)
But it has been said that not only will men not think alike 
aj^out their Christian experience but they will never feel the same 
about it either. Psychologists and sociologists, writing to prove 
this thesis, have drawn detailed diagrams of the denominational 
temperaihents, showing with unerring exactitude that the separate 
lives representing the different kinds of religious feeling never
^ ^ ^ ’ -s
cross, or overlap or touch each other. A Quaker is a Quaker, and
a Methodist is a Methodist, and never the twain shall meet. This
doctrine followed to its logical conclusion would lead to Plural-
ism in philosophy and Relativism in ethics. It is the same doc-
. /
trine which seeks to separate nations and races on the ground.that 
there' is no universal truth or universal culture or universal re-- -V
liglon. That culture will be most true and valuable which succeeds 
because of its biological strength in either assimilating or destroy­
ing the other cultures. It thus appears that race prejudice and 
national hatreds are closely akin to sectarian prejudice and denomi­
national hatreds. In place of German Kultur we have advocated 
Adventist, Catholic, Disciples, Methodist, Presbyterian, or Two-Seed-
in the Spirit Predestinarian Baptist Kulture.*
(Nota 3.) "Christian Societies regard each other with the jealousy of 
rival entires, each trying to raise itself on the ruin of all the others, 
making'-'extravagant boasts of superior purity, generally in exact proportion 
to their departures from it, and scarcely deigning to acknowledge the possi­
bility of obtaining salvation o\it of tjrieii^ pale, - is the odious and disgust­
ing spectacle, which mqdern. Christianity presents," (Quoted by Eeter. Ainglie 
fr.om The Works of Roberb Hall,) ?
All this based upon,the assumed differences in temperaments 
which Xs. said prevents .m^n from ,having,essentially the s^e re­
ligious experience. If this-experience is-essentially different 
then we must reject monotheism; but^It is .essentially the same, and 
men do approach with various degrees of feeling, the same God, their
Vthen must be some common elements in the emotions of men which enable 
them to Interpret the experience as the and also ^ enable'theih to
cooperate -in the moral activities which must result from such an ex­
perience. It is true -that as a Result of here'dity and environment,
m.eh come to have different temperaments. 'The moral task 1^ to re- ^ .-1
■S^ds the disposition into a -balanced life which will be moved by the 
love of God to do His will'.. Religious Baucation, as conceived by the 
Christian Citizenship Community Plan, endeavors to mould dispositions 
after the Christly pattern. As conceived by the sectarian plans for 
religious education which insist on the denominational temperament, 
the endeavor is to mould: dispositions after some sectarian pattern. 
Very often this .sectarian pattern has’been set by some' revered, saint 
of a past age whose temperament was so close to the psychopathic that 
he was .regarded as a freak by his .contemporaries. The leaders of the 
past are rightly revered, but the attempt to mould temperament? after 
human likeness is something other than Christian education, W'^ose. aim
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is to bring to every temperament, no matter how warped to begin 
with, the balanced whole-minded fullness of life which was in 
- Christ Jesus.
(Note 4«) "The churches have not only divided the Body of Christ, they 
have divided the soul of man. If one sets out in this modern world to find a 
church which shall provide real spiritual fellowship, one soon discovers that 
in every church that exists we can have freedom or authority; mysticism or_ 
rationalism; the supernatural or^ the natural; li^^gical or_ free prayer j‘ 
trained and'prepared preaching or untrained.and unprepared preaching; a'wor­
ship dominated by awe or direcf^ like a public meeting - whereas a human 
being wants all these lyings at one-time or another. But no, I must take my 
choice; if I have the one I cannot have the other; I must join a denomination 
which feeds only half my nature and denies that .the other exists, find my 
fellowship with people who have only one eye, make the rest of my spiritual 
pilgrimage on one leg.
"Our modern churches are becoming the most irritating institutions on 
earth, and they are doing nothing but breeding coteries of most undesirable 
people, all of them narrow, especially those who boast of their broadminded­
ness; trained in partiality, drill-ed to defend a parochial area of religion, 
with a fixed and fanatical adherence to one element”of Christianity, and a 
bundle of prejudices concerning all' t‘he others. Surely the madness of it 
all is now visible and the hunger of man’s religious nature has grown too 
fierce to be contented with the unwholesome dietaries the rival churches pro­
vide." (Brchard, W. E. The Outlook for Religion, p. 265.)
"If I am at hand when the day of a united church comes I hope that church 
will be of such-a nature.that I can be a Qiiaker in some moods, sitting silent 
to await the stirrings of the Spirit, and a ritualist in other moods, entering 
into a subtle comraunion with the souls of the past through the use of words 
dear to that past, and a crusader rejoicing in Christian conquest in other 
moods still, listening 'to stories of gains in great cities or in far away 
mission fields." (McConnell, Living Together, p. 61.)
"The argument that denominations are necessary in order that different 
temperaments and types of folks may each find their own kind of place to wor­
ship is little less than an insult to one's powers of observation. For all 
one needs to do is to look about him to find every type and every temperament 
under heaven in practically every denomination he knows. There is just as 
great a variety of folks In one denomination as in another — and far more 
difference between the theological views of members of the same denominationi 
than there, is between that of the kindred groups in the various d'enominations.
"Neither by the type, or temperament of folks, the kind of audience or 
sermon, could any stranger decide the denomination in the vast majority of 
local churches tqday. And it is humiliating self-‘3'eceptIorr'or““sHamefuI 
hypocrisy for any one to pretend that our various denominations are each min­
istering to a distinct type pr temperament of human nature. Godcdid not make, 
embryo Methodists and Presbyterians and Christians, et cetera. Babies are 
born as susceptible of being trained .for any one denomination as *for any other 
- as every preacher preaches when he is in his sanest moments and pleading for
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Sunday-Bohool work instead of defending denominationalism. There is hot a thing 
in all of Christ's teaching that ^indicates that denominational division is nec­
essary either to present his Gospel or to satisfy human nature - and it is high 
time that an end he put forever to these age-worn delusions. Apologists for 
denominationalism must be made plainly to \2nder8tand that 'these fallacies with 
which they have justified division--in- the Church can no longer have 'any place 
in honest and careful thinking.". (Editorial, Herald of Gospel Liberty, Nov.
17, 1923.)
"It was a Unitarian who wrote, in the Cross of,Christ I Glory; a Roman 
Catholic who wrote. Lead Kindly LighT, a Congregationaliat who wrote, Jesus 
Thou Joy of Loving Hearts, and a Methodist who wrote. Love Divine All Love 
ExcelTirT^ If we can ¥irig each other's hymns after the authors are dead, 
we certainly ought to be able t.o-worship together while .the authors are still 
alive." (J. F. Gilkey.)
Neither differences in ideas nor differences in emotions can 
separate the followers of Christ, unless they he such as to lead 
away from Christ's ethical teachings. Here again it appears that 
church union is a matter' of cooperation in the preservation and 
increase of moral values, "But cooperation demands organlza-tion 
and organization is a political matter. All political systems 
have ethical needs as' their origin and purpose. The State exists 
to conserve moral life; the church^exists to increase moral values 
by spiritualizing the life of the people. The common realization 
of similar ethical standards demands a unified organization. This 
organization must be fiLexible enou^ to allow for'-^e'variety of 
opinions of speculative pioneers, for the varieties of mystical 
experience, arid for those whose preferential insight, whose spiri­
tual desires, demand a tigher and more advanced ethical standard.
In emphasizing the political aspect, the Importance of efforts 
at doctrinal reconciliation, to find the universal truth which under­
lies our universal religious experience, is no'b to be underestima.ted. 
"The truth will bring peace,, the'truth as it is^ in Jesus,, stated, 
apprehended, grasped with intense realization of the duties it im­
poses." (Dr. James Cooper.)
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(Note 5.) ”We must agree that fornal doctrinal matters are secondary - 
that the important consideratipn is the type of life that follows the use of 
a doctrine* But this does not mean that doctrines are not worth talking 
about* Their instrumental nature makes them all the more worth talking about* 
■Doctrines are the tools by which faith deals with life, and must be resharpened 
occasionally," (McConnell, Living Together, p, 65.)
"Often in the history of mankind both the theory and .the faith which it 
expresses in intellectual terms have been shattered in contact with the growing 
forces of life. At other times the faith may remain intact irr its spiritual 
essence, while the doctrinal forms in which it was expressed are pi^oved inad­
equate and new forma have to be sought," (Sorley, Moral Values, p. 299)
The point to be made clear is that unity of political organi- 
ization can never come if it is made to wait upon doctrinal recon­
ciliation alone. The suggestion that the realignment of the future 
will be along liberal and conservative lines is faulty in this re­
spect. A defensible scheme of church government must provide for 
the union of both conservative and liberal under one administration/ 
Men who differ in theory often agree in practice; differing in doc­
trine they agree in Inoral valuations. Political arrangements must 
therefore deal with the whole life, and will come nearer to uniting 
men when based on ethical rather than doctrinal considerations only. 
(For the most thorough discussion of doctrine, apostolic succession, 
sacraments, etc. ip relation to church union, see Briggs, C.A. Churffl,
Unity«). - ■ ' ' '
Among the more recent Conferences and Councils -which have pro­
duced a growing unity of thought in religious'matters the following 
should be mentioned2
Tue Evangelical Alliance X1864)
The National Council of the Evangelical Fre'e Churches of England 
l(il895.The Association for the Promotion of the Unity of Christendom.
The Churchman's Union (1896).
Christian Unity Association of Scotland (1900)
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Australia Conference on Churoh Uhlon <(1907-1.
World Coirforenoe on Faith and order (1910)
' r ‘ ^ .Denanina^ipnal Conmlselonsf
Christian TMlty Foundation (1910) Protestan^'^^EnlBCdTjal 
.AssOplatj-on for Promotion of Christian Tfelty .(1910} Dlsclnles. 
'Conmit^ee on Churoh boot)eration & Union, PThahyterian.
Conniisslon on Comityt Federation and Unity {1910) Congfe^atlonal,
The Fellowship Movan^t (1911). ^Universal' Conferenoe of the Church of Christ on Mfe'and Wbric. (1920).
The doctrines on which these Conferences find It most difficult to come 
to an agreonent are those vtolch are most Intimately related to the^polity 
and administration of the church. Many of these^doctrlnes. Indeed, were 
horn of political necessity. "Talce the Eamn Catholic claim to ecclesiastical 
primacy and paper InfalllMllty. This doctrine has advanced through its^ 
successive developments through the pressure of life necessities In'the Roman 
Churoh. The hlstor-lc'fhnt was na douht that the position of Rome In the early 
Christian centuries made Inevitable certain practical problems and pointed 
the way to their solution. The church at 'Rcmie took the primacy and found 
reasons Afterward. Peter ms an affcertlipught." (McConnell. .Religious
Certainty, p. 103
, r
The l^^prtanoe whlph doctrinal contjpvprslf a and* conferences ^re 
given arises oftentimes out of the assumed authority of the church to dictate 
beliefs. Autocratic theories of church govempien^ magnl^ ^the importance,.9 4 f -
^ I t •*
of doctrinal fidelity., JJOTocratlc theories gf dhuroh government nia^ify^fhe -■ 
Importance if toleration^ catholicity, spiritual syn^atjjyt b'aspd on^the rl^^t
^ ^ V “ ^
of private Jud^ent .^d individual approaoli^to'God.
The results of these Conferences^Chow that the essential difft-
/«
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culty is not doctrinal but political, "The outstanding and definite 
proposals for unity in these times may be summed up under those pro­
posals that have been “presented throu^ the Roman Cath-
olios, the Protestant Episcbpallans', and the ’Disciples of Christ,
f ~ „ ^
The, first centers in papal supremacy, the second in the episcopate, 
and the third in a democracy' recognizing the universal suffrage hnd 
priesthood o'f' all believers', - with Christ as the (Overruling Head
in all three proposals'........... Present day events are showing
us that the treh(f of affairs is aw^y 'from ecclesiastical autocracy 
and is toward Christian democVacy.'" ^ll autocratic ecclealasticisms 
will change or decay.” (Peter Ainslie, If Hot a Ui^ited Church, What? 
pp, 62,67, )
The practical futility of approaching church unity as other than 
an ethical, and hence a political problem, is evident from certain 
counter-proposals. Intellectual ICtVels'among the people has been
* I
urged as a reason for different sects. Basing' their observations 
upon the results of the Blnet-Slmon Intelligence Tests, it is 
pointed out that certain sects minlstefed to different levels of 
intelligence, and’ that this condition must always prevail so long 
as man is born of woman. Thus do the biologist and the sectarian 
agree In practice though differing in theory; and who shall say 
whether zealous sectarians are more or 'less moral than disinterested 
biologists? The practical outcome of the advocacy of temperamental 
differences as a ‘necessary cause of sedtarianism, is equally falla­
cious and ludicrous,* The same people who' form the'church make up 
the state. What is there in the nature of relig'i'oh which makes it 
necessary to have seventeen to seventy different church governments 
where one 'city government is sufficient for the same number of people.
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with their same temperaments and Intellectual levels? Is our re-
T,ligious life so divorce’d from our social, civic and" patriotic in­
terests that whereas we can all live under one secular government 
we must divide our religious loyalties among' our 250 ecclesiastical 
governments? National political issues' often Involve the taking of 
moral and even religious attitudes!'individual differences of tem­
perament and opinion are involved in secular afflairs, as much as 
they are in ecclesiastical relations*
% * ^
If the theories which justify denomlnationalisra are right, .
then the whole policy which holds the different political parties
of our country- together under one government; is wrong. l»^e would
not think of'establishing as. many school systems in a community as
there were t)Olitical parties, or fanatics, capitalists, or socialists,
who desired to 'teachctheir particular doctrine's. ‘"Even though in our
day, economic doctrinal differences set men into as bitter conflict
as religious differences formerly did. Our public school system in
a community must take care of all doctrines, ell 'intellectual leyels,
all temperamental differences, by adapting Its administration to the
«
variety of its problems, ^is is deemed the mpst economic and effl- 
cient. way to govern and .educate men in their secular affairs. Since 
we trace tb-.religion the" ihspiration'^of all social advance there 
seems no reason to believe that a political system cannot be found 
for the governance of religious affairs^ which will allow as much 
individual freedom as is necessary for the fullest Christian self- 
realization, and at the same time be as authoraiive as is necessary 
for unified cooperation of all varieties of individual citizens in 
the Commonwealth of God.
2, The Method of Practical Cooperation.
(a) The Common Task* That the demands of life outgrow 
the bounds of doctrinal definitions is nowhere more evident than 
In the number of cooperative organizations which have been formed 
by the churches to meet the life needs of a new age. In a power­
ful passage Bishop McConnell sfilys that any serious cherishing of 
traditional and devisive peculiarities must be abandoned in the 
face of the great tasks which only a united church can accomplish. 
He outlines "three great campaigns which-call for the united effort 
of all the churches, none of them requiring any surrender by the 
churches of any denominational loyaltyt the conflict with the 
forces of physical might, conflict with the forces arising from 
control of the material goods of this world, the conflict with a 
public opinion at times the expression of animal and mob instincts. 
These three^onstitute a veritable triune anti-Christ whose over­
throw will require all the power of the church." He goes on to 
emphasize the necessity of cooperative effort in religious educa­
tion', evangelismj and missions. (Living Together. 81.) In 
effort to meet the. great evils pointed out above the churches have 
organized cooperative commissions, .Bureaus or Associations more or 
less permanent and powerful. In fact the Bishop s outline of the 
problems to'be me’t makes a good classification of the organizations 
which have been formed to meet the need; namely, those dealing with 
War, with Social^Injustice, with the dissemination of general re­
ligious information to infldenoe public opinion; and further with 
the more specific tasks of the church,'missions, evangelican an'd
religious education. Among these different, bodies there is an 
overlapping and-duplication of function, and jnany undertake a 
number of act,iyities, so that an accurate grouping is impossible. 
The grouping attempted'here follows closely that given in the 
Federal Oouncll's year B^k of the Churches.
(b) Interd-enomlnatlonal Administrative Bureaus.
Bible and Religious Literature,
American Bible Socie^
Ameri'oan Tract Society ^
Bible Class-Alliance 
Chacigo Tract Society 
Family Altar League’ .
Pocket Testament League '
Education.
Coinnii8'8ion«on Christian Education (Federal Council) 
Council of Church Boards of Education 
.Dally V^catioa'Bible School 




Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America 
Association for Promotion of Christian Unity 
Christian Unity Foundation
Commission on Interchurch Federations, State and Local, 
(Federal Council)
National Council, Evangelical Free Churches.
KorId. Conference"on Faith and Order
’iVorld.Ev^gelipal AH'i'anoe (British Organization)
Missionary.
Foreign Missions Conference of North America 
Afri-oa Inland Mission, .American Council 
Conmittee. on African Affairs,
American and. Foreign .Christian Union (also Home Missionary) 
Central Bur.eau for Relief of Evangelical Churches of Europe 
Central ioaerlban Mission
China Inland Mission . '
Continuatipn Coiamittee of the World Missionary Conference 
Committee on- Cooperation in Latin America 
Federation of Woman's Boards of Foreign Missions 
Mission to lepers ^ ^ ,
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Missionary Education Movement (also Home Missionary)
Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions 
Wonian*s Union Missionsury Society of America 
.Yale Foreign Missionary Society 
Home Missions -Council
Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign Students 
Council of Women for Home Missions
Christian Service in Europe^
American McAll AssoAation
Conmittree for Christian .Relief in France and Belgium(Federal Council) 
Committee on Religious Conditions in Russia 
^ Waldensian Aid Society, American
Sabbath Day.
Lord's Day Alliance of the United States 
New York Sabbath Committee 
Woman!s National Sabbath Alliance
Socialrf'
American Association of Societie.^ ;Por Organizing Charity 
Bbys* Club Federation 
Carnegie Corporation
Commission on the Church and Social Service (Federal Council)
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
National Florence Crittenton Missiwi 
‘Neighbors* League of America
Playground and Recreation Association of America 
Russell Sage Foixndation
Southern Conference for Education and Industry 
Southern Sociological Congress 
Traveiers* Aid Society
Church School
International Sunday School Council of Religious Education 
International Sunday School Lesson^IJommittee 
American Sunday School Union 
World's Sunday School Association^ ^
Temperance and^Prohibition,
Anti-Saloon League _
Committee of Sixty on National Prohibition 
plying S<l'ia<iron Foundation 
Intercollegiate Prohibition Associat*ion 
International Order of Good Templars
National Temperance Society and Commission on Temperance 
, Pr.ohibi^ion National Committee 
Scientific Temperance Federation'*
Sons of X^niperance
strengthen America Campaign (Federal Council) ^
United Committee for: War Temperance Activities in the Army and Navy 




American Red Cross 
Church Peace Union
Commission on the Church and Country Life (Federal Council 
Commission on International Justice^And Goodwill (Federal Council) 
General Committee on Army and Navy Chaplains (Federal Council) 
General War-Time Commission of the Churches (Federal Council)
League for National Unity
National Committee on the Churches and the Moral Aims of the War 
Committee on the War and the Religious Outlook (Federal Council) 
Joint Committee on War Production Communities ^
World Alliance for Promoting International Friendship*
General.
American Seamen*9 Friend Society 
Church Advertising Department
0 Commission on Relations with the Orient (Federal Council)
Indian Rightns Association
Interdenominational Association of Evangelists 
International New Thought,Alliance .
International Prayer Battalion
, Interc^ational Reform Bureau ' ...
United Society of Christian Ehdeavor
National Christian League for, the Promotion of Purity National Indian Association
National Reform, Association
' (c) Powers and Putle& of Interohurch Bureaus* Interchurch 
administrative organizations have'not until recently received the 
attent^ion whiph they deserve* Ihere are several reasons for this* 
The Institution is comparatively new; it is rarely spectacular in 
its operations; and -it is hidden among the petty events of daily 
life only rarely emerging into the conspicuous 'glare of ecclesias­
tical politics. speaking broadly, the Bureau does not concern it­
self with doctrinal issues or denomlhatlonal polity, and its work 
is done unostentatiously and silently in the field of routine busl-
r
ness. A cai^ful dl'stinci.ion should^be ^made between the officially 
constituted cooperative agencies and private associations to which* 
the churchea give moral support, allowlhg appeals to be made to' 
their people and giving the use of buildings and the timd of lea’d^ers
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'to thetr programs'. A few such private voluntary associations are 
mentioned^Iti*the' list above to show th'e- overlappilig of agencies. ■
N,
Such bodies lead off into the highly^ faclnati'hg-^subject of reii- " 
gious- cosmopolitanism, to ?hlch some attention'^ust be paid, further 
on. . - . - ■
The attempt to-'Classify these bureaus according to the'kinds of 
duties ttfey’*perfoim, is lik^ gathering a hundred pdbbles at’randdm 
from the "beach, classifying them, and drawing genei^al conclusions ' 
regarding pebbles as such. Tha rjeasoh ion this.,degree of variation 
is that the bureaus have come into being spontaneously, independently , 
and according to no concerted plan, and have developed £n the same 
free and independent fashion. These agencies might be examined from 
severai points of‘View, such-a's their hiatorlcal*^development, tjae sub­
jects with -which they deal, their forms of organization, the functions 
performed by them 'Sv- the jurisdt'ction enjoyed in the performance of 
these functions. The bureaus have- in the past been created to meet 
certain needs and have been given duties according to the need in 
each case, and a form c&lculated to -support the functions assigned 
to the- organization-^. -The -needs which led to the -creation of these 
bodies have been inferred to'. It remains to examlhe their functions, . 
forins, -and powers of jurisdiction. '
(l) Form. - The essential element in all these- organizations is 
a standing' bureau or commission.' Tlie bureau is the administrative 
body proper end derives its authority-from a written "convention^* or 
constitution. This ,co'nstitution supplemented by special regulations
a.nd 'by-laws controls'the abti^ity of/the bureau in all subsequent ■ 
practice, althou^ the regulations are sometimes drawn up and amended
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"by the hiJreAU^ itsejf. . ^ ‘ ^
iThe constit-ution is -drawn'up: ordinarily =by means of an inter­
denominational conferanne or -congre’ss* This* conference may reassem- 
trle from time to time- to r.evlse the. constitution-,..and" it may -select 
a body* of* delegates to meet during the intervals:-between'the sessions 
of ^the conference ‘fon the purpose of .superVisir^g the work ^ol the bu­
reau. - Where such a body exists flit is called a commission and the 
final administrative body a bureau/ Neither the conference, conven? 
vention, nor-’commission. Is administrative in character. The bureau 
is 'the administrative organ; the* congress or conference br commission 
legislative In its functions. This setting servds to define in a 
general way the constituent fonu of many organizations, though there 
is a' wide varialloh as to terminology and relationships.
(2) Functions.
(a) Distributing Information. Informational bureaus have a 
threefold task, - that of collecting data, editing and printing re­
ports in suitable form, and 'distributing them to the churches. In 
view of the fact that harmonious eooperation Is often dependent upon 
an accurate pre'sentation of the actual "facts, and that It is often 
Impossible for Individuals Or separate'denominations, to gather the- 
faots independently, the work of such- bureaus is not so unimportant as 
might appear on the surface-. With the increased use of statistics and 
statistical methods'the-_number of these bureaus has jnultiplied rap?* 
idly in recent years. This duty formed a large part of the work of 
the Inter-Church eWorld Movement, and is now the* chief -task of the "
Institute of Social and Re'ligious Research
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Cb) Conducting Conferences > r In. this capacity .ther bureau
serves as a. clearing house for th6 exchahge. of .opinions and yiews-
regarding matters of common or concur^'ent Interest, S^ch a bureau
calls Interbhurch Conferences or Conventions,, prepares programs, and
materi&ls for discussion, to deal with the subject matter- or cause
which^is its special-interest; The ultimate-object i's oommon actipn
by all the churches, but action'apart from any, fomal nr-binding
agreement# ' - ^ i •-
’ (c) Submitting RecommendatlonB# A furthet* stage is reached
when the bureau begins to concern Itself with the subject matter under
discussion. The members of the bureau examine the data available and
the views put forward by the different churches and decide upon the
acti.on which should be recommended. When this has been done the work
“ ♦of the bureau is finished. The results of its deliberations are re-' 
ferred to the churches for consideration and action as recommenda­
tions, but only as reccmmendatlons. Action still depends upon the 
volxintary cooperation of the denominational bodies themselves# Very 
often this cooperation is not forthcoming. The work of the bureau 
seems useless and ineffective. But when we remember the uriwilling- 
ness of the denominations to submit to any super-government, we must 
recognize that such bureaus perform the highest service possible at 
the present time; that of inducing voluntary cooperation#
(d) Fiscal X>uties# Most interchurch bureaus are entinisted 
with the responsibility of raising the funds to sustain their own 
work. In a few cases, the bureau Is allowed to appeal directly to 
the members of the churches; more often it is required to confine its
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effort^ to the collection of the official pledges of the constituent 
denominations, and it sometimes finds this an insuperable task. Cer­
tain of the bureaus are supported in part by^private funds, but for 
the most part the expenses are paid by the member churches, either 
of equal contributions, or by contributions proportional in ampunt, 
to the n\imerlcal strength or financial resources of the members. The 
collection of the funds rests with the bureau itself; and usually the 
expenditure- also, except in .special cases of, cooperative money-raising, 
or endo.wment campaigns, such as the Interchurch World Movement, when 
the major portions of the funds are turned over to th^ denominations 
for expenditure.
(3) Jurisdiction. - At present the powers of a'll such'bureaus 
as have been mentioned, are purely Wvlsory. No interchurch body 
■feas any degree of authoritative jurisdi'ction. Interdenominational 
organization at* present rests upon” what may be called the level of 
immediate consent. The churches have been Unwilling to bind them­
selves indirectly and in advance, to obey the rulings of any super- 
adtainistrative body.- "A rehearing is (ferri'anded at e'abh stage of the 
process; decision is “kept open as long as i)03Sible; and is takbn in 
the last resort -only by each denomination acting for Itself, not 
throu^ a body^of delegated representativeV. As has been pointed 
out, i-nterchurch'bureaus feet whatever power they have directly from 
the denominations, and only in an extremely far-removed and' indirect 
way_, from the people-.' And seldom are they allowed to "approach 
the people who make up the membership of”the churches, in any vigor­
ous or authoritative way. * These bureaus operate on church life only
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intermittently, spasmodically, retrospectively. Indirectly throu^ 
the denominational units*
As to whether interdenominational bureaus, shall be granted en­
larged jurisdiction or their powers be constantly delimited, there 
are divergent attitudes among church people* While popular opinion 
is growing in favor of union, denominational leaders have been con- 
tlnually opposed to closer fellowship. There is evidence of theseIf ’
two groupings even in the origins of the movement. Pet*sons In each 
churQl) who are interested In the sort of work undertaken by these 
bureaus and commissions, have been more eager for such a development 
than the church officials themselves. In spite of attempts to prove 
the contrary it appears that the churches themselves ^are less active 
in the formation and prqmotlon of such bodies than are private or 
voluntary associations. Most of the interohurch administrative bu­
reaus originated as voluntary associations and were, more or less 
willingly, taken over by the churches later. There is a regular 
series of steps in the process of conversion whereby private assp- 
clations became recognized by £he church. A private association 
or bureau is first given approval, then cooperation, then finally 
through the pressure of publib-opinion, secures the recognition of 
the denominations as an official administrative bureau.
These two points of view are further reflected in the divergent 
attitudes taken by technical experts connected with these bureaus and 
the officially constituted denominational representatives. The fomer, 
laymen in diplomacy, have their attention centered In their work on 
its technical side, - statistical work, research and publication.
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a^inistratlT^ technique. IHie denominational diplomate::are constantly 
fussing about church sovereignty* denominational independence* 'and 
sectarian Interests. • The former have in mind the positive achievement 
of results in the field of action of the proposed* bureau; the latter, 
the negative aim of protecting and defending denominational Interests.
So far as sectarian sovereignty and independence are real cpnelderat ions 
in this day and generation and in the special fields where these bureaus 
operate* the denominational dlplanats can oily be praised for guarding 
the holiest of holies and the experts only regarded as dangerously
indifferent to the greater things of llfe^ So far as this assumption
*
is unsound* however, the reverse is true. It is unquestionably true that 
Interchurch unions have arisen to supply the moral, s.ocial^ai^d religious 
needs of men* .and not to be subservient to the political ambitions of the 
denominations.
N
3. The Method, of federation. Dealing Principally with the
/
federal Counoil of Ohurohea, a. Origin. This method is not 
essentially different from the method of practical cooperation 
outlined above- A federation is in reality a coordination of the 
work of several interdenominational administrative bureaus under 
one executive committee^ The vitality of the federation depends 
upon the strength of this coordination. In origin, however,, a 
federation may not represent a union of previously existing 
bureaus, but a union organization may develop new bureaus within 
itself The Federal Council of Churches, for example, originated 
as the culmination of previous federative movements. A National 
Convention held in 1905 composed of official denominational dele­
gates was called together by tlie IJatipnal Federation of Churches 
and Church Workers. The Constitution adopted "by this conven­
tion went into effect early in 1^08 when the approval of two- 
thirds of the dooiQminations had been secured. ^
b. Activities The activities of this federation are 
much the same as those imdertaken by other interchurch administra­
tive bureaus, with the exception that their united overhead offers 
greater possibilities of coordination. That there is much du- 
plicatioh of effort by these various agencies may be seen by com­
paring the list of organi&ations mentioned above with the followixg 
forms of service rendered by the Federal Council.
5^7.
PERMAIJENT & SPECIAL COmiSSIOUS
of the
FEDERAL COUNCIL of the CHURCHES of CHRIST in AMERICA
] . ComUjission onlnter-Chorch Federations 
” " Bvangeiism
” ” the Church and Soda] Service
” " *' " '* Country Life
"ational Temperance Society and Com. on Temperance «
Commission on ChriBtian Education
” ” International Justice and Good Will
'• " Relations with the Orient
2. Permanent and Special Committees
Committee -on Foreign Uissions 
” *’ Home Uissions
Pome "‘issions Council (Cooperating Body)
Washington Commitee
General War-Time Commission of tho Churches 
General Committee on Army and Uavy Chaplains 
Committee on Family Life and Religious Rest Day 
" ” Negro Churches
3. Coianlttees for Special Causes
Cpmraitteo- foF Christian Relief in Prance and Belgium 
Committee on Christian Work in tho Canal ^onn 
Cotemltteo on Religious. Conditions in Russia ^
Committee on African Affairs.
c. Representation The Federal Council is an ecclesiastical, 
not a popular organization. In all its literature, the fact is 
emphasized that it is not an interdenominational fellowship of 
individual citizens, but an officiaL eoclesiasttical organization. 
One of its recent bulletins contains the following comparison,
"The Council of Churches is to the religious life of the city, what 
the Chamber of Commerce is to the commercial and industrial life" 
The distinction which we wish to draw here is that between the 
Chamber of Commerce and the City Council; between the Association 
of American Manufacturers or the United States Chamber of Commerce, 
or the Farm Bloc,- and the National Congress The latter represents 
the whole people, the othersrespresent vest^B. interests. The
The contrast is that between the iemocratic method of representa­
tion of the whole people by locality, and the socialist and 
syndicalist method of- representation by occupational groups, It 
is this latter method which has been adopted by the Federal 
Council. It takes pride in the fact that its assembly is composed 
of ecclesiastics representing the Denominations, and not of lay 
members representing the people. An examination of its Year 
Book shows that this is the fact. Approximately 8bfo of the Council 
and 76 of the 96' members of the Executive Committee are either minis' 
, -ters or professional church workers. Of course expert pro­
fessional leadership is desirable, fhe point is that these experts 
are not elected directly by all the church people by locality, 
but by distinct denominational groups whose interests they are 
bound to protect. That the allocation of this method of govern- 
ment to the same category As Socialism is Justified will be made 
evident by comparing the accompanying charts, which show clearly 
that the method of representation adopted by the Federal Council 
of Churches of Christ in America is precisely the same as that of 
the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic.
This comparison ("between the church govemnBnt proposed by the Federal Council 
and a socialist government) holds not only in form but in principle. TlB form is 
similar becau^ of tT^ej^larity of the underlying theory, -^ild Socialism is 
based on the econcsnio-.«anTand its parliaments are to have two divisions, one rep­
resenting and the other producers. The Federal councils are based on
the religious^s^^Tand its assembles represent two dominant interests, tlB religious 
^producers, and the religious consumers, ihis provinl6n in parliamentary form for 
the stratification of religious society is a fatal mistahs. special privilege is 
no more Justified when granted to an ecclesiastical group in church government than 
whaa granted to the economic group In a Soviet govemnent. The State exists to 
preserve ths balance between all groups and interests of man. The Church exists 
to foster the spiritual life of all citizens; church gcwemment may best do this 
when it allcv;s all citizens eoual representation in its councils. The Soviet con­
ceives of govemnent by producers and consumers, not by citizens as citizens;
Federal Council plan conceives of government by ministers and churchmen not by 
Christian citizens as Chrlstldns citizens. It Is a violation of St. Faults parable 
that none of the nembers shall dictate to any other - a picture based upon a view 
of the church as a unified, not a stratified institution; composed of members 
having unified selves (of one mind in Christ) and not divided by the conflicting 
demands of Churchmanship and Christian citizenship.
It should bo born in mind that this comparison relates not to tte program of 
the Federation as a whole but simply to its proposed parliamentary form. The 
principles of government which Socialism emphasizes should be Judged on tteir own 
merits. The principle of Regionalism, emphasized by Uuild Socialists, has long 
been a fundamental tenet of Democracy. But the principle of Functional ism-is more 
in harmoi^ witji imperialistic tendencies, and will ultimately do more damage tbsn 
good to the socialist cause and ideals. The Russian debacle is an evidence of this. 
Functionalism is based upon the necessity of satisfying special interests. Is it 
not significant that the form'of government adapted by the Federal Council has 
gravitated to the form adapted by those who deliberately plan to satisfy such in­
terests, as in the Bolshevist scheme?
(For the Socialist principles see Cole, Social Theoi^. an3 Webb, Commonwealth.
For the Federal Council proposals consult literature describing their parlia­







Cooperative Organization of the 
Churches of Christ in America,
I
Government Organization of the Russian Socialist 
li^ederated Soviet RepiSibllG l^om h7v/'.Postdate The Bolshevik Theory p 146
"The peasant vote isrounts for only l/S its numerical strnngth,"
"The controlling organs are not in touch with the people since they re­
sult from a series of indirect elections so complicated as to need a gene- 
ological tree to maice them intelligihle."
"A party of 600,000 members only a portion of whom are active maintain, 
a dictatorship overHCore than 125 millions people."
Sources: McBain "The ilew Constiiutions of Europe p 384'
Vto.Ashley "Bolshevism & Democracy ' Quarterly Heview Jan.1921
M.J.Olgin,, "Mechanics of Power in-Soviet ■Hussia.j&Uvo.ffi ^_lug
Hoss, h.A. The Russian Soviet Republic c7?^^^





Denom- ■ ‘Prof.Ch Prof .Dh Lay
Lnations Totals Ministers Workers Lay ^ . Totals Min. Workers Members. ?erG§nts : 100 ‘74.2 9.6 16.a 100 59.3 4.2 36.5
i?otals 458 340 44 74 181 108 7 66
1 28 15 7 ■6 1 ^
B 43 34 6 3 .
3 6 4 2
4 6 4 1 1 5 4 1
5 4 4
6 23 15 4 4 23 17 1 5
7 3 3
8 28 19 4 5 28 22 2 4
9 6 1 5 6 1 5
IQ 10 10
11 8 7 1 4 3 1
IB 67 67 21 2 19
13 48 24 .. 24
14 17 15 2
15 14 11 3 5 3 1 1
16 11 10 1
-.17 8 6 ' 2
18 4 4'
19 34 2V .6 7 34 23 11
BO 16 14 2 16 13 3
B1 4 2 4 ■ 2 2 •
BB 23 16 7 fi4 10 14
B3 6 A 7 7.
24 11 9 2
B5 3 3 4 4
26 4 3^ 1
27 4 1 3
28 12 9 3
29 7 4 3 «
Elxec. - ■
Com* • 96 ' 76 11 9 75 .3—. k ’ ^ 56 ■ 7 12
13EH0MINATIONS REPRESEI^TED on the FEDERAL -GOUNOIL. •
!• Northern Baptist Convention.
E. National
3. Free " Churches
4. General Convention of the Christian Church.
5. Churches of God in N. A.
6. Congregational Churches-
7. Christian Reformed Church.
8. Disciples of Christ
9. Friends
10 Evangelical Synod of H. A.
11 Evangelical Church
12 Ivlethodi'st Episcopal Church ’
13 " " South
African Methodist Episcopal Church
15 n ^ n P 2ion'
16 Colored " " Church
17 I.iethodiat Protestant Church
18 Moravian Church
19 Presbyterian Church in U. S. A.
20 Presbyterian Church in U. S.
,21 Frimitive Methodist
22 Protestant Episcopal Commission on Christian Jnity
23 Heformed Church in America
24 " " in the U. S.
26 ” Episcopal Church
26 " Presbyterian "
27 Seventh Day Baptist
DEKOM’IKATIONS REPlffiSBIJTED on the BEDERAX OOOTCIL. Cont
S8 United Brethern in Christ. 
£9 United Presbyterian Church 
30 Executive Committee,
c« Representation Continued.
(1) Hotes on Hepresentation in the j^ederal Council.
■'Each of the Christian hodies adhering to this Federal Council 
shall he entitled to four memhers and shall further he entitled to one memher 
for every 50,000 of its comraunicants or major fraction thereof."
"The Executive Commitoe ‘shal^ consist of tv/o repre-sentatives froia 
each of the constitutent bodies, preferably one minister and one layman, and 
one additional representative for every 5000,000 of its communicants or major 
fraction thereof, who may he either a minister or layman. " [Constitution 
Federal Council)
Of the 458 memhers of the Council {1922) there were 
384. ministers or professional church workers and 74 laymen In the 
denominations affiliated with the Council there were £0,727,3i9 
churclboaemhers and 118,913 ministers. It thus transpires that the 
laymen of the church population were represented by only one delegate 
for every 310 of their numbers. As the minsters form l/2 of 1% of 
the total church membership and have” 384 of the 458, council members,
It appears that l/2 of 1% of the people wield 66';^-of the voting powefi
National denominational conventions are, moreover, notably 
non-representative of the v/hole church population.
"4 State Council or Federation is an autonomous^body having 
no organic relation with the Federal Council or with the Crty or 
County Councils in the State." Council Heport 1922 pj 30)
'{2) Bifficulty of Securing Popular Representation for 
Small Secfs-. ^
The small sects are usually the mast intense in 
their devotion to particular individualistic ideals: they have .re­
tained their identity ^)ecause of their intense loyalties. But at the 
present time-,^they are in a dilemma On the one hand they are in dan­
ger of destruction by'reason of cosmopolitan and social forces, and 
desertion of fheir youth to denominations with more community prestige;
<fS.
and. on the other hand they dare not attempt to counter the in­
fluence of the large "bodies by themselves centralizing, orjoin- 
ing any cooperative effort, for fear the cooperative association 
will be dominated by the imperialistic denominations They pre­
fer to tislc being pounced on by the lion in the local communities, 
to putting their head into the lion's jaws, as most cooperative 
agreements appear to them. The following table shows the situation 
in the federal Council.
Distribution of Small Beets in 1. S.. and federal Council (1916)
Membership Bodies in .U. S. Bo'dies in Council
Total 225 - 1005^ Total 50 - - 15.3%
Over 100,000 ------- 35------------------21
50,000 - 100,-000 - -- -- - 10 --------- 2
25,000 - 50,000 ------------ 16 ------------------ 110,000 - 25,000 - --- ‘18--------------------- 3
1 5,000 - 10,000 ------ 22 --------- 2
1,000 - 5.000 ------------ 82 ------------------  1
Jnder 1,000 ------ 42 --------- 0
Accoi‘ding to census of 1916 there are , in approximate numbers, 
24 million Protestant Church'members in the U.S. , 18 million of vihom 
belong to denominations affiliated with the l^ederal Council and 6 
million belonging to sects not -so affiliated/There are in round numbers 
200,000 church organizations, about 140,000 of denominations belonging 
to Federal Council, 60,000 to other sects. It thus appears that 
though 3/4 of the church organizations are indirectly represented on 
the Council, 60,000 have no representation at all. And though two- 
thirds of the Christian citij^ens are• indirectly represented, over one- 
third , or over six million people have no representation whatever.
And it is very certain that very few of either..group know or care 
whether theyare represented or not. This is due -to the indirect 
method by which the Council derives its precarious existence from
denominational bodies.
liy referring to the diagram (P } it will be seen 
that the Pede^-al Gounoil is built upon the Churches as Ohurches- 
Its delegates to city, county and state eonventions, as well as to 
the-National Federation, come, not representing the religious senti­
ment of the community as Christian citizens, but representing the 
interest of their particular denominational group. They come not 
as Christian citizens represnting the religious people of a given 
district or locality but as denominational memhers to represent the 
interests of a particular sect . The city Federations find it hard to
j
exist because to rise in his own denomination' each local minister has
to assist in the demise of any cooperative effort which threatens
to belittle sectarianism. The same thing must hapj)en in the County
and State Federations so long as they rest down upon Churches which
the Denominations can control, and depend so largely upon ministerial
representation, which is even more playing into sectarian hands. To
be entirely free and democratic in its representation, the Council sho^ffl.
endeavor to rest its power, not upon the Churches as churches, but upon
Christian citizens as Christian citizens. Representation should be by
population and by locality. Denominational interests could be Justly
safeguarded by such a device as proportional representation -(See p 3C.. )
Elections might be held through the churches where
possible without sectarian interference; but arrangements should be 
themade so that^various Councils could lay out their own election district?
and supervise their own elections. This would be to bring church 
government as near to the people as civil government , and besides 
giving stability and authority to cooperative enterprises, would inspire 






3 Un(iemocrati6t;Charaoter of the Denominational Convention
System. The national conventions of the large d^ominations
are so far removed from direct'pontact v;ith all the members, that it 
might he said with much assurance of the truth, that a very great 
proportion of the church members are not even av;are that there is 
such a thing as a national convention or general assembly of their 
church. Ultimate decisions and definite responsibility for measures 
or officers ar-e so far removed from the power of the average church 
member that he is not much interested in the subject. What is needed 
is some system which wfll place responsibility definitely and directly 
on larger and larger numbers of the church electorate But it may be 
argued that expert leadership is necessary and that- the general public 
irnpw nothing about the larger v/ork of the church. This is true, but 
it is just as true that expert leadership can never thrive when 
the public are kept in ignorance and powerlessness. In secular 
affairs, the same argument, the general incapacity of the people 
to select leaders or judge measures, has been used to oppose the 
referendum, to maintain politicians and office-seekers in places 
which should be filled by statesmen, and in general to bolster up 
the weakening cause of privilege and autocracy. Thp same condition 
maintains in religious affairs. i'or every religious leader who 
may be called truly be called a statesman, there are dozens of 
politicians, office-seekers, and sectarian grafters. hfke the 
secular politicians, who are interested in principles merely as 
campaign issues, so the religious politicians will revive a forgotten 
theological doctrine-, if he thinks that by so-doing he will be able 
to trap an opponent. The church convention system like the political 
party convention system, readily lends itself to’machine control.
0^ Statesmen in the church will find themselves continually out-maneuvered
ff.
"by the politicians mitil' there is an intelligent and powerful public 
opinion to which to appeal. A history of denominational bodies from 
the early years of their organization in this country, v;ill show the 
continual leavening of democratic influences. Jj^ i? too much to ex­
pect that further progress will see the invention or adop^tfon of 
methods designed to bring the immediate control of national ’and inter­
national religious organizations within the direct power of larger and 
larger numbers of the electorate. Devices for this purpose may be talcen 
over from the field of secular political science and adopted to the par- 
ticular and peculiar needs and nature of democratic religious organiza­
tion, The suggestion that the elect have been given the Diviine right 
of election of their rulers is surely in harmony with Calvinistic 
political doctrine. Why not be consistent in life as well as logic 
and proceed to bring the Church up to the democratic level the ‘State 
has now attained due to the impact of the Heformation? Luther aimed 
his Heformation at, the Church_,l2ut because of the political winds 
blowing at the time, it hit the States Hence, the work that Luther 
and Calvin began ,and laid the .foundation for in their gospels of 
truth, remains to- be completed^^ namely, the Heformation of the Church.
4. This "fieformation is, contingent*upon two general lines 
of .advance:
(1) The invention or adoption of electoral and referen­
dum devices, based ont souild political science, which will bring 
control more directly into the hands of all the people. ■
(2) The religious education of all church members in all
matters pertaining to affairs to such an extent that they will
be capable and willing 'to exaroiae the power entrusted to them. 
Theological illiteracy and spiritual illiteracy'^ must--be -rernoved before
/^ro.
church democracy will he possible or practicable. The universalizing 
of religious knowledge through a unified system of religious education.
5. Comparison of Ecclesiastical and Secular Politics.
i... '• --..I--..... . ■ ..-I ■ ---------
The extent to which the party convention system in secular 
politics,arid often in churchuaffairs also, lends itself- to machine 
control is indicatrid in the follOv/ing series of comments on the system 
by leading authorities in pblitical science. A parallel column 
shows how in ecclesiastical politics the convention system often 
shj.ws the same defgctsf- (Bee pages ' for Secular and Heligious )
.d. Ecclesiastical Safeguards.
1* Voting i^estri-ctions. That the denominations as such do 
take pains to- guard their own interests in the delibarations of 
the Council is evident in many provisions of the Constitution. One 
of thesO concerns denominational privileges in voting. The re­
strictions here make it possible for two or three large, denominations 
groups to control the Council The sixth article of the Constitution
provides as follows; "Any action taken by the Federal Council shall be
-by g'-'neral vote of its members. ' But in case one-third of the members present 
and -voting request it, the vote shall be by the bodies represented, the members 
d. of each body voting separately; and action shall require the vote not only of 
a majority of the members voting, but also of the bodies henresented.”
£• AiyPICL^ 10 FINANCIAL GOiraRQL by the D^OHINATICMS. Article 10 is 
sweet and sim-ole but it is a league breaker. "The expenses of the Federal
Council shall be provided for by the several constituent bodies." After a
recital of the many important tasks undertaken by the Co-ungil.in a
recent bulletin comes the facts about the budget.
"The annual meeting of the ’Executive Committee held at Indianapolis 
inDecemher, 1922, approved-a budget of ^250,000 to carry out the above plans. The 
Churches contributed directly about $72,000. of the 1922 budget so it will be clear­
ly seen that for the larger amount of this budget the F’ederal Council will be com­
pelled to look to individuals who believe in the cooperation of the churches in. 
their approach.to their common tasks."
Vj
e. Jurisdiction. Here ag^in,denominational rights (state 
rights) are safeguarded from the dangers of too trustful a. union.
e.Jurisdiction Cont.
As was pointed out above, all forms of interch,urGh cooperation rest 
on the level of immediate consent; they are loose confederations for 
the attainment of immediate ends. The i’ederal Council is no ex­
ception to this rule. Its jtirisdiction is very limited. The con­
stitutional provision sees to that. Article 4 "This Federal
Council shall have no authority over the constituent bodies adhering to it; but 
its province shall be limited to the e^Spression of its cou.-'cil and the recommending 
of a course of action in matters of common interest to the churches, local councils, 
and individual Christians.
"It has no authority to draw up a common creed, or form ,of govern­
ment or of worship, or in. any way to limit the full autonomy of the Christian 
bodies adhering to it."
The influence of the denominational hodi’es is so strong 
that this principle of jurisdiction has been necessarily emphasized 
in almost every conference on interchurch cooperation. Take for 
example such statements as these:
C0NF^.RT^?TC^ AGTIOT? ADVISORY OTTLY
"The following suggestions*are understood not to be binding upon or­
ganizations here represented^^nor upon other agencies, nor are they intended to 
interfere with the freedom of initiative and admitiistration of any. ^he sugges­
tions embody only the united opinion of those who have unofficially assembled for 
the consideration of matters of coiimon interest." ■
"It is further the opinion of this conference that there is no suffic­
ient occasion for the formation of an official federation of the agencies repre­
sented at this confecence ."
U^WFICIAL
"The conference suggests that from time t'o time -there should be 
conference of representatives of the several interdenominational and related 
denominational and non-denominational religious agencies of the United States and 
Canada for the unofficial consideration of matters of common interest."
Even those who' are seeking closer cooperation are by 
necessity forced to reiterate the principle of limited jurisdiction 
This is made evident by an examination of the_ statement of 
Principles to Guide Cooperative Relations." from John h.Mott's 
address on Ciiristian Cooperation.’* por example,article £. "To honor
the independnnee, individuality and autonomy of the Christian agencies 
concerned."
7."To simplify the machinery of cooperation to its lowest terms."
3."%ch.of the agencies conc'^rned should have a clearly defined field and 
function, as defined hy itself."
6. "Among independnnt Christian organizations the inviting of cooperation 
or the accepting of invitations to cooperate must he purely voluntary, as 
contrasted with having some outside body attempt to force such cooperation’."
It is clear , then, that the Fed.eral Council as to its 
functions and powers, classifies as one of the Interdenominational 
Administrative Bureaus descri'bed above. I1i distributes information 
holds conferences, submits recommendations, undertakes certain limi 
ted fiscal duties, but has no authoritative Jurisdiction over its 
constituent bodies.
f. Present Statue of Interchurch Government. Interchurch 
government must in the first place be made'more democratic, i'he 
central administrative bodies must find some way of going over the 
heads of the denominations, and of drawing their power direct from 
the people. Imagine the United States Government operating as 
follows; District Conventions of the Republican,Democratic, 
Socialist,Parmer Labor, Prohibition Parties, etc. etc. elect dele­
gates to State Conventions. State conventions elect delegates to a 
Rational Convention. These national party conventions elect the 
representatives who compose the Rational Congress which makes the 
laws and elects the Cabinet and a President; the parties and the 
states refusing to obey the laws or to pay taxes at their own
V
caprice. All we can say is , Can you imagine it? And yet there is 
the status of interchxirch government todaylt is far removed from 
the people,and has no power. Interchurch cooperation arose to 
meet definite social and religious needs of the people^ To do this 
demands that when cooperative bodies have become more democratic 
they must be given more power.
The present situation of interdenominational agenoie 
reminds one of a seene in Oliver Twist. The innocent boy was made
the agent of a gang of thieves to rob the house of his benefactor,
He was given his orders at the point of a gun, and if he showed 
any initiative of his own was in danger of being shot, and returned 
wounded to the tender mercies of Hagin and his gang. Human need 
for united expression and development of the religious nature, has 
been the benefactor of cooperative church organizations, but the 
least attempt to show initiative in meeting this need is met by 
thos e'already in the field v/ho are profiting by the generosity 
of the same benefactor. Sectarian zeolots in control of the de­
nominations endeavor to throttle cooperative efforts, and if they 
could have their way v/ould stifle the life out of these oodies and 
solemnize the burial v/ith appropriate ceremonie's of regret, not 
forgetting the use of ancient creddd and prayerbooks.
But interchurch organizations cannot continue 
to ©upply these larger relig'ious'needs,,-.so l,ong as they are hampered 
by lack.',of power. They ar^e^jict given, adequate power, the situations 
in which they are placed are beyond their control, and limitation 
to advisory pov/ers insisted on, because the churches ^do not see 
any necessity for acting otherwise. The necessity is present,
latent in the situation, but it is not recognised. If it is not 
soon recognized interdenominational relations will grow worse 
instead of better; conditions v/ill become more chaotic;suspicions 
now rife v/ill grow in bitterness; demoralization will ensue. The 
fight against paganism v;ill be lost. The responsibility lies with 
denominational leaders to recognize the need and its solution 
The Churches will delegate authority to administrative bureaus only 
when convinced of its necessity. That they have not done so in 
the past is due to the absence of this convinction, which in turn 
is due to the weakness of the case made out by the advocates of
interchurch organi.zation, who have talked much of the beauties of 
doctrinal peace, but littl,e of the substantial economies and politi­
cal advantages of interdenominational government. The cause of the 
deficiencies of the Federal Council and other interchurch adminis­
trative bodies is largely the weakness of support given by those 
denoiiiinational leaders In the best position to support them.
^ But if such great powers are to be given to overhead
organizations, they must be based upon principles of government 
not out of harmony with the requirements of Christian democracy.
If an Institution is to be -given power and authority, it must rest 
upon established principles of political relationship. liVhat are the 
principles of political science of especial value in application 
toxichurch government? The following section will endeavor to 
mention some political principles which have a bearing on 
ecclesiastical organization-
V. SOME fRINCIPLES OF CHURCH GOVTOHMENT,
Status^of the Problem■- That the churches of the 
United States as a whole are"not democratically organized for co­
operative effort may be seen by comparing their systems with the 
growth of democracy in the State. A brief review would show us 
the Roman anpire, developing into the Holy Roman anpire,- dissolv­
ing ^nto^separate National Monarchies, reformed by revolution into 
constitutional monarchies, associations of free states, and fin-
by modern governmental reforms. These refoms inol^ide the exten­
sion of the franchise, increasing powers granted to representative
assemlDlles, proportional representation, the increasing control 
of executive, judicial and legislative, initiative, referendum, 
direct action by popular vote on international treaties, etc, 
Direct election of representatives is replacing nomination and 
election by the convention'caucus method, of ill repute; the 
making of laws by representatives is being supplemented by the 
direct making of laws by the people through the referendum and 
initiative.
In- international affairs there have been two policies con- 
tending for supremacy. ' The theory of imperialism is that all 
nations should submerge their separate individuality in one great 
empire.
For example. Napoleon initiated the principle of strbng con- 
c'ontrol} he appointed trie governors of all the Departments, and 
the mayors of all the Communes of Prance. As a consequence the 
French people have had little training in local self-government, 
and have been called the "greatest of flunkeyites", whereas the 
people of the Swiss democracy , having retained local autonomy, 
are the moat intelligent and eager voters in the world today.
The imperialistic theory was the one for which the Holy 
Roman Enplre stood, for which Germany fought in the World War, 
for which the Catholic Church contends today. The other theory 
is that of an association of coequal powers in which the right 
of self-determination of small communities and small nations 
shall be safeguarded.
One of the early Catholic Fathers once said, in trenchant
41
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Latin phrase, that the polity of the church is always modeled after 
the form of government of the- state. Comparing, therefore, this 
political progress in the state with that which has "been made in 
church organization, several facts seem clear. First, there are 
several denominations today patterned after the monarchical or 
imperialistic forms of government. Second, those denominations
• s.which are most democratic in their local forms have not advanced 
beyond the eighteenth centui*y in their national organizations.
Most of the congregationally governed bodies were organized aboutt
the time of the American Revolution and their church government
a. ^
has not advanced much since then. Third, interdenominational 
organizations are about in the period that the colonial states 
were at the time of the Articles of Confederation (1781-89), the 
critical period of American Government. The Federation of Churches , 
In America is more analagous to the United States Chamber of Commerce, 
or the Association of American Manufacturers, than to the House of 
Representatives of our National Congress. This Federation is organ­
ized to make gentlemen^ s agreements as" to the e'ccXeslastical control 
of the local communities of our nation. Fourth, a reform is needed.
A form of Interdenominational comity, is needed, founded not on the 
imperialistic theory that one denomination is to absorb all the rest, 
but upon the association theory, which will give as much power to the 
central authority as the United States Government, and yet preserve 
the right of self-detemination of small communities and small de­
nominations.
’ ^ .’AOur national government today has been called a Pagan State by 
modern social and political scient'ists. If the secular state ^is
pagaft in its forms of organization,, how much more pagan is the 
church! ^ie live under a twentieth century form of state organ-
* fization, hut iinder sixteenth century and eighteenth century forms 
of church organization. Think what changes will have to takep
place before modern political devices can be used in ecclesias!- 
tical affairs, such devices for example as direct vote for presi­
dent, senators and representatives, proportional representation 
of various parties and schools of thought, the preferential ballot, 
not to speak of the initiative referendum and recall. But if di­
rect participation of all citizens in state politics is necessary 
to develop individual personality and social consciousness, is not 
direct participation of all church members In church politics nec- 
essary to the development of a Christian personality, and a Chrls- 
tian religious conscioueness?
If we wish Christian Character in the State we must have Chris
ftian Democracy in the Church.
2. The Principle of Imperialism must be Abandoned. Enough 
has been said to show the folly of attempting to continue auto­
cratic control of church affairs. In the midst of theological 
controversies, modem ecclesiastics often overlook this Impprtant 
point. They repeat the mistake of our Puritan fathers,' who were 
only repeating -the methods of Calvin, Knox and Cromwell before 
them. There may have been some necessity in the days of these 
gentlemen for protecfing "new tmth by autocratic methods, but by 
the time of the Puritans this method had become obsolete, as the 
logic of circumstances proved. '’Yet even today there are those who
/of.
^ould- protect and. perpetuatp their own infallible theology by 
autocratic methods of government. The Protestant churches sep­
arated from the Catholic on theological Issues, but they still 
continue to pse the sanip methods of Government as were used by 
the Catholic church at the time of-puther, and which were the
r,eal cause of the Reformation.
So long as denominations continue to-pursue %he imperialis­
tic method of government, thej are providing, 4*or their o^n de­
struction. The first tendency Is toward the elimination of small 
sects, and the strengthening of the larger, denominations. In com­
munities now divided JDy the,denominations, that church Is the 
strongest Tftiich has the most resources. Gradually two or three 
great denominations ;bylld up n community prestige which prpw^s 
out their smaller competitors. As an illustration of this, note 
how the^ denominations have divided %lae young people pf the commu­
nities. Certainly these young people are not divided over theo­
logical Issues. Social service is to them more important than 
ritual. Character, ns Isaac Everett said long, ago (tract on Our 
Position) is more Important than ceremonial. -social ideals
of these competing young people's organizations vary so. little _ 
that our youth can hardly be blamed for ^not regarding .their dif­
ferences seriously. They will go to. the church and -join the or­
ganization which offers the most attractive program. The most 
attractive progrsmi will be offered by the church having the most 
resources and the highest prestige in the community. Thus grad.- 
ually our young people will be drawn into two or three great de­




in its work; the rights of small denoraina’tions, or small, organ­
izations, or small communities to self-determination in young 
people*s work, can never be maintained as long. a"s sectarian com- 
petition is allowed tp, divide our villages apd 9lties.
^Thus the. principle of imperialism is seen working toward 
the establishment (by absorption or excXus.ipn) of onp ajl-power- 
ful denomination, the ideal of ^the Catholic Church* But it has 
been amply demonstrated his toil cally that such an Imperial organ­
ization can never survive* It contains within itself the prlnci;- 
ples of its own destruction. A ^second tendency therefore in Im- 
perlallstically-governed .bodies is that of division. Here we 
have the cause of-the multiplication of sects. It is to find 
freedom to worship- Gqd and -govern themselves in theip o^ way.^. 
that new sects are fprmed. i There would be no necessity of form­
ing a new sect were the requisite freedom found in the oid denom­
inations. But it is not there; imperialism does not proyide for it.
When three or four strong imperialistic denominational organ­
izations have succeeded in their drive to dominate church and re­
ligious .affairs,, there ip sure to bp another Reformation,, a real­
ignment of the interests within each denomination who are discon­
tented because autocracy has fettered the right to self-expression 




iet A and A repres.ent two large aytocjratic. denominations 
.competing for supremacy. Within each large -denom^oia'^ion ther^ 
are bound to be disaffected elements.- These -inner divisions may 
be ,due to theological controversy or .politiqs^l. contests for ^e 
control of the denomination. Let B and represent strong fac­
tions whose interests .conflict decidedly with those of the larger 
group. There may also be smaller groups -differing in minor matters 
but whose interests are identified with the larger denominations. . 
Let these be G and C^. Within the denomination B will be in con­
stant conflict wl^th A and C; ihe _B -group'^may withdraw and form a - 
new sect. Or, if the conflict -oancerns interdenominational co­
operation, B la likely to align itself with the A^ and factions 
of a competing denomination; and is found aligned with £% and C 
in the opposing denomination. ^ ^ ^
An empire contains within.-the principle of Its own 
destruction. This truth may be illustrated by many examples- from 
the fate of empires. . «
Note the following representing A, B, and C.
Austria: Hungary: Slovaks..
Britain: Iceland: Ul^iSr.
Ottpman Emp. : Armenia:, Mohammedan. Armenia.
The Pope: Emperor and Kings: Barons or Nobles.
« * * Large autocratic' denominations will ultimately split into
I** ^
smaller governmental groups. Do we not find here a reasonable 




(Note), For examples of this see Mode, Frontier Spirit In Amerioan 
Christianrty, Chap* VII, "Centrilized Control in Churoh Government'*,
And also a sotiroe of much that ia reprehensihle in religious 
ass'ociations, - machine politics, advantages heid by temporary 
treaties, alliances formed’'to preserve the'halan'ce'oh powers, and 
all the other' accompaniments of secret denominational dipiomacyl 
In fact the methods adopted by the denominational boards in both 
th^e home and foreign mission fields form a striking'’para'ilel to 
the methods adopted in the field of commercial' Iraperia'dism, Just’ 
as nations or commercial films make mutual agi*eements or aliiances 
in exploiting the material resources of a country, so the sects ar­
range areas to be spiritually exploited. This ha-s led to the at­
tempt to preserve the balance of power amting "the denominations, 
which has kept religious ‘life ahd work 'in constant turmoil. It 
has resulted in agonizing competitlori "between the parties to pre­
vent one from securing advantages over anothef. As in International 
affairs, so in interdenominational activities', it leads to -attempts 
on the one side and the other’to ‘secure the protection of alliances, 
and counter-alliances and cross-alliances, a veritable nightmare of
alliance's, haunting the minds of all- pafti-es and-creating-a sufJer-
^ »sensitive and suspicious atmosphere among 'them. It leads* to what 
might be .called the laartitlon of salvation whereby the ever-watchful 
rivals by a forded calculus of souls “f'frcM Chines'e to "Mountain Whites) 
endeavor to predestine the dispensation' of Grace "in such a way that 
they may each outgrow the others in greatness, and yet cd nstantly 




(a) Itjgfpower In the ’Church life of the present day cannot 
be iRnoredi The evidences-of itsT.i/prk In wif)lng Out distinctions- 
and ■'providing common mindedness "in ■religious dnd sOclal ideals aro 
on every hand. Within the churches a consciousness Is growing that 
the distinctions between Protestant- denominations are- Somewhat lack­
ing in differences. .Readers of books upon religion finds themselves 
enlightened an^ uplifted by the work of writers' claimed by many dif­
ferent communions. Side by side on -the shelves of a well-informed 
Protestant minister are volumes of reference representing the labors 
of scholarly Baptists, Bnpisopalians, Methodists, Congregationalists, 
Presbyterians and most of the other groupings which together make up 
what is known as the Protestant Church.
It is not strange that much ^^Ich once set them apart, seems to 
be evaporating from the life of the churches of today. A culture 
in which all Americans share is breaking down the barriers. And so 
it comes that the present generation is characterized with a desire 
for unity manifested in many ways.
Dr. McComb in his book on the Psychology of the Sects, enumer- 
ates some of the chief forces producing likeraindedness in religious 
thought and motives.
(1) Public opinion in the community. Such forces as the
V
press, books, public speakers, which go to produce a common mind on 
social (Questions.
(2) ^ommon life in citiesEach city, or country community
tends to produce its own type of life. The effect of a common on­'s
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vlronment reflected in character types*
(5) The Public Schopl.
{4J The Sunday School. Like-mindedn^ss' prpduced by a common 
curriculum. Hence the effort of denominational authorities to sec- 
tariar^ize- the Sunday School lessons.
(5) .JJusic Md Riti^alr The services in large Protestant 
churches are .strikingly/; similar.
(6) .Modern sermons stress practical ethical Issues, and 
avoid doctrinal matters; excepting ocqasional passing controver­
sies.
(7) Common Missionary Endeavor.
(8) Common Cummunity Welfare Movements: local hospitals,
civic enterprises, charity organizations, Christian Endeavor, Y.M.C.A. 
etc. etc. - i * _ ^ i ..
In the Indiana Survey^of Religious Education. p.l67, the commun­
ity Interests of 193 Indiana Sunday Schools are given, Among the 
various types of coope'Tati'tJh are community, 'music, "pageantry and art; 
community banquets and picnics; sunrise prayer meeting; social set­
tlement work; cooperation with city health commissioners; city ath­
letic league; community Christmas-tree; Religious census; Union meet- 
ings, etc. etc. The churches cooperated in twenty or more forms of 
educational, religious, social and recreational activity; and lent 
their united efforts to twenty-eight different kinds of community 
welfare organizations.
There are many forces tending toward producing like-mlndedness 
and unity among the "church people of all our communities. These may 




(1) The relentless j^essvre of socializing processes.
(2) The'growing s'entinient of Chri-stiarl-cooperation and union.
Attempts^'have been made by the 'sects to'^control these^ social­
izing processes in theih own interests. But such steps-must ever 
he ineffective'. Consider how* futile and ridiculous it would be for 
each -or* the '280 ^otestant sects to 'try‘ to enforce Ihe regu‘lations 
arS restrictions as to marriage> which the Olithoilc Churcli insis'ts 
bhon. Sectarian'loyalty has often promptecL migrations of large'' 
groups to a frontier country in order to preserve'^ distinctive cus­
toms of dre¥s‘ aili toilette (foot-washing*)’But there is no* Conner 
any geographical'li'ontier, - the radio would reach them with in­
sistent heresies even at the^Uortlf Pole. The inodex^i frontier is 
one-of social and moral cl^ntent; if freedom for indi-Biduality is 
tb'be fbund -if ia noV by running away, but by challenging the gov- 
brnmental condlflon of mod’ern If cosmopo-l'itanism must come,
let it be democratic arid riot imperial.
(b) The principle of Cosmopolitanism must 'be dembcfaticallv 
conceived.- It has been pointed out that the idea of imperial cos­
mopolitanism is a World'“State in isihich the, centralized authority is 
exercised directly, upon local governments without the intermedia-
tlon of separate divisions of powerT In this way' it would wipe out
\not only'racial, but-also national'and territorial divisions. Ifa-
i
perial cosmopolitanism: p'rovides^ for unity^^ but not for variety of 
opinion and-“Cultures. It is cosmopolitanism, not democracy properly 
understood, ^^ich holds the ^'menace of mediocrity." The necessity 
of cultural cosmopolitanisiji, the dissemination of common knowledge 
and ideals must be admitted. But the unity of opinion^ it engenders 
is not by Itself an adequate principle upon which a government can be
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established. Government must be of such a nature* as "to provide 
both for unity* and also'-variety of oulturer for cosmopolitanism 
but also for individualism; for ‘a world loyalty but also for 
national loyalties; for devotion t0“ a univeraai church, but al^o 
for civic and community integrity. It' has been- charged as a de­
fect against the Catholic Chhrch that a narrow parochialism (loy­
alty to priest and parish church') too often paa^~s Into indiffer­
ence-or controvergence of true'local secular citizen^ip. It does 
this in proportion as the doctrine o^ imperial Cbsmopolltanism is 
preached and practiced.
But it is Just this same doctrine which is preached and prac­
ticed by loyal Protestant sectarians Denominational leaders plead 
for loyalty not to the local community but to the universal commun­
ion. This is exactly what-the Cartholib^'prlest pleads for; 'the name 
of such a doctrine is Imperial Cosmopolitanism. How this principle 
works to divide communities is shown in the accompanying diagram.
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If M> N, and 0 are .three chvr.chmen, the doctrine of imperial 
cosmopolitanism, or sectarian communion conception, holds that M,
N, and 0 have a greater Interest in common with each other than 
each has with his fellow citizens ,o'f C, B, and A respectively., who 
belong to different denominations or none at all.
That if X, Y, 2, are different denominational groups, then the 
members of ,X, Y ^nd 2 respectively have a greater interest in common 
as Presbyterians, Congregationalists and Episcopalia;is or patholicB> 
than they have with ^heir respective fellow citizensin A, B and C, 
who do not belong to these denominational groups.
The peril for our civilization lies precisely here: that this 
neo-medieval -religious cosmopolitanism is at present tending to pro­
ceed in ^ubp.tantial and, dominant isolation from the old- geogi*aphlcal 
or regional units. '?he Communions ^ape threatening to divide and 
destroy the Communities.
4. The Principle of Regionalism must be preseirved.- Regionalism 
sums up the doctrine that community consciousness must be preserved. 
As stated more in detail in a preceding chapter, this prindHp^e rec- 
ognlzes the priority of the geographical units over any other kind 
of grouping. Sociologists are generally agreed in insisting that
■ -w V 0 '
next to the family, the neighborhood is the necessary basis of
- I- ' i “sound associational life. This principle also is of large moral 
significance. Its underlying meaning Is that of the ethical Im- 
portance of the organized community, and the moral claims of the 
latter upon the devotion of its members. The provisions which some
•j '
churches make in their disciplines that^ members shall endeavor to
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carry on trade only with each other, are essentially immoral. Such 
provisions are on a par with strikes, lockouts, boycotts and black- 
lidts. They represent a clannish, sophomore-sororltv attitude. Such 
a disregard of larger community obligations can only result in the 
unethical tharaseeism which Jesus anathematized in His Immortal 
classic on human neighborliness. Neighborhood duties and relation­
ships are necessary to particularize, to give point and reality to 
■the universal precepts of an ethical religion. Denominationalism
emptied of home and citizenship, of patriotisfa and race, would be
as vague, unsatisfying and unfruitful a religious belief or condi­
tion as the monistic pantheism of the Orient. (Cp. Sectarianism and 
the Caste System).
Nevertheless, there are two schoQls of political thought inC V. c. .
the church today, one of which insists on the priority of sectarian
divisions. Just as there are two schools in the secular state, one 
of .which insists on the priority of party and class interests. The 
other point,of view In both Church and State recognizes the necessity 
for differences of interest, but it places before everything else in 
solving of political problems what may be broadly called geographical
r
conceptions or categories. 
The psychological common
objects, interests, knowledge, traditions, and ideals - inescapable 
mental and geographical horizons shared by all, - which give each 
community and nation its own distinction and uniqueness. The local 
community has a certain inalienable authority over all its members, - 




community. This is due •t.o the fact that the individuals who com- 
pose the community are unified selves, shying the life necessi­
ties of the same locality or social situations. Just as the State 
unifies moral interests hy providing a common clearing-house for 
their adjustment, so a religion i^ich ramifies into all the 
and corners of the moral life, and sets standards for all social 
tielations, cannot depend upon a divided institution to unify its 
moral claims upon Individuals. A moral religion must be a com- 
munity religion. The relationship of selves In their common com­
munity interests .is shown in the following diagram. A single 
individual self, or a group with common interests is shown at (A). 
The physical, social, moral and religious values which are limited 
and necessary, and can be attained by all the people or groups only 
by sharing, are shown at a, b, c, d, etc. The Individual selves 
are indicated by the eccentric figures, which unite necessarily to 
■ form the community represented by the large circle (B). The values 
which ai® shared in the community are shown at figure (C), where the 
religious and character values are seen to underlie and encircle all
A
the others. Religion cannot escape therefore, any more than the 
State, from the necessity of being community centered. (For the 
source of the above arguments and diagrams as applied to the State,
’ ^ r . ^
see Hocking, Sovereignty and Moral Obligation, Int. Jour. Ethics.
One need not go sa-far back as ancient Judaism or'the religious 
wars of the sixteenth century 'to find evidences of how imperial 
eocleslasticisra defeats democratic neighborlines&. In a little ^ 
V-illage in Scotland in 1750 threre was a single stone-mason who, 
though a Presbyterian; condescended to do some'*work ofi"the home 
of an Episcopal rector. For this he was taken to task by. the 
Burner'Synod. ”His sin was considered-at least equal to that of 
building the' high places mentiolied in the Old -Testament,- and he was 
declared "highly censurable- and no*t deserving of admission to thre 
seals of the Covenant until he prbfessed sorrow for his sin, and 
the resulting scandal.” (See Richardson, Memoirs of Alex. Campbell, 
Vol. I, pp. 51-54.) . , , , . '
A much better illustrati.on of the force of oomraon need in pro-/
duolng true‘religion pure -and-undefiled is shpwn by an Incident from 
our-'Own country’s history. Remembering that? the-.Pilgrims at Plymouth 
were Separatists, and -that the settle’rs-at .Boston w;ere' only Puritans, 
we can readily understand that they "were far apart in their'religious 
views. This Is more clearly evident in the journal of one of- the 
Puritans, ”We will'not say,-as the Separatists are wont tp say on"
leaving England, Farewell, Babylon, but Farewell, Church of God In
^Kla-nd«_ We do not go to New England as separatists from the
Church of England^ though we cannot help but separate from the cor-
cuptions in It.” It Is evident that the Puritan did not intend
to have much to do with the Pilgrims.- Yet the first winter when
malarial sickness swept the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Governor
Endicott "despite the- coTnmonerepo]?te touching their outward f03?me
of God*s Worships", sent to, the Pl^outh Colony for the services
of their physician. Dr. Puller. Whereupon, community necessities
sminjl4'6i'ed unto in a neighborly way, gave birth to a new and inore 
brotherly spirit between the colonies. Gov. Endicott discovered 
that "God’s people are all marked with one and the same mark and 
sealed with one and the same seals, and have for the malne one and 
the same harte, guided by one and the same spirit of truth", also 
that the "worships of the Pilgrims at the Rock was the same that he 
had prd^essed and maintained ever since the Lord in mercie revealed 
hlmselfeunto him being far from the oommone reports that hath been 
spread touching that pertlculer." (Mode, ibid, p. 101.)'^
Psychical and ethical, social and political considerations 
make it evident that geographical categories are essential to all 
sober statecraft. They ere Indeed absolutely necessary. Ifen 
clearly depends on the home in which he lives. "This home of man 
in all its geographical amplitude and splendor, embraces in a syn­
optical survey at least the following successive units, together 
forming the great vital regional series of complete citizenship:- 
the domestic hearth, the district or townships immediately contain-
ITotQ on Reglonallem*
From "To the Pilgrims” 7. B. O’Reilly.
"Their freedom’s very secret here laid down,
The spring of government In the little townJ 
They knew that streams must follow to a spring,
And no stream flows from township to a king.
Give praise to others, early come or late,
For love and labor on our ship of state;
But this must stand above all fame and seal;
The Pilgrim Fathers laid its ribs and keel.
On their strong lives we build out social health. 
The man - the home - the town - the commonwealth.
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ing it, the neighboring city, the region (urban and rural) embracing 
each in a more or less beneficent unity, the national boundaries,the 
still wider commonality 'of the state; and now at:.much closer quar­
ters than before the i'rontlers and the neighboring states; and each 
of these last again with its successive frontiers, nations, regions, 
cities and townships, hamlets and domestic hearths, until the vast 
geographical circuit’of social 
These are our neighbors*
The spiritual powers must 'themselves cooperate in each unit of 
the regional series. That this is a hard saying for the denomlnation- 
alist may be made* evident by a few examples-
A survey recently completed of the rural church situation of the 
United States reveals the necessity 'fpr community coopera'tion at this 
level. ' ; . '
‘'This survey repdrts that home mission societies of the various denominations 
are among the worst offenders against the prosperity of the rural population by 
aiding the competitive fight for existence of unnecessary and chronically unsuc­
cessful churches. It says that the burden of the^ support of these non-productive 
churches, partly subsidized by home mission societies, falls upon the rural popu­
lation, increasing existent financial depression,
"Of these subsidized churches, a large number are in active competition with 
other subsidized churches. A considerable proportion of the aided churches are 
of the chronically non-pr'oductive sort,' It almost appesLr.8 in fiany districts that 
the fewer churches a county is economically able to afford the more it is apt to 
have. Subsidized competition is sometimes even found be'tweeh churches' of the same 
denomination, and very frequently between those of almost identical doctrines. Out 
of-211 aided churches in certain typical counties,.it was found that 149 -bould be 
dispensed with without essential loss. The use of home mission money to further 
unproductive competition is fli^ficult to-justify, ^specially in view of the .hard­
ship it works upon the rural population." <
The situation In the average smaller community is well repre­
sented by the results of a study made of denomlnationalism in the 
newer cities of the West. In one small town, having eight church 
organizations "strange to say the denominational spirit is not
solitarity is complete
strong. Whenever there are special attractions-at any one church 
in the„way of music or a strange preacher, members of other churches 
do not hesitate to flock there., leaving their owia ministers to preach 
to empty pews.^ One church has on its. roll th.e names %-of men and. women 
who have been connected with ten- different denominations- elsewhere, 
several of which are represented here. In this case it is neither- 
the (ioctrines nor fom_of government that brings them together. Mem­
bers frequently transfer their membership- for- reasons having no con­
nection with either doctrines or polity? A large majority of the 
members would^ be unable* to give an intejLligent. account of the dis- 
' tinctive differences in belief of-the different denominations^'*
in contrast with this the same writer calls attention tp an- . 
other town in which the_^'action taken furnishes an instructive ex­
ample^ both of the power./of socializing forces and of the way In which 
prestige -is enabling the larger churches to- swallow up the smaller 
sects, ^e, only way the smaller sects can hope to survive is through 
some democratic community associa^tipn. In this city, ’'instead of 
yielding to the blandishments of the field -agents of the different 
denpminations, who visited them^ and tried to get them to organize- 
along, various lines the English -speaking population determined to 
have only one Amerfoan church, organized’Oit a cpmmunity basis.
They called it after one- of the larger and wealthier denominations 
in order to take advantage of its,power and prestige throughout the 
country.-" (Wm.- Boy-le, '^ansplanted Denc^inatipnalisiii", The Outlook. 
83:323.) .
Another example of cooperation "exhibits the power of the local
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church to make itself the center of the whole community. This church 
serves qo well the social needs of the -pe^ople of the community that 
a spcial hall, pnce popular, has been closed, and thrpe granges in 
succession that have attempted to- organize, in the ccsiimunity haye 
failed. This church is passionately devotional and Intensely mis­
sionary,” Its ccmmupity consciousness is b^t „a legitimate expres­
sion of its appreciation of religious realities.
In general, however, sectarianism is discouraging to those who, 
a£tempt to serve the community as a unit. "The country church does 
not serve the communities* needs aa'the corynunity sees those needs. 
When a community enterprise i-s to be launched the promoter of it 
finds it necessary -to avoid the churches, -lest his enterprise be 
entangled in their differences. Hp is-emharrassed by their lack 
of community spirit.'* (Wilson,- The Country Community .p, ipb).
"For the average churchman the Kingdom of Qod should be em­
bodied in the local community. This i-s not to say that his vision 
should be narrowed. On the contrary his-vision is often of the 
spread eagle sort. He overlooks the apportunlties for benevolence 
which are near at-hand. He believes in foreign missions sometimes 
and contributes impulsively to the support^ of men i-n China who are 
paid fe better salary than the- pastor in. his own community. He ap­
plauds the establishment of hospitals for the heathen, but he ig- 
nores the ravages of disease in his own^ community. The divine Im­
perative: is that each local community be first organized by those 
who live there for local well-being.” (Wilson, p. 136)
If the principle of regionalism is not recognized by the 




Unless the denominations can learn to understand each other sympa­
thetically, to respect each other, to make reasonable sacrifices 
with a view to coopferartion by geographical units, at all levels of 
community organization for the common good, then unrest and dissat­
isfaction will surely arise.- Fof, if instead of cooperant evolu­
tion, church life continues in unregulated competiti'onj 'the result 
will be sectarian strife of the intensest degfee, followed'by .a re­
ligious revolution. It is easily seen that the sectarian battle 
will be won by the strongest church. This church will'be one which 
has an imperial policy, for unconnected congregational churches can­
not stand the prestige of a powerfully united autocratic church. 
Within this new imperialistic church demands for freedom can no 
longer be met by a migration to new geographical frontiers; we will 
be as olrcumscfibed Us Eufope in liuthef*s ’time; the only way to lib­
erty of conscience then will be by a new Reformation, new Twentieth 
Century religious wars. Such a possibility Is not a fantastic dream 
if the present policy of sectarian competition, in disregard of pop­
ular local needs, is continued. The new frontier of freedom is the 
geographical and religious integrity of the local community.
The principle of regipnalism has always been recognized in the 
political life pf our country, and is rapidly dominating the organ­
ization of all forms of* socia.l work. It- is even entering into the 
organization of industry. A writer in a business journal recently 
made the following statement:
“Any move that tends to bring together individuals in a community arid t’o 
draw out their coopefative forces - usually talent - whatever tfife immediate 
occasion,, develops a JTeeling of mutual responsibility of the sort that is ‘felt 
as opportunity ratherthan duty. Mere might cannot demand loyalty and stead- 
fastnessj these are voluntariTy given and must be won. To paraphrase:
’’All who success would win 
Must share it « Success was born a twin.' *'
ix^-
Logic and morality both demand a similar cooperation In the 
field of religion. "Together we must try to meet the need of a 
community in which hunger and lonellne'ss, -poverty and sin are no 
respecters of sectarian divisions. Our church is no' longer strate­
gically located to meet these actual ccmmunity needs? Then will 
abandon it and give what strength we have to^ another Christiah 
church that is more favorably situated. Try to keep a’dead church 
alive for the glory of God? He can' never'be glorified by waste and 
folly. Build still another diurch here in honor- of Jesus Christ?
He 'would' be more highly honored if the handful of his* followers 
would cooperate rather than compete^" (J.G.Gllkey, Christian 
Century, Jan. 17, 1924, -p. 79).
' In political life the voluntary cooperation of citizens on
u . .1. i *
the basis 'of'mutual community, re-latiohshlps, has been pointed to ■-*
•«
as the source of progress in the State.
"The political development of the United States is paving the way for new 
methods of political action. Its basis has been laid in the struggles for 
emancipation in the form of *Coniinittee^ of 70', or of 'one hundred', of the 
'citizens movements', of the ^leagues', or 'civic federations', all of which 
represent free local associations of*men brought together for- a particular 
cause, completely setting.aside for then^’'"^:^ their views on other political 
questions. By this method it has been possible to combine all the living 
forces of American society in the struggle against politicalxorruptibn, 
and to win victories which enable us not to despair of American democracy 
and government of, by and for the, people. In the sphere of great National 
questions as well as local, the 'leagues'have been instigators of civic 
awakening; all the great reforms which have been passed to purify political 
life are due to their initiative and efforts; they have broken the prescrip­
tion set up in favor of party tyranny and corruption." (Hayes, Problems of 
Government.) "
"Local self-government which in Anglo-Saxon communities had from time 
immemorial set in motion the whole political machinery, has subsided under the 
action of the caucus. The caucus regime has undermined state -and lodal autonouQr 
and made the electors lose their interest in public life." (Ostragorski, Democ­
racy and the Party System, p. 364.)
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Local religious institutions are facing the same problem as 
local political institutions. Loss of autonomy is producing the 
same effect - loss of interest in religious affairs.
The trend toward community unity in political, dducational, 
and social life will not be without a powerful effect on religious 
institutions.' When Social Welfare and Educational Agencies, though 
representing many diverse theories of society and education, can 
unite in a single administrative body, their effectiveness will put 
the churches on the defensive^ to justify their separate existence.
In his work on Sectarianism Dr. McComb bears witness at this point:
"There is a.third party in ^he warfare of the sects, the public. It has rights in this conflict as truly as^the conflicts between capital and labor.
The public will take the situation in its own hands if the church cannot lead 
the way out of the present chaos. The unconscious drifting from the old atti­
tude of respect and reverence toward the church will become a conscious and 
determined revolt against an aggregat-ion of self-centered sects. Substitutes 
which make for unity in well-doing, but which subordinate the religious to the 
social Biotice, will be tried. The various fraternal societies,- Y.M. and Y. W.C.A., 
etc. etc. are examples. A few more great movements of a similar character and the 
church«.a8 an organization will be too pitifully crippled, to do the work expected 
of it." (Psychology of Sectarianism, p. 58).
The American Assocriation for Community Organization, is a national 
body seeking to unify the social agencies of every community. There 
are now 170 large cities affiliated with this Association and finding 
its methods of cooperative ministry not only more financially prof­
itable, but far more effective in arousing the spiritual resources 
of the community, than the old method of competition.
A unified Social Welfare Agency, a single public school system, 
must find their counterpart in a unified church administration for 
the whole community. Independent' community action in church life 
through the free and unbiased combination of Christian citizens, ex­
tending through all levels from the local nei^borhood to state and
nation, is the democratic slogan suggested by the demands of the 
principle of Itegionallsm-
{Regionalism is championed as against Gosmopoli'ian jurisdic­
tion as a principle in chxirch polity in Briggs, Church Unity, Sec. 
on "Geographical Unity and Catholicity”, p.-66; and "Territorial 
Jurisdiction", p. 176.)
2HE MERITS AND DEFECTS OP DEMOCRACY
The I>emQorRtic Experiment and lirs Hyospedts of Suco^sa
Introduction* V D^ooracy as .a moral Ideal* The 
presence oT'in -poi-ltica- is net an Politics
is the battleground wi^ere the conflict of ideal^B: is fau^t out* Conflicting viewaoSf life i^sue in eonfllctlng* attitOdep toward 
Democar^ficcy* Theee icontraeting attitudes toward life have been .ex­
pressed as tdie practical versus- the idealistic# the Hellenic versus 
the Hehralx^ poet versus; prophet# Bchemian versus-sPurltan, Phencanen- alist versus Absolutist^ nK^riallsjb versua, religionist* Illustra­
tions of these opposing attitudes toy be Xoupd -throu^out the. . 
literature of polltlc&l disexa^sion. "The political theorist
holds that, in secular matters it is better to walk, by si^t than 
by faith", says-Sir Eenry Malne^ to which’Bryce replies, "Without 
‘Faith nothing is accomplished and Hope is the mainspring ot* Faith. 
Democracy will never perish till after E(^>e. has- expired." The 
aspirations for democracy have followed the swing of the pendulum 
from the depire for a return- to the state of natuhe to the. desira 
for a futura state, of mlllenial blessedness. ThroiX^out all life, 
as we.ll as in politics, there is this seeming .etntlnomy of desires*
"Some si^ for the glories of this werld, and some Si^ for the Prophet’s Paradise to come-"
The arguments for and against democracy take their 
color from these dominant attitudes;' moods direct the search for 
proofs^ The practical mind must deal with human being. ^ he is, 
"with all his imperfections on his head";. Ihe t^ood of faith be­
lieves in "talcing men on the basis of their hopes rather than of 
their achievements,”^ and t|mt "®e work less thi^i^h what we Are 
tVian throu^ what we worship”. (H.H.R- p*388) Here also, we 
find the. contract be-^een the will to believe, apd the believing 
will, between subjective and objective -standards, between truth 
as created eud truth as discovered. Some would hold that morality 
la the product of soelalizatlon, Jhat "we will never be entirely 
(Hiristianized until W© thorou^ly danocratlzed"!* Others be­
lieve that democracy is the result of -an objective moral ideal 
sought and served as a pemanept reality by a Changing society; 
that the stability of democracy depends upon the free devotion of 
all the people, governed and governors, to an independent and 
universal moral objecti^ The enduring fame of Washington, Lincoln 
and Wilson is due to their apnsedration to this Idjeal. That 
democracy could not endure without the cultivation and dissemina­
tion of religious principles was the- conviction of Washington. 
Lincoln was concerned npt that God should be on his side, but that 
he should be on God's aid©-' "Hr* Wilson stood wilh more cleainess 
and distinction th^' any other man of our time for th© moral idea 
of the Ration." (Rev. George A. Gordon).
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2* pemooraoy as a metaphysical hypothesis^
Do not theaef seemingly contradictory attitudes or 
antinomies Of experienced arise because we do not view them under 
the aspect of eternity? May not thesis and antithesis be unified 
in a higher synthesis if otaj we can rise to high enou^ spiritual 
ground to comprehend it?
On the one side are the positivists, who -disregarding 
metaohyslcs, regain democracy as a great social experiment, to be 
justified by its works* On the.other the idealist finds in democracy 
a “beloved' community” in tSM.e^ the inexplicable 'manifestation <?f 
an eternal Absolute- A metaphyslnal 'theory whitai can provide a 
synthesis of the necessary truths of both these positions, elimin­
ating their contradictions, should provide a ftimOr foundation for 
democracy than either one alone. The discussions in regard to 
democracy wilder through many fields of human thought* Xn each 
of these fields faith and doubt, phenomenalism and metaphysics are 
-.contending for the right of way. One who In looking for arguments 
for or against democracy may therefore take his choice between 
genetic or formal logic, between a creative society or a created 
society, between prudential or providential morality, between Social 
Heligion or Revealed Religion* Or a synthetic view may be evolved 
to reconcile the seeming contradictions. Dogmatically stated no 
such synthetic view which takes into account all the facts of ex­
perience and explains them in a coherent manner, can be arrived 
at short of metaphysics. The foundations of democracy rest on 
metaphysical theory- Politics deals with metaphysical beings; 
the word "self” is a theological teim- The permanence of law and 
rights demands a universal ethical theory- The permanence ai3d 
universality of law depends upon the permanence and unlvejraallty 
of reality- The foundation-of rights is morality; and the guaran­
tee of morality is given only by philosophy and religion. When 
we speak of the ri^ts of man and the duties of man, the respect 
we accord them is measured by our belief that they belong to man 
as a metapl^sical entity,- a ward of the universe- p*425)
3* The proofs of democracy. “The democratic experiment” 
is a phrase which is often used by T)oth the advocates and opponents 
of democracy. It se^s to place' the emphasis on the changing 
rather than the peimanerct elanents. Democracy Is looked upon as 
the Inductive method in politics. But all Induction rests i^jpn 
the metaphysical assumptions,that knowledge is possible,
"man is a being, apt for the task of interpreting nature,” (ICbyoe); 
“has a natural bent lu accordance with nature’s”,, (Pierce); that 
there Is an "Inner unity between man and the world." (Kant)
Without metaphysics no proof of anything, democracy included, is 
possible. It is because man’s ideas “touch base in a non-impulsive 
backgroxmd” of universal Substance, that tlrey have any value in 
solving the dlfficultiea of exi)erience. Prpfessor Hocking says,
"If the human will is to find any spot of complete mastery,h It 
gffTi only be possible thi*ough some such grasp of values that endure; 




"If I know, as I do, that my own experience of physical 
nature la an experience universal and aharahle. It may be that 
beliefs, enKJtioaa, reasonings, principles, should appear tO“ me 
with a like anlversa31.ty»” p*606}
"Some passion for objeotlvttyr for reality, for Substance, 
quite prior to other passions there la at the bottom of all Idea; 
a passion not wholly of an unrellglous nature, not ^lolly tzimkln 
to the love of God." p.l23)
On the other hand there is reason for the objections 
which have been made against the aristocratic' impoaltion of ah 
abstract, formal, authoritarian ethics or logic oir a bonci^te and 
changing nature and society* The following quortation expresses 
one aspect of the -sltaiation* whole confllot' between conserva­
tive and liberal In religion, economics, politics, or' what not, 
is at bottom a logical conflict* a battle TOyal between formal 
logic and the logic of soienco* The basic question at Issue in 
all these fields Is simply; Is the status quo unquestionable 
because it is the Inherited status qup, or should it be subject 
to unlimited tCst and experimentation in the laboratory of changing conditions and advancing knowledget** (E^W^Helson, Am» Jn» Sociology, 
89:568) ^ ■
To say that democracy is the Inductiye method in politics 
Is not to overlook the neceaplty of hypotheala, nor the place of 
deduction from established principles* But the democratic hypothe­sis must establish a working, cont^t with political life, and be 
open to revision with enlarging e^^eidences. "It is only because 
the law was to Kant a point of contact between experience and a 
world metaphysical, intelligible and total, that it could seem to 
command th© alleglence of practical reason." p*483)
"The aprlorl vision of the human mind cannot safely pro­
ceed much further than first principles;, the detail of the Isrw, 
like the detail of the body of science-, has to be built by the 
aid of prttgmatic considerations-" p«315}«
The prOgmatlo criterion alone however is only a negative, 
not an ultimate logical proof- If democracy were not a fruitful 
hypothesis we should have some doubts as to its truth. But democ­
racy could not be proved true simply on the ground that It works; 
it is a fruitful hypothesis because It is true, and not visa versa. 
Iiotze says that hypothesfea must be ^linkable as well as useful; 
not only adequate but congruent- "Hypothesed must be in touch 
with fact, construKyted on the deterSilnlng conditions of the seen", 
but the mind then has the power "to fit suCh necessitated results 
into one self-condistent system, with nothing loft unexplained, 
incongruous or <»ntradlotory*" (HH?beu- Logic p*.307)
The final test of the democratic hypothesis, the 
demooratlo experiment, must be then not only its fruitfulness In
mc^tilng fauman needj^ and saljlsfy^ng 
reason, wliy 11s does satisfy must be 
the i^edpy be coherent, imlversal, 
sens© of being self-consistent and 
thought must be self-conal stent as 
system of nature.
"wills to power", but the 
explained. 03ils demands that 
and objectively true in the 
compr^enslve. The system of 
well os consistent with the
I, DBIgOCRAOT A CQHPREHMaiVSTgORY
Democracy reconciles the contradictions of political 
experience. It meets the demands of the categories of thou^t 
and things - freedom and .authority, unity and plurality, permanence 
and change - fundamental princi^>lea of thou^t as well as primal 
predicates cf empirical reality.
A. Freedom and Authority. 1. In the Self and In Soclejty.
The state Is based upon finite selves vdio are both bond 
and free. Bound W the limitations of natural law, habit, am 
obligations to society. The domain of freedom is limited yet 
within it there is room ©nou^ for moral tragedies am moral vic­
tories. The highest freedom is moral freedom; yet the perfect will 
must subject Itself to the government of the hl^st Iot. In 
society the freedom to. gain social values is balanced by me ws- 
trlctlons Which society places on liberty. A citizen has both rl^ta and duties. All ^belonging" brings not only advantages but
bondage also.
e. In the State. Under a despotism slaves are never 
completely governed by otHers so long as their moral will remains 
taibTOken. Yet in a demooratsy the citlzena are never completely 
self-governing so lon^ as the functions of goyem^nt a^ deleg^ed 
to others. *^The nzm^nt there la a master, says Rousseau, there 
is no longer a sovereign." But in obeying this the sovereign or 
general ^11, the people in. democracy are ohly carrying out the 
teimia of a self-imposed contract, end hence ^tal^ng their trae 
freedom, fflie sovereign will la identified with -moral wUl, 
and though a man is forced to be free, he gains the ^ral liberty ^oh riders him master of himself. It is -the Impi^se to 
which is slaveiTT, end obedience to eelf-presoribed law which hid-ngs
liberty. (Social Contract It9)
Democracy reconciles ttie demands Of freedom aisi authority 
so far as they can be reconciled. "IhOTe Is manifest here those astonishing attributes of the body politic, ^ m^s of ^ich 
operations which are in appearance contradictory are r^onciled, 
for this la done by a sudden conversion of a sovereignty to a 
democracy, so that without any sensible change, and by only a new 
relation of all to all, the citizens - from general acts to parUoular ones and from
execution of It. - Such is the advantage peculiar to a democra 
tie government." (Bk III. Ch.18)
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IntBiT^elations of freedom and *a'U'thori'fcy» governed 
and governing^ are expressed in the phrases, -
•^ower over Is power for"; and
"Power for is power over."
53ii3 relationship is tiaie of any form of govarcmsut ^ a 
llmltea extent, but it le only in a ,demooraay,where the will of 
the people is sovereign, that power over represents a proper balance of freedom a^ authority- Wie danger arises when democra­
cies' forget what their power is for. A majority may somettoes bo 
L tvrarmloal as a klngr but constitutional guaranteep of free 
Speech and free assembly^ and the right to amend the constltation, 
give the minority liberty to make -converts ideas. If
freedoJn to promote and discuss ideas is unreetrlcted they should 
gain power in proportion to their worth.
Ran3seau*a optimistic picture of the sovereign will as 
moral calls attention to the fact thatin a democracy rest on Tsoral ideas. One will be tri^y free in that 
society which reflects back to him his ideals of value.. The^ral 
ideal is the ultimate object of otjedlence of both ruler and ri^ed. 
Most- forms of government recognize the place of divine ^thority 
in the'^te, but only a democracy stakes its life on the presence 
of the divine will in all iihe people. Ihat the people have the 
power of discerning this ideal and the moral coura^ to obey It, 
is the faith of democracy. Faith that this moral i^a has Jlie 
newer of the universe behind it is necessary to sustain one s faltt 
in democracy., A changing or fluctuating ^al having no pem^ent, w independ^t objectivity means the undermlnlns of democracy s 
?oundattQnsr "SChere is nothing in the world of men or js
we naturally sea it, that can- SJhe salvation of a aoul jjequires a divine
p*394) Does not the salvation of a state i»eqali»Q a divine inter­
vention, alap?
B. Pnity and Pltirallty^ In the .^elfw The
dictory expe'rlenSb of 'iHentlty and change^familiar to 
the self. Sensationalist or esspclatlpnallst 
adeouately SLomwat for a person vho la both subject 
fenower and pemment in the laws of his being
content of experience is changing* Persons are ^ MOlal In their neture* A theory of,government 
the growth and develojm^nt of liie will to power at the same time Intpi^roting this power In -terms of Its wider
social meanings*
p- In Social and Political Thepi^;.veraua aJLti*uIsm*
When the will to power "comes to Itself"' It finds ttot 
its own satisfaction depends upon increasing the for all men everywhere. The tendency then is to sacrifice se^ 
for a oauBe-"It is the language of the patriot: I may fall but
/3f.
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the idea of liberty must conquer; This measure of mine may be 
defeated hut the policy or cause must triumph.” (H.H.G* p.497) 
Devotldn to others is to give meaning to the life of society; hut 
where does the Individual get meaning to contribute to the common 
fond? The dilemma la thls^ that ”to he disposed to save others, 
we must first be saved ourselves; yet to be saved ourselves we must be disposed to save others* * (H*H*N* p*S85) The principle
of vicariousness, necessary and noble as It is, is not final.
For the individual will to have value and power, ti^re must be 
some kinship between finite wills and the will of the universe.
The will saves others not by Its own power but by the power of a 
universal Ideal In which all participate* The dilemma of how finite 
wills may participate In the Infinite will la resolved by the 
Divine Aggression or Divine Revelation. Tlu3 unification of society 
depends upon something t3?anscending as well as present In the 
phenomenal social process. Democracy ts the thebry of the state 
beat fitted to cope with this ^dety of metaphysical selves dis­
covering and participating In an objective reality.
b. The Individual versus the Community.
Bryce points out these two tendencies In human nature; 
one asserting the rights of the Individual conscience; the other, 
the rights of society. Heretofor, "the spirit of democracy has 
fostered the sense of personal Independence, -self-determination, 
and self-realization of the individual citizen. For Individuality 
la precious and the nation profits by the play of Its best
minda and the unfettered development of Its strongest characters. 
(B.M*D* PP61-6&) But the expregsion of the other set of tendencies 
Is finding its way alco into the hihtory of democracies. Lately 
"the world seems to be entering on an mm when the principles of 
associated action and community dominance are gaining strength. 
Individualism is being balanced by a passion for moral reform and 
community welfare. State control reataM-ots the s0iere of Individual 
will and freedom. But whei^ the evident good of society Is Involved 
Individual preferences will be forced to-give way." (B.M.D* p.65) 
Democracy id jnnrving Its practicality by gradually resolving tb© 
conflicting demands of the individual and of the community.
c. ^nall gi^oups versus Large groups.
Different theories of govemzaent differ as to the place 
to be given to lar^ group or small group activities. Both have 
their advantages and their disadvantages. The small group becomes 
responsible for the individual from birth to his entrance Into 
society, implanting, fundamental attitudes and loyalties. The small 
group presides over the birth of new ideas giving them form, sub­
stance and power. The small group stands sponsor for the birth of 
the spiritual life; the duwch becomes responsible for the nurture 
of the reborn soxil. Thoo^ the members of a ohiirch, like other 
small groups, are tolerant of one another's faults, they are not 
Indifferent to them. Other small groups may offer a temporary 
companionship for misery, a temporary forgiveness for mistakes, 
but the Church is a group of sinners being saved.
IZS-.
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^aalj. groups haV© their disadvantages* ©ae swing of 
the pendulum cari^les them from a loose BohemlTanlsm to a nbrrow 
Bigotry. Some small groups become too tolerant, too free; others, 
often because of opposition grow a hard shell* as a protection 
fr<an environment - bet^me narrow, strict^ rigid, and exclusive of 
new ideas and new life.
©le advantages of the large group are that it increases 
the quantity and quality of mental Wfe; and pr<3VidBs the possibility of Judgments of worth- Language ar^e because of the need for social 
Intercoimminloatlon. Our level of Intelligence as well as our moral 
standards, not- to mention economic well-being and 'happlness. Is 
lowered - all these developments are retarded by those tdio obstruct 
the larger social unification. Intercommunication, and cooperation, 
national and international. On the character of Diplomacy depends 
not only Bread- but Brains. ®ie empirical field of Ihe State must 
be as universal as possible, ■- must include all'living souls.
®ie large group also has its disadvantages* Loyalty to 
a large group tends to belittle personal, private and small-group 
obligations* The emperor demands total loyalty. Its emphasis on 
universality overlooks the necessity of particularised, empirical and 
local demonstratloiiS of tije moral ideal* Large group enthusiasm 
becomes thin, unreal and otherwordly*. Sxtrdme cosmopolitanism under­
mines local loyalties and national patriotism.
Other forms of govemmeait find It hard to reconcile these 
two necessary Interests In the large group-and small group. In an 
autocracy loyalty to the small group Is incompatible with loyalty 
to a large group. Small groups absorb instinctive loyalties, carry 
the expansive power of new ideas and In general revolutionary 
In character.
Eie-demooretlo form Is flexible enough to comprise both 
Interests under Its aegis. In a democracy loyalty to a small group 
becomes a way of expressing loyalty to a large group. !Ehls Is be­
cause a democracy can use all the products of the small group; the 
democz^tic spirit is hospitable to the new ideas and new life 
springing from small group relations. James Boyle 0*Bellly well 
expressed this thought in his gi^aoious tribute "lo 3!he Pilgrims".
"Kxelr freedom’s very secret here laid down,- 
JSie spring of government is the little town!
They knew that streams rauffit follow to a spring;
And no stream flows from township to a king*
Sive praise to others, early-come or late,
Btor love and labor on our ship of state; 
ait this must stand above all fame and zeals 
The Pilgrim Fathers laid Idle ribs and keel.
On their strong lines we base our social health,- 
The man - the home - the town - the. commonwealths"
<|. Pluralist ttersuQ Absolutist* fbe pluralist tends 
to empl^slze individual and si^l group inSerests; and liberty.
He is imoreased with the Irreconbiiable differences among the 
monbers of kociety^ though, he hap a general prejudice against 
viewing life as a whole through metpphysldal glasses, he generally 
ends up by trying to interpret all of life ^n terms of on& o£ the aspects of life; and in trjdaig to organise a State on the basis of 
one of the elements of human association* Men have many inte^sts 
not one only? but the theory of the pluralist ladrs a unifying
elemeht*
©le absolutist emi:hasi2es the large group interests, and 
the place of authority* ' Xndivl<3^al differences ai« slt^^d over 
as of small significance* 5^10 monistic ppint of view tends to blot 
out moral distinctions and Individual poUtiCal i^sponslbllities as 
Incohsewenttal*. Akin to the pantheism of tb© Eapt in 
individual finds freedom in absorption iti toeCry
proposes a de:^C3?acy of insi^^flcanoa* fhe ^tate- is giv^ too 
exalted a‘ place when it la Identified with the World 
true freedom consists in obedieaiuse to all Its mandates* u^e State 
itself owes an obediei^e to a transcendent moral oi^er; o^y in 
proportion to^ the completeness and sincerity of tots obedience does 
it have a rl^t to. dejwid allegiance from Individuali­
ze democratic toeory proposes synthesis of toese two 
views in the conception of a social realism* '^nity and 
in society can only be conceived coherently in terms of the rel^loa- 
ship of separate souls to one another and to to® individual center 
of the universe. ”A11 the forces of the world are drawn tPfbther 
in foci sftiloh wo call personalities or spirits; these ultin^tely 
into one. The will of man seeks union with the simple cent^ of power which is beyond and within the world as toe will of toe world* 
{H.H.K* p.329)
"In oilier that two beings $hQuld epthblish communication 
they must already have sometotng in common. I?wo beings wholly 
independent are unable to approach each other.Implies h deej^r-golng presence as on established fact* CH*E.0-p*27o}
"Ze only ^y to. a reali^ of social experience is thi^u^ 
a non-realism in regard to the surface of natur^ Ze obiectiyity 
of nature is' its community.; As space id found l^^ted by no otoer 
than vrore apace, so Self Is found limited %hd^in^viduAlizBd by no 
otoer other Selfhoc^*” {K*M*0« pp*jS88--2901
Q.Hm Pemanenoe and Change. 1* -In the Individual*
Sir Henry Maine has Called attention to toe bondage of toe 
individual in the touins of habit and oustraa* **fhe great or!ty 
of mankind", he says^i drawing illustrations from China and India, 
African and Mohammedan, "Stoats and haa nevCr shown a
partlcl-e of desire thst its :Oiyil ihstitutiona be nature is not wedded to(M.P.d* pp.134,144) It is true 
that individuals cherish 'the consciousness of a personal identity 
amid a changing expc^enc©* There is a peimanent self which makes
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possible the expedience of change# But the ^11 la seldom wholly 
centralized or totally effective* hUce cldude which obscure the 
siin various Incomplete selves float before the central eye of tiie 
mind*
Brofessor Hocking places the emphasis not on bondage to 
habit but on human aspirations far better things* S?he will to 
power does imply a imlfled self - it la a central Instinct* But 
It also Implies the possibility of a 3?eblr15i of the self In terms 
of the continuous reinterpretation of -the will to power In the 
ll^t of new Insist Into the jaeaning of life as a whole* Inslj^t» 
detachment, vision means reinterpretation, revaluation, reformation* 
!Phe striving for satisfaction becomes the pursuit of perfection*
The "^est of meaning” becomes the “quest for blessedness”* CE*n.H* 
p.135} Sin becomes the dellverate choice of the self to dwell In a disintegrated personal world* Salvation demands the continuous 
reintegration of the self to make a place In personal life for new 
meanings and new values. Rebirth Implies both permanence and change 
in the Individual* Oonaequent on the presence of these two elements 
there are two kinds of participation open to a citizen in a democracy# 
Conversion, rebirth, creativity being due to Contact with a permanent 
ideal, change Itself demands participation In the vldloh of perfec­
tion*' A second kind of' {mrtiolpatlon more often referred to Is 
participation In the life- of a changing society. It la lmpoi*tant 
for democracy to recognize partlclpe^tlon in the permanent Ideals 
as well as fn the changing activities of life#
2* In the Btate#
^ if ^ '
a* Autocracy and absolaiti;^ theories'- emphasize the place
of permanence as on essential prlnoipr^ of law and statecraft* Their
arguments' breath a desire for unity and system; a profound reverbnoe
for tradition and -deep respect for achievements of the past# They
are usually based upon formal logic assuming a priori certain
authoritative hypotheses, such as divine t*l^t of kings, papal
infallibility, or the sovereignty of the national state*
«•
b* On the other hand, the non-metaphyslcal view of 
democracy emphasizes change as valuable for its own sake* This is 
especially true of instrumentalist and pragmatic' theories. This 
view is a popular one, but' It Is not a credit to democi*aoy* It is akin to the Individualism which iiaa reduced democracy to a "mere 
mjme standing for nothing: unitary and real.” pi79) Such
a wholesale rejection of permanent principles opens the way for 
the charge that ”'a democracy may be defined" as a drowd which has 
Imbibed delight in chaise for its own sake.” (M.P.0-p*134)
Denocracy as a mataphyslcal theory and democracy without ^ta- 
physical theory laakea all the difference between a dynamic 
,raoy and a dissipated democracyl
c. Democracy as a metaphysical theory has a place for 
both pc-rmanence and change* Prom the stdnflpolnt of a foimal 
deductive- Iqglo this might prove contradictory, which would only
show the logic inadequate to explain the experience^ Prom the standpoint of a live logic# ratidr than a formal logic, willing 
to use the Inductive as well as the deductive method, and to 
modify hypotheses to meet the revelations of new truth, change 
and permanence may live together in p^ace* Political experience 
demands a theory to reconcile and properly place these two 
elements; this is what democracy dqes. The poet (.O^Rellly) again 
unites these two sentiments.
"One primal test of Preedom - all combined;^
One sacred Revolution - change of mind.”
”^Change of- mind” calls attention to '^thd fact, that democracy 
recognizes that government is dealing with metaphysical selves who 
are both permanent and changing nnlts of society* Sh 'the second 
place democracy regards the State as in process of change to meet 
changing condltlona. Its hypotheses are not authoritatively and 
Inevitably fixed, but are open to reyialon* Both Bryce and Hocking 
call attention to t^i® place of change in the democratic experiment.
Bryce- goes so far as to say that "the only thing we do 
know about the future is, that It wiy. differ from the past”. He 
goes on to say that "Whatever' ©Is© history teaches, it gives no 
grotpid- for expecting finality in any human institution. That which 
the ancient poet said of the mind of mkn' that it citianges with 
every retiirnlng sun. Is true of nations also, whose thoughts and 
t&Biper vary from year to year, and true also of the institutions 
men create, which 6ti*e no sooner called into being than they disclose 
unexpected defects, and begin to decay in one part while still 
growing in another.” (B.E.D. i>.656)
Professor Hocking rests the case for permanence upon the 
constant p\xrpose of a loving Mind: "What we tsall laws are no .stable 
principles of nature: they are experimental adjustments made by a 
mind which has a care both for value >of the whole snd for the 
interest of every- dot in the^ pattern, and with the ceaseless vigilance 
and Continuity of thou^t of an Inventor, fbllc^s experiment with experiment forever.” (H.M.K. p.84)
Finally, democracy has a place for pemEuaent principles. 
These are embodied not only in tradition and public opinion,, but 
in the written documents which form the foundation of the laws of 
the land. Sir Henry Maine calls attention to the i.ron Ccaastitutlon 
of the United States which he says prevents our changing democracy from going to pieces like a house made of sand, i^fessor Hooking 
Says Ihat the State provides a permaneht moral framework for the 
democratic experiment. "The State provides the moral framework 
within wMch acts of saorlflce,^ all-labors and offerings for the 
common good, may become significant." (H.M.E. p.90) tt ie the 
state whixjh gives possibility of permanence to men’s work, saves 
it from becoming m^:©iy local and pa'sslxig. ^Apart from the State 
human experience would be a perpetual recurrence of ancient, mistakes. What significance and value ovlv individual thoiights and performances 




It seens to me that poaltton; so often referred
to In' defense of' permanence and aathorlty has at l^eit. an equal 
emphasis upon change, and Is not out of harmony wHdh the concep­
tions of a democratic state* In hie ”Heflectlon& on the Eevolutlon 
in he says -
”Oxir political sjratem Is placed fn a Just cori^espondonce and 
symmetry with the order of the world and with the mode of existence 
decreed to a permanent body comoBed of transitory parts; wherein by the disposition of a stypendcazs wisdom, mouldl^ togettfir the 
great mysterious corporation of the human race, the. Whole at one 
time Is never old or middle aged oir young, but In a condition of 
unchangeable constancy moves on through the varied tenour- of per- tytual decay, fall', r^oVatlon and nrogreaBlonZ 5ehus in preserving 
'tEaF"SW^!oFliatI5^eTH"’We'"^SQOviitIon’^oF“^Ke State in what wh 
Improve we are never wholly new; in what we retain we are never 
^olly obsolete*"
Democracy regards the iState as the permaneni? empirical , 
representative of a- universal Moiety. As such It provides a 
permanent guarantee for democracy, - a permanent foundation In 
the consistent nature and constant-purposes of Reality Itself*
Being permanent in time the democ3?atlc state provides the equipment 
for self-knowledge and self-develoiW®t^. a concrete immortality; and being transcendent as well as immanent, beyond and' above, as 
well as Ih, society, tt pan provide a i^rraanent moral Ideal In the 
pursuit and realisation of which the soul starts on Its road toward 
eternal life.
11’* DEFECTS OF DEEIOCRaOY.
Zn discussions of the. defects of democracy two attitudes 
toward human nature invariably appear. The attitude of faith 
csontemplates the infinite perfeEctibllity pf human nature, as In 
t^e writings of Qondoroet^ the attltod© ot doubt and pessimism Is expressed, finds its point of attack here, as in tixe words of 
Sir Henry Maine, "The im)at permohent and ft;^dsQsentBl of all the 
defects of democracy lies deep in the constitation of human nature."
1-* Democracy disregards the gundamehtal Defects of
Htmmh Haturew ^ '
This la the charge* These defects- are biological, psycho­
logical, and moral. HatuTe Is non*-demDcra.tio; only the fittest sur­
vive; an aristocracy of birth is national* p*18B) Attention
is c^led to "the beneficent private, wqr -whicdh makes' one man strive to climb on the shoulders of another ai^ remain thei^ through the 
law of thp'survival of the fittest* Have not recentIntelligence tests shown the luw ment^lty of the masses of the people? 
What foUy to ^niit the affairs of government to those who are by 
ndtkire of so low a mental callbrel (Of* Stoddard, The Revolt 
Against Clvllizatlozi) The possibilities of refoaro will always be
A
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limited tv these mental- an<tmoraL defects. Human nature will never' change,.L. a a wHioh are .Xways
stlfieh^dlSor^t'in themaaJ! DenDcraolfs are noted-for. their had manners, 
eaif ^^the gcvemn^nt is -In the hands of the masses, these fpidamental
eTlU are aooentnated'aiid public and private morality Doth deollne.
"It IS certain t hat in no Tuetonlo-nation of our day is the 
difference so matMd between the- public and private standards of morality as in 
?he u!T. one was IpWer than'it was in 1660, the latter
as it t>ay seem, is higher" (Bhodea Hi story of the P^.) Vol. 3 p. 113.
fet if-there is anything wprse than-corruption, says Leciy, it is 
aoculesoenoe in corruptio n. Ho feature of American life stfikes a Strader 
srpowerfully as the extraordinary indifference, partly cynicism ^of^^Se/wlth Which notorious frauds and notorious ^Jlop f tto sphere 
of politics are viesed by American public opinion. It ,the nolltloal torpor of-lUlf'developed nations and oorropt despotisms. It is only ?o be SpiaiLd as the'natural, normal result of Democracy. (D.D.L.p.llSl.
2 It is charged that democracy contradicts fondanental sacj^ 
nrlncinles. Because of the inerrodioable defects of human natwe the D^hlic
hnow wtot it ““ “::"3lTlirisrhe shc^ ?rright
"^ti^LfifseSrV^lubllc'-ne^S to^l^what it wants." (Booial 
Contacf II 6). evil! thereupon arise; the indifference of voters and the
' f ieuLalised Sogans. The voters look upon politics-from the outside as rifteSS "^“"tatoritis". is a disuse Common in democrac es.
Elections are won by appealing oatoh-words, rather than facts and rational
4. Tio-rfiTrlTiff to 3entham’^B dictum that each in working for his own ■tnS'wo^ld he^orct^S t" ^PPiness of all. Maine s^s "^hdependabllity 
of Se difficulty of obtaining any conclusion from so vast a multitude, there is nrsecStty, ?hat that multitude will knew what its own happiness in or how 
it can be-promoted." (M.P.G. p.' 166). <
b nmss-'war ie inevitable. The historic movement of the World 
in thesis and anthlthesls makes future oonfllots certain. Pr^ess comes
from the f® ^ ySe°^rrorS"of°the weS!th T "
■ SJfe^ ?0 f^Luo^ Tthe br^ad end butter, oldthlng and'Housing side."-.
^ri^oLss of d^craoy must ba in its ability to deal oonstrUotlvely a^ 
dmoorattoally with those eoonomlo factors vdiloh mean life and happiness to the
multitude,®
• teoause majorities will always be controlled by « • 44.4 • Held iw Selha Eldrldge, Political Aotlpn p, 314. A hook thorou^ly“aUsUo. oLSais"the ethical IdeaUms" as "doomed to disillusionment .
l^i
xi*. fax populi non vox Dei# Tlie general opinion of 6. 
large group, It can be obtained, teadB toward the average,
not toward the beet«> Majorities are not neO'esaarl'ly wise- & 
BUBimatlon of Instiiio-ts, no matter how accurately measured does zK)t 
lead to the Ideal- A biological or statistical average, taken 
apart fronT loglo or ethics, mlgiit not evennapproximate the truth- 
But the political anthropomorphism which finds a meaning in human 
nature, takes man on his rational and prophetic Bide, )ms' a baslB 
for believing that vox popoll may in time be an echo of the vole©6f Qod, even though Tt can n&rer hold that vox Del is mex*ely an 
echo of the vole© of the people-
3- Democracy crosses fundamental political pi^lnolples-
a- Demooracy tends- to lose sl^t of Its Ideal object*
Xt becomes common to Identify the Ideal moral object with whatever 
transient ideals express themselves in t^e comim^n will. Vshatever 
la socially approved la right, is the attitude. KUs results In 
mediocrity of Ideals, the identification of the Good with the 
,average. Here is the real **menaee of mediocrity." Democracies' 
are dim about what thby are ToySr'EoF’tKy^^Scome State-blind.
{H.M.B. p.82)
b. Stable government demands respect for the past;
whereas democracies cut the cord ^pf history. ”2?oleration of change 
and belief in Its advantages is still fortunately confined to the 
smallest portion of the himian race*** p.170)
c. A general electorate produces ulterior results*
On account of the. necessity of”playing d:>^the public” few good 
men enter politics, and the government lapka the power to accom­
pli^ decided chaises for human good. The judgments of the beat 
men bt& vitiated by conjpulsory SEttadhm^t to mediocre or uninformed 
minds* A democracy also pats unusual restrictions upon the executive. 
A government to be strong must have power and strong men to use It.
A democracy, it is said* has neither^
d-* Democracies are hotbeefe of controversy and corrup­
tion subversive of the ends of government* Democracies are cursed 
by party government, machine polities, and irreconcilable minorities- 
All those troubles are due to the repression of the natural aristo­
cracy* Pew have subjected democracy tjo such ^vere criticism on 
this scoi?e than has its eloquent defender. Viscount Bryoej 
"Every feature -of the machine is the rtfpult of patent causes- The 
elective officers are so numerous that ordinary citizens cannot 
watch them, and cease to car© who gets them- Bie convention© come 
so often that busy men pannot serve in them, ‘ihe .minor offices 
are so xmattractive that able men do not stand for them- Ihe primary 
lists are so contrived that only a fraction of the party get an them, 
and of this fraction many are too lazy, busy or careless to atteisd.
Ihe mass of the voters are ignorant; knowing nothing about the 
Iiersonal merits of the candidates they are ready to follow their 
leaders like sheep- Even the better class however they may grumble 
are swayed by the inveterate habit of party loyalty, and prefer a
J^2..
bad candidate of their own party to a better of the opposite party. 
Xt is leas trouble to put up with Impure officials, costly city 
govamments> a jobbing State- leglslatiire, an inferior -of 
congresaEian, to sacrifice onc^ s own bualneds in the effort
to set things right. Thus the machine works on and grinds out 
places, povor, and the oppQzrbinitles of Illicit gain to those who 
mamige It." (American Commonwealth, Vol. g p«449)
e. Democracy is. based on disproved ttoorles, such as 
those of Rousseau and Bentham, Such an argument is hardly adequate 
provided one la willing to allow for the modification of hypotheses 
When .put to the testa of experience, pemofiracy la not to be Iden­
tified with any Of Its subsidiary hypotheses* Surely democracy can 
stand comparison wiQi any other theory which has ever -heen put to 
the test of experiment, as far as its coherence and fruitfxxlness 
we- Qonoejmed. *
However it is conteiaded by the opp<ment of democracy that 
the above defects are liiherent in the principle and cannot be cor­
rected hy machine methods, or election devices. Is there no 
way then in which these defects, so far as they are real, may bo 
overcome?
Iir. YROBOSBD RiaiSmES AHD gHBIB. PR0SPECT& OP SPCOBSS.
"Popular government especially as it approaches the 
daaocratic foimi, will tax the utmost all the political sagacity 
and statesmanship of the world to keep it from misfortuna. Happily 
there are some facts which suggest that it is not beyond the power 
of reason to discover remedies for its Inflniilties. The
great strength of some of the securities which the American Federal 
Constitution has provided against the Infirmities of ikjpular govern­
ment has been proving itself In a msmt remarkable way." (M.P.G^ P*X)
1. Hatural ^d Gonatltutlonal Qtiarantees. Individual 
wills to ptjwer ensui« tihe“ preservation o!P nafiir^nindependence. 
Individual wills to perfection ensure the treasuring of the moral 
object. This Implies a moral and reitglous Interpretation of human 
nature, rather than the biological only* The natural obedience to 
the ideals of small groups will tend to cui^ the authority of the 
large group- Written Constitutions guarantee mutual rights; provide 
at once for stability and change; connect with the past giving 
historic cotttlhxilty; «daeck radlcallam and involution*
2* Improved Machinery of Qovery^nt. Bryce and Maine 
both emphaslseTiie ”imj«?rtance of this Ideaideintum, one hopeftilly, 
the other sonEBWbat Jmdre skeptically. "The heavier are the duties 
thrown on the State the greater Is the need for providing it with 
the most ^flcient ’rmachln0x*y through vdilch the people con exemlse 
thelv control"* (B.M.D* p*14) "Is the voice of the People the 
voice which speaks tlirough sorutln d^arrondlsBement or throu^ 
scrutln de llste,, by Pleblsolte or hy tumltuary assembly? Is it 
a sound in which the note struck by 4ni\oritiea is entirely silent?
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Ib the people which speaks the people according to household suffrage, universal suffrage, women^s suffrage, or all the People together in casual voluntary 
meeting? (Maine P.G. p, 185)*<
Modem history haar witnessed the Iniprovement of the machinery of 
d-emooratic government along the following lines.
c. Popular primaries and direct elections minimize the evils of 
the party system,
h; Proportional representation' provides more Justly for minorities.
c. Initiative, recall and referendum -
(1). Make representative government more democratic.
(2j. Buk like ,all tools of popular government are often 
subject to abuse." Their use miist be carefully restricted to those subjects 
on which the people are con^etent to pass Judgment.
d. Self-government in industry, though at present in experimental 
stages, promises to remove the danger to political demooraoy threatened by 
economic tyranny.
The objection still remains however that all political machinery is 
d^endent for its efficacy upon the character and will of the voters who use 
it. t7e are constantly in danger of felling into the error of the leaders in 
thetPrSnoh Revolution, who "mistopk the pernicious channels in .^Ich selfish 
propensities had been flowing for those propensities themselves, which were 
sure to find new channels ^en the old had >een destroyed." tB.M.D..p^ 55);
3. Eugenios and Suthenios
a. ' Importance of good birth and environment.
b. Social and industrial evils are real dangers to democracy.
T3. Insufficiency pf these jrograms as a.,remedy fpr the defects
of democracy.
(1). How much health and intelligence does a citizen need? 
Should the effort be toward the production of geniuses or the dissemination 
of culture? "A people throxigh which good sense and self-control are widely 
diffused is itself the best philosopher and the best legislator." (B.M.D.p.ll),
"Such moral pregress -as histoj^ records has been made chiefly in 
the way or raising the sentiments and standards of. the avergge man. Popular 
government lives and prospers more by the self-reptralnt and good sense ani 
goodwill of the bulk of the nation than by the oreatlve power of great 
intellects. IB.M.D. p. 669).
(2). Right moral choices are the foundation of race culture. "In 
regions where fusion has come to pass ^he corappslte man of the remote future 
may prove to be aa well fitted for self-government as the more advanced races 
are today. "But neither raoe fusion, nor soolal assimilation will by themselves 
extinguish enmity or produce peace". Ideals govern race assimilation. All 
races have been drawn to America by ideals of liberty, fraternity, equality.
The future of this race assimilation in Amerioa depends on the dissemination 
of our loyalty to these demooratlo Ideals*
"Popular government will flotxriah or decll^ according 
to the moral and intellectual progress of mankind as'a whole. 
Democracy Is based on the expectation of certain virtues In the 
people, and on Its tendency to foster and further develop these virtiies. It assumes not merely Intelligence, but on Intelligence 
elevated by honor, purified by sympathy,- stlinulated by a sense of 
duty to the community." p.666j
(3) Democracy provides the conditions for good racial 
stock. .(a) Biologically. Heredltairyaefects which 
follow Mendelian lines are not likely to ap^ar eften unless ttie 
families are closely Interbred, as in a caste system, or a strati­
fied society. Democi*acy Is as safe a remedy ag^nst the reappearance 
of these faults as controlled mazylages. gnls is the conclusion of 
Professor S. daatle in tHe~volume Heredity and-Eugenics.
(b) Spiritually, rtemocracy provides the condi­
tions for training in rl^t moral choices. It provides for the 
development of character by participation in -the ideals and acti­
vities of a democracy^ This was Aristotle^s view of the state - that it should provide the field for the development of the good 
life.
4. Education.
Ra Has defects. Here again, in the types of education 
proposed, and its values in a democracy, -two attitudes appear, that 
of the practical man versus the Idealist. The practical man says 
our eyes should be opeii to the defects of education in its attempts 
to correct the evils of a densooracy.
(1) Elementary education is insufficient. Both 
Bryce and Lecky emjhffsize this- Knowledge of the "three R*s" is 
insufficient to enable a people to pass Judgement on the technical 
problems of government.
(2) Class Education is subversive of democracy. 
Imperial or aristocratic states have been noted for their too-class school systems. The ideal of a democracy is that- all shall attend 
the public schools until they have received the common elements of 
knowledge necessary for a united and homogeneous citizenship. 
Tendencies In educational administration looking toward specialized 
vocational or industrial schools must be viewed with suspicion 
unless a conscious effort is nmde to Include the common elements
of democratic citizenship training in all schools. Besides the 
tendency towsird a two-class school system, another danger threatens 
democraoyi that is, sectarian or parochial schools. This is often 
less emphasized but it is evident t^at if special interests, isaiether 
economic, political or religious ara to be allowed to operate their 
own school systems without sui)erivision, sooner or later the life 
of the State will be threatened. Comnon knowledge and oomm^ 
interests will have disappeared; but upon these the large group 
depends for Its loyalties. The evils of sectarian education have
been ©specially marked in Endland^ Iiecky notes this *
"Sectarian Jealousies-and animosities, In more then one 
country, add largely to the coat of education by an unnepcessazy 
multiplication of schools, or by establishing a ruinous KJiqpetition 
between State schools and voluntary schools or between schools 
supported by various religious denominations. At the same time 
the standard of popular and free, or In other words, State-.paid 
education, seems steadily rising." (L.B#L. P-.322J
(5) Instrumentalism versus Idealism in Education. Instrumentalism is Inclined to emphasise bldlo^ as thd source 
of inspiration fpr educat&rsj points to interests as the basis of 
values, character as the sum of habits; and to s>ciety as the 
source of standards for all that' aschool ought to tektih and be.Idealism searches philosophy for guidance in education; believes 
values ai*e based on Ideals; emphasises discipline, and eschews 
soft "pedogogy; and seek’s its starideirds in an 'objective reality 
above society. 3?here are values and defects in both these pcdnts 
of view. We need protection from an abstract as well interested ideal in education. (H.H.S. J ’a higher synthesis^ 
usjuia^'conserve the values end reject the defects of both. If any 
L^ojr deserves to become the Blble^ of American education it Is 
Hocking* a Human Nature and'Its Hemateln|^.
(4) Technical education is no guarantee of morality. 
Knowledge is an implement which can be used for either good or 
evil. Knowledge is one only among the things which go to the 
making of a good cltiaen. Public spirit and honesty are even 
more useful." pi.88)
b. If Education is to serve as a remedy for the ills" 
of democracy -
(1) It must be eociaX» The social seiences must 
be made the heart of i^e cumculurn. Knowledge as well as the 
habit of using political instnuments, since every mechanism develops 
its own dlrlve, will tend ^ produce an interested and competent 
citizenship. Education must give two things: love of the ideals 
of democracy; skill in the technique of democratic government.
(2) It must be moral. Ethics is the heart of the social sciences. "One who does not perform his duties does not really 
attend on a tutor." (S.B.E. 122) Education must give not only 
habits and skills, such as saluting tlie flag and ringing fire-alarm 
boxes; but It must also instill patriotic attitudes, appreciations, 
emotions and Ideal©. Morality raqulres more than a response to a 
social stimulus, and participation in social aotivitlesi participa­
tion in and response to Ideals is also necessary. Knowledge of 
technique must be governed by a moral purpose.
(3) It must be made universal. This daaands an 
extension of the oompKxlsory s<^oo!l age; and a national system of 
education.
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5» ReliglSn. Here also there are defects as well as indlspessihle 
values*
a, Daiigers of autocracy in religion,
tl) Thjj attitude tomrd religion in the Prehdh and Russian 
Revolutions wae-due to this defect* It Is an axiom of political history that 
the force of a revolt from any autocracy is in direct proportion to the 
tyranny exercised*
(2) Parties and nlachlne politics tn religldri*' The 
government pf religious bodies has not been without the defects common In 
political organization* The source of the party system has been traced by 
some to the practices of early government of religious organizations. There 
is an undoubted parallelism. The particular mechanism which he (the Wirepuller) 
constructs is* no doubt of much importance* .The form of this party mechanism 
has-a close r'esonblanoe* to the systen of the^.Wesleyan. Methodists; ode system 
exists for the purpose of teeplng the spirit of'Grace aflame*, ^the Other for 
maintaining the spirit of'party at a white hpat*" .(M.P*G* p, 31).
(3)* Iianger of autocracy in religious education; The 
catechetical system adapted by sectarian propagandists for imparting religious 
doctrines has often been subject to this crlticisi^* It. is a part of the whole 
question pf freed^ and discipline in education* The child has a right to 
the tested conclusions of the race; but the ideal object of common devotion 
in a democracy must never forced^ ‘‘There Is a moral duty in regard to 
political obligation, but there can be no obligation in regard to moral duty". 
(Green, Pol* Obi,).
b* The historic connection of Religion with Preedan,
Bryce enumerates the ideals of religion ^ioh have stimulated the 
development of democracy,
(a) Tbs'inf ini te yalue of the human soul.
(b) .- The brotherhood of man.
♦I -
The same point is^ enn>haslzed by'Malife4-
"Our periods of whatwould noir be called legislative reforming activity 
have been connected with moments not of violent political but of violent 
religious emotion - with thf outbreak of feeling at the Reformation, With the 
dominion of Cromwell and the Indpendents (the true precursors of the modern 
Irrecondleables) and with the revival of dread and dislike of the Roman Catholic 
Church during the reign of James II"^ $|M.P.G. p, 135).
(1) Defiance of the Roman State. Though Christianity was 
not a political doctrine it soon led to political consequences. The serious 
dilemma of the Christian citizen in the Reman Snptre led Augustine to write 
the famous Clvitate Del*.
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(2) Pools of Pauocracy.In the Middle Age.
(a) Monastic Brothergoods.
(h) Hellglous Alters.
Sferslllus of Padva (referred to iby Bryce) in his Defensor Pads (1327) 
says that power issues fronj the people.
John of Laudau (Middle of 14th Century) quoted the 115th PSalm, verse 
16: "The" heaven is the Lord’s tout the earth is given to the ohi^idren of men”. 
Commenting, he says - "As the Church Is In no way identical with the hierarchy 
tout is coextensive with all the Christian pec^le, all the authority of the Church 
Belongs to the whole toody of Christians".
TTillian of Occam, one of the English scholastics, said that general 
councils were not infallltole, tout were useful as a court of appeal from the Pope.
"lay people, those Inaithority toeyond all others, are toound as representatives of 
Christian 8utojects,.to protect the faith when the church organization fails to do 
so. Memtoership. in the church and nothing else, along confers the right to spealc 
in its name." (See W.L. Bevan. Gosnel and Governnent. p. 185)
(3) llhe Reformat ion. IPwo correlative principles Brought out 
in the Reformation controversies of the IS^h century gave Impetus to the 
dCTOcratic movementi namely, the priesthood, of all toellevers-and the right to 
private judgment.
"VTlthout the stimulus which the ecoleelasticaj. struggles of the 
16th centiury gave to the sense of individual independence of the northern half 
of Europe, this stagnation of political life might have lasted longer than it 
did," (B.M.D. p. 659).
Since the Reformation, the spread of its principles haVe 
influenced history in many nations. Knox carried the Genevan spirit to 
Scotland. The Covenanters and Indpendeh.ts vterQ the agencies of this spirit 
in establishing whatever progress came with the Conmonwealth. The Puritan 
controversy with Hooker is an evidence of this spirit leavening Church 
government. Locke was not uninfluenced “ty the Puritans. He was familiar with 
the Hugeunot treatise, ADefense of Liberty Against Tyrants; (Trans. Laski,
Bell & Sons, London, 1923) from Vindiclne Contra Pvramos to? Duplessls-Mornay, (1648). 
Rousseae became familiar with this tradition through Locke and his own contact 
with Genevan influences. Pilgrims, Huguenots, Waldenslaus, Sootqh Presby­
terians brought the message to America; Many early Amerlca.n leaders, notably 
Ifedison, were Influenced by the Scottish School of Philosophy and Politics as 
taught'At i^inoeton. Maine says, "There is a striking resemblance between the 
period.of political reform in the 19th century and the period of religious 
reform, in the Sixteenth-." (M.P.G. p; 129).
• 0. Rellgiou and the Future of Democracy.
(ll'. It is a conmonplace that the democratic 
state is based on the morality, .and virtUBi of its citizens. The Sovereign
-20-
said Housseau^ must hav6 some contact with the dlylne. If the 
public are to act as sovereign they must know how to interpret 
their desires In the highest 4rorms* ”lhis is why a celebrated 
author gave virtue as the principle of a republic* for ail these 
conditions cannot exlsfi without virtue.” (Bk ill. C^.4)
i
Green, in discussing the ^Rlgjit of the State to Promote jMorality**, in his Principled of Political O'bligatlon says - 
”!Ehe state has no rl^t to punish for crime unless it gives its 
citizens a moral education. Are modem states not allowing their \
ostensible members to grow up under conditions which vender the '
development of social capacity practically impossible?** (Sec*207)
^2) Mosyallty is based upon Religion. 2!he. key to t'
morality Is the guarantee of morality. 2he Ssstem mind is more ‘
cognizant of this truth than the practical westerner. <”0ne who does not obtain bliss does not perform duties. | ^
The Infinite is Bliss”. (Sacred Books of East p.l22) >
Bryce sets forth the relation of religion to morality and ‘
political freedom, -
**The question of the permanence pf Democmcy resolves 
itself into the question as to whether mankind Is growing in wisdom 
€u?id virtue, and with that cotoes the question of vhat religion w^ll 
be in the future, since it has been the imjtive power behind morality."
"If the spiritual oxygen which has kept alive the attach­
ment bo Liberty and self-government in the minds of the people/ 
becomes exitiausted, will not the flame bum low and perhaps flicker out?" (B.M.0. p^66B-66) j
(3) The greatest danger to democracy Is the sociali­
zation of religion, the ten<tency to lose sl^t of the ideal Ob^-fect 
of common regard. Such an Ideal Object is necessary both for 
democracy and for religion. Without it democracy becomes '’Btate^-^
Ghap.9}' _ <
"There is not the sli^test evidence tlaat the will of 1
God is deduciblo from the will of society as an Independent fact. j
Them could be no social good unless .there la something more than 
social good as a primary object of pursuit* Booial good defined, 
apart from religion is not self-sufficient*" (H^tE.N.pp.276-8)
"All social activities make use of a IdLnd of capital whose |
source lies outside themselves. The only obedience that can serve 
any State well is the obedience, of men-who are servants of a Greater".
"The individual ^o finds and worships God stands at the 
source of the coBBminity and Its welfare. It la to the God-fearing ]
individual and no other that the state must defer." j
» \ Dmnocracy without religion Is neither a true nor a secure |
principle of social structure." p.350-32)
149.
"ITbi spirltua Domini, Itl Llbertas." (B.M.D, p. 65)
(4). Religion and Creativity. Religion is the source of new life 
in the Indlvidnal and the State. It stakes its hopes upon the worth of the 
whole man and his development. Art and politics owe progress in their craft 
to that elemeiit of human life vdilch brings men into contact with the source 
of the Bood, the True and the Beautiful. Change, progress, creativity comes 
from seeing one^s situation in terms of the Whole-Idea which gpverns it.
This larger ipystio vision is open to every nfan.’ The vision of the Whole, 
Aether of a Ration, the World, or God, is a singpler experience than the grasp 
of details. Large affairs depend upon simple principles which can be 
applied by every man because of his possible view of the Whole. In applying 
these principles he becomes creative of the new life towards which the will to 
power, the vision of the Ideal, the urge to perfection, drives eac^l Individual.
(5). The Citiaen afe a Prophet. Through the experience of religion 
each citizen becomes conscious that he may place his will in harmony with the 
will of the universe. Every activity is governed more or leas'by a controlling 
idea. Ideas urge toward propogation, towa^nia fulfilment. The sense which 
religion gives that one*8 Ideaa have a universal quality is the source of their 
impelling power. Hence religion keeps the spirit of leadership alive in every 
thinking individual. It encourages and gives validity and scope to the power 
of Reoommendershlp which may be exercised by every person. The sense of 
cooperation with the divine In acts of lylll, especially acts of ^111 in building 
a State, glvds every vote a prophetic meanii^.- ^ery citizen has a prophetic 
responsibility. The religious mind views citlztohlp as cooperation with God, 
in building- the Cqmraonwealth of God.
Thus, not even for practical purposes may we leave out of account 
that ideal City, which both religion and philosophy regard as a necessary Ideal 
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"Ubl splritus Domini, ibi Idbertas*” p«65)
(4) Religion, yid Creativity* Religion 1b the 
source of ne# life In the IndlvldoEsl and tne State. It 8t$ike& 
its hoi>es upon the- feortti of the whole man ^ind his development.
Art and politics owe progre^ in their creft to that element of 
human life which brings men Into contact with the Source of the 
Good, the Tme, and the Beautiful. Change, progress, oheatlvlty comes from seeing one^e situation in terms of the Whole-Idea which 
governs it. OJhis larger mystic vision Is open to every man. Ihe 
vision of the Whole, whether'of a Nation, the World, or God, Is a 
simpler experience than the of details* Large affairs depend
upon simple principles which can be applied b^ every man because of 
his possible view 6f the ?Siole* In applying these principles he 
becomes creative Of the new .life towards which" the will to power, 
the vision of thg 'Ideals the urge to perfection, did.Ves each 
individual.
(6) yhe Citizen as Prophet. Through the experi­
ence of religion each citizen becbmes cl)*nscious that he may place 
his will in harmony with the will of the universe^ Every activity 
Is governed more or Idas by a controling idea.. Ideas urge toward . 
propogation, towards fulfillment.,, The sense which religion gives 
that o'axe*s Idea's have a iinlvei^al'quality Is the source of their 
impelling power.. Hence religion keeps the spirit of leadership 
alive in every thinking individual^ It encourages and gives 
validity and scope to the power of Recommentership which may be exercised by every person. The sens© of cbfoperation with the 
divine in acts of will, ospeclally- acts of will in building a 
State, gives every vote a prophetic meaning. Every citizen has 
a prophetic responsibility. The religious lalnd -views citizenship 
as cooperation v/ith God, in building the dommonwealth of God.
Thus, not even for practical purposes may we leave out 
of account that Ideal City, which both religion and philosophy 
regard as a necessary Ideal far the stability and peipetuity of 
democracy.
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S^.CULAR
1, "The party convention system has seriously weakened the citizens’ hold 
on the government, dimished the efficiency of the machinery of government pro­
vided hy the Constitution, and ha hampered the living forces v/hich are its real 
motive powers.” (Ostrogorski, Democracy ft Party Gov’t, p 364)
"The real trouble is not in Congress but in the inner councils of the 
two great political parties as they work today. 3ach party stands ready to make 
up in accordance with the accepted rules of the political green room, ^ery four 
years each party makes a platform w^iich means nothing and nominates to go with it 
a man to whom the platform is entirely satisfactory. The object of each party is 
to get into office and stay there. Unfortunately for the party managers,there 
are such things as principles. When the party pets in it discovers that its 
majority splits along inevitable lines of cleavage,dividing into radicals and con­
servatives. These hostile fragments make legislative progress all but impossible.
This has become a hard world for trimmers - after' they take office."
3*. "The absolute power Of small cliques of managers.who settled everything 
behind the scenes was such a common thing that the application of Caucus in the 
sense of secret meeting or cobol was revived and applied to it." (Hayes, Problems 
of the Gov't.)
■ ‘4* "The concern of patriotic men is to put government on the right basis 
by substituting the popular will for the rule of guardians, the processes of 
common council for those of private ai'rangements." (Woodrow Wilson, North Am.Review)
5. ̂ "There is much in the modern state which is nothing more than a resid­
uum of medieval society,- a combination of Teutonictribolism , Christian eccelsias-, 
ticism, and Graeco-Roman culture." (Sevan,Gospel & Government p 199)
8. ”V/hat all the nations now need is a public ^opinion which shall in
every nation give more constant thought and keener attention to international policy, 
and lift it to a higher plane." (Lord Bryce]
8. "The only nenranent forces are moral forces. Permanent things will be
accomplished when the opinion of mankind is brought to bear upon the issues."
(Woodrow Wilson)
6. . "This basis (of party government) is antiquated. It rests on con-, 
ceptions contrary to the modem spirit and on political conditions which have ceased 
to exist. Party came down to us as an inheritance of the theological and ecceles- 
iastical age. Its organization resembled that of the adherents of a creed invested, 
like tho creed of a Church, with the sanction of orthodoxy and heterodoxy. The 
adherence had to be undivided; one could not differ from the party on any article
of its faith any more than one could choose between the dqgraas of a religion.
Like tho Church which takes charge of all the spiritual needw of a man. Party de­
manded the whole citizen. Conformity with the party need was the sole ^le of 
political conduct; like a religious faith it conferred saving Grace on all its 
members present and to come, without further effort on their part. Sinco the 
advent of Democracy, party formed on an eccelfesiastical basis has possessed no 
more rational Justification in facts. Its historic formation has collapsed. " 
(Astrogorski.Democracy & Party, p.437)
7. "Real leadership can be obtained in a political community only on four essential conditions* the mon capable of exercising the leadership must have 
easy access to public life; those men who are allowed political influence must assume
the responsibility attaching to it; for this responsibility to be a reality it must
RBIirrlQUS.
1* "A logical method of dealing with the theme of Democratic Chrifetianity
calls for a beginning with the democratization of the church organization as the 
first and immediate step.
’’Is autocracy or aristocracy or paternalism any more lovely in an 
ecclesiastical organization than, in a political or industrial system? "
(McConnell, Democratic Christianity)
2. " If v/e are called upon to face the fact that federalism involves
more than association in a league - that it iiT5)lies some‘unified organ over 
all that every denomination accejjting it must surrender some of its ovm pre- 
roratives we reply that we do face that very fact;and we must adjust ourselves 
to that fact or go on with diminishing effectiveness.
’’If it is protested that a huge organization of this sort onens 
the door to ecclesiastical politics -•nd autocracy v; e refuse to be alarmed so 
long as the organization represents a genuinely ponular movement. The people 
are becoming more and more able to take care of themselves against politicians 
and autocrats, '^he Spirit of Christ is in the world. 'Vhat that spirit can 
accomplish for mankind will appear only when there is a Body of Christ with 
parts closely enough coordinated to prevent speedh from stammering and progress 
from staggering."
(McConnell, ibid , Chap.2, "The Church of the People,By the 
People, For the People," p 40)
3. "Another obstacle is a superstitions fear of church sociolism.
Great buildings, valuable sites, wealthy churches,'’ large and successful 
publication houses, and a number of other interests, it is feared would have 
to go into the melting pot This is, hor/ever, a mere bogey."*
"Most of the resistance “to unity comes from those holding 
offices, from secretaries of societies and men employed in educational pub­
lication and other activities of the Church. The great.movement toward church 
unity must come from intelligent and determined laymen. The 30 million 
people who worship God in the churches of this country must determine that 
matters of Church Government shall not separate them." (McComb,Psych.otf Sects, 
P,691
4. "'^he taint of emotional exploitation on the part of the more 
sophisticated trustees of religion must longvsince have killed the church had 
it not been for the sound objectivity of the people."
(Hocking, "Meaning of God in Human Experience", p 78)
5. "It is the hardest conceivable spiritual feat for ecclesias­
tical officials to move in any atmosphere without being morally poisoned." p;405
(McConnell,"V/hat Shall the Churches Do With the Young Radicals’"
JH. of Pel. July 1923 p 398)
6. "The greatest tragedy in the world is when beautiful things 
get into the hands of those vAio do not understand them. The danger is that the 
most beautiful element in human bhings, the innate craving for beauty, for poetry,
HBLIGIOPS Continued*
"for worship and ecstasy, in a word the relig-ious instinct, shall fall into 
the hands of literal-minded priests who are eager to crystallize and minify 
these urgencies into small prisms of doctrine. So, little hy little,the 
common man develops a habit of mind which tends to raake him doubtful of 
Authority; doubtful of all panaceas and mass-attacks upon Salvation; doubtful 
of professional Chrysostoms and uplifters who make a living out of lifting up; 
doubtful, indeed, of almost everything except that strange capsule of divine 
hunger that can be found in every human being if you can persuade him to lay 
down his pitiful armor of self-defense."
"He cannot honestly‘be accused of hostility to any Church; for 
he sees that Churches are human institutions, manned (like all human institu­
tions ). mostly with second-rate minds. There was a great line was once
discovered in the ?:piscopal Prayer-Book (but it seems to have been removed; we 
nover could find it again) that said something about God •Whose service is 
perfect freedom' We' should like to see God raagni-fied with a little ecstasy, 
not minified in a rigid creed.
t
"We.are reminded of Dr. Jowett's immortal line, "You must believe 
in God, in suite of what the clergy say,•"
(Christopher Morloy)
7* , Pros in Religion.
Not long ago a minister, speaking'to his people, declared as his 
purpose the building up of a parish of amateur Christians, What he meant should 
be clear. He was not thinking primarily of the out-door professionals,
the hypocrites, the men who think it good business to be church members. Just 
as some other men think it good business to play golf with prospects. Nor 
had he chiefly in mind the people who believe that a church should serve as 
an introduction to the "nice families" of the hoighborhood.
He was thinking of the professionalization to vrtiich the church 
as an institution has been so much subjected, of the prevalence of secondary 
motives, of the race for records in conversions, of the buiddlng arad enlargement 
of temples made with hands.
. The professional Christians have their reward. They make a score,
win a banner, lift a mortgage or raise an endowment. And there they stop.
Only when the eye is single can the whole body be full of light. And their eyes 
are not single. Their vision is blurred by something small and mean when compared 
with the pearl of great price, the love of goodness simply because it is ^ood, 
the desire for brotherhood because all people are really members of one holy 
family.
The religious professional, is a contradition in terms. It is 
only the amateur who has eyes to behold the vision snlendid.
Probably some unthinking people fancy that professional religious 
leaders are more interested in the political "slate" than in constructive pro­
grams of inspiration and training, -^is is positively not so. They are simply 
emmeshed in our denominational machinery and cannot escape until we modernize 
the machinery." (Rev. C. L.Hay')
I. . Formulate a plan to render public ooinion more effective in
your denomination.
HTgLICrlOUS Continued.
9. • "Never yet has the Church nuide any honest attempt to study the matter
of denominational division from the standpoint of Christ’s own opinion and 
desire. Conferences, assemblies, conventions have never dared to
make any deliberate and searching study of the question. With rare exceptions 
this is just as true of religious periodicals as it is of conferences and con­
ventions. In a very real senstfthese journals are supposed to be from week 
to week the voice of the Church. "’hey are charged with that responsibility. 
They are more potent in guiding the thought and directing the discussions of 
the Church than any other group or institution. Most of them pride
themselves on their timeliness in handling all important questions touching 
the Kingdom. It would humble them to confess that there as-^any real and vital 
discussion going on throughout the Church on which they are not giving fre­
quent and weighty opinion and guidance. And yet, on this one theme of de­
nominational division they are significantly silent. One can read almost all 
of these religious periodicals year after year without ever once getting from 
them a hint that this is a most vital question - a question on which individual 
laymen, and now and then a preacher, down among the churches are giving sober 
thought to find Christ's will. One would never gather from these periodi­
cals that either they or the Church are making any thorough survey, any real 
study, to discover whAt are facts in the present situation and what must be the 
mind of Christ relating thereto. Most of them are, obviouSly, shamelessly 
biased on the question, being unbkushing apologists for denorainationalisra - 
seemingly on the assumption that the status quo is Christ’s own plan for his 
Church and that his followers must stubbornly perpetuate it, regardless of the 
damage it does to the work nf the Gospel.
"If there is no other subject of pressing importance which churches 
and conferences and religious periodicals evade more completely tJian denomina- 
tionalism, neither is there any other subject before the Church today on which 
so large a part qX that which is spoken and written is pitifully superficial 
and misleading. Much of it is psychologically, theologically, and
C hristologically wrong - and some of it simply is not true, as any one knows 
wha knows anything at all about either folks or the churches in which they 
worhsip, as those folks and churches exist today. The ignorance of bfcth 
•human nature and of the most elementary characteristics of the Gospel - or else 
the utter disregard of both - which some very prominent Churchmen have shown in 
their defense of denominationalism is ctartling to hny one who undertakes to 
carry into this subject the same honest spirit of inquiry with which he studies 
other Christian issues. These apologists fail utterly to grasp the deeper
content of the question, and how it involves the most primary bature of 
Christ and his Gospel, and are guilty of a shallowness on this whole subject 
which would be terribly embarrassing to them on any other question touching 
the Kingdom. We have never heard an intelligent thinker undertake to defend de­
nominational ism who could do it on the same high and logical plane on which he 
did the'rest of his thinking. It simply cannot be done!
(From the Ferald of Gospel Liberty, Layton, Ohio. Reprinted in 
The Christian Union tjuarterly, jan. .1924)
’ That there has been a cry throughout the church for a 
reduction in overhead expenses and for a cessation of overlapping 
and duplication of effort, no one will deny. Taken in all its
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bearings, this whole subject of the readjustment -of the benevo­
lent work of the church and the consolidation of boards is one 
tiiat deserves widespread discussion. At a recent church conr- 
ference on this subject,nine bishops who participated in the de­
bate were practically a unit in defense of the status quo. All 
the pastors an,d a number of leading laymen who discussed the sub­
ject stood for some form of board consolidation.
"Now we hold no brief in this connection for any particular plan 
‘of board consolidation, but we do contend that there ought not to be any action 
which could be construed as an attempt on the part of any of the •interests*
'to stifle discussion of this subject. ^either should those into whose 
hands the problem is committed be intimidated by carefully veiled threats of 
uprisings in the church or by the bogy of petitions. Let the whole matter be 
discuased on its merits. Is there a possibility of larger efficiency in 
a smaller number of boards? mil duplication of effort and overlapping be 
avoided under' such an arrangement? What can be said on the Question of econo­
my? ' mil the church save money by Operating with five boards instead of 
with ten? What Is the state of public opinion about the multiplicity of 
organizations? ' How do the pastors, the ‘key men* of Methodism,feel? How 
do the laymen regard our present methods of benevolent administration’?
•'Let us,therefore, have a broad and fearless discussion of this 
whole problem . It might be well to publish in the church papers complete 
showings both by designated items and by totals of the expenditures under the 
present order, a comprehensive analysis of board activities which should re­
veal the lines of overlapping and duplication of effort, and a constructive 
plan of departmental reorganization under some reasonable scheme of con­
solidation.” (v>3itorial Zion*s Herald, Jan.30,1924 p 137)
”He is a poor home missionary who does not nowaday’s ring the 
changes upon the iniquity of sectarian duplications, A large proportion of 
the contributors to home missions in the churches have come to believe from the 
laassionate oratory and the glowing rhetoric which the home mission appeal has 
expended on this subject of late, that their funds are being employed to correct 
this shameful evil, But as a matter of fact the bulk of home mission funds 
is still used to T^erpetuate this pernicious practice of foisting needless 
sectarian organizations upon spiritually languishing communities.
"mhe issue thus joined is sufficiently clean-cut to prompt xeal— 
ous and searching inquiry on the part of laymen and conscientious pastors among 
all the denominations. Are funds being used for the purposes'-for which they 
are given? fs money being secured under false or Questionable pretense?
Are our .gifts going to swell the fund of hundreds of thousands of dollars,used 
annually through numerous home missions treasuries, to blight the spiritual life
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11. of countless American conraunities "by th© maintenance of thousand of v/orse 
than needless, v,eak, ineffectual, sectarian organizations? I!ost of these 
would perish out of hand, if it wer© not for the drihhling subsidies from 
distant home mission treasuries, on which in some instances they ha^ve de­
pended for ten, twenty and even forty years to maintain their uncalled for 
existence. This is hardly the way to buiid up the Kingdom of PyOd.
"Tjiere is grave peril of abuses under this system. Follow 
a home mission dollar once , and see whore it goes. On© layman contributed 
ten dollars in response to the appeal of home fcisaipn literature. l^en traced, 
one dollar of his contribution was, found to have reached the destination he 
designed. Nobody stole the other nine dollars, but they were hung up on the 
way or 'were diverted to enterprises which the giver cared little or nothing 
for, and had no desire to support. Out of this one dollar a large proportion 
was again diverted, so tliat *we are forced to the conclusion that only about four 
cents of the layman's--tan dollars reached* the actual work for which he designed 
it.
"I*t cannot'be properly charged,and should not be assumed, that 
there is ‘embeixlement involved in these devious, transactions. But there is some 
kind of pressure' or some degree of desire back of all the varied enterprise^ of 
the home mission program. And it is simply unthinkable that enough home mission 
givers can be found who will with their eyes wide open furnish the hundreds of 
thousands of dollars now era-Dloyed in perpetuating secta'rian divisions in our long- 
suffering communities."
( Editorial,Christian Century, Jan. 31,1924 p 136)
